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Abstract 
A value-shift began to influence global political thinking in the late 20th century, 
characterised by recognition of the need for environmentally, socially and culturally 
sustainable resource development. This shift entailed a move away from thinking of 
‘nature’ and ‘culture’ as separate entities – the former existing to serve the latter – toward 
the possibility of embracing the intrinsic worth of the nonhuman world. Cultural 
landscape theory recognises ‘nature’ as at once both ‘natural’, and a ‘cultural’ construct. 
As such, it may offer a framework through which to progress in the quest for ‘sustainable 
development’. 
 
This study makes a contribution to this quest by asking whether contemporary 
developments in cultural landscape theory can contribute to rehabilitation strategies for 
Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes. The answer is ‘yes’. 
 
To answer the research question, a flexible, ‘emergent’ methodological approach has 
been used, resulting in the following outcomes. A thematic historical overview of 
landscape values and resource development in Australia post-1788, and a review of 
cultural landscape theory literature, contribute to the formation of a new theoretical 
framework: Reconnecting the Interrupted Landscape. This framework establishes a 
positive answer to the research question. It also suggests a method of application within 
the Australian open-cut coal mining landscape, a highly visible exemplar of the resource 
development landscape. This method is speculatively tested against the rehabilitation 
strategy of an operating open-cut coal mine, concluding with positive recommendations 
to the industry, and to government. 
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Introduction to the Study 
 
Chapter One: Introduction to the Study 
 
1.0 Introduction: The research question and direction 
 
This study aims to make a significant contribution to cultural landscape theory and to its enactment in the 
operational landscape by answering the question: Can contemporary developments in cultural landscape 
theory contribute to rehabilitation strategies for Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes? The 
answer provided by this study is ‘yes’. 
 
This positive answer is arrived at through the formation of a new theoretical framework based in cultural 
landscape theory: Reconnecting the Interrupted Landscape. A method of application is also proposed, to 
enact this contemporary development of cultural landscape theory within the operational landscape; and 
this study makes specific recommendations to the Australian open-cut coal mining industry and to 
government. This theoretical framework has the potential for application in a wide range of other 
landscape ‘interruption’ types; and this study acts as a catalyst for further research and application. 
 
The framing of the research question is based on two assumptions. Firstly, that there is a need to develop 
environmentally, socially and culturally sustainable ways of supporting life on the planet, specifically 
with regards to resource development. Open-cut coal mining landscapes, as exemplars of contemporary 
resource development practice, will continue to be developed in Australia for the foreseeable future. 
These are landscapes of significant and very visible disturbance, and rehabilitation has recently become 
an integral requirement of their design and operation. The second assumption is that recognition of, and 
responses to landscape as a “complex cultural product” (Cosgrove 1998, 11) should play an increasingly 
central role in contemporary landscape design and management. Cultural landscape theory offers a 
worldview through which to interpret the multiplicity of landscape values, including the apparently 
dichotomous values of ‘development’ and ‘sustainability’. 
 
This chapter introduces and frames the study by expanding on these two assumptions to elucidate its 
background and inspiration. The methodological approach is briefly introduced, followed by a chapter-
by-chapter overview of the structural outline of the study, in relation to five identified research sub-
questions. This chapter concludes with a delineation of the scope of the study, and a summary of its 
contribution to knowledge and practice. 
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1.1 Background to the Study: Cultural Landscape and the ‘Spaces in Between’ 
 
In undertaking research for the publication 2001: A report from Australia (Centenary of Federation 
Advisory Committee 1994), Adams and Lowe travelled the nation asking Australians “what defines us?” 
The main response they received was “the landscape” (Adams, 2003). The question arises: which 
landscape? Observations of Australian popular and ‘high’ culture suggest there are several archetypal 
‘loved’ Australian landscapes: the ‘bush’ of 19th century-style painting; the ‘outback’/desert; the coastal 
rainforest and the beach. But how do Australians feel about other landscape types, such as those created 
by open-cut coal mining? This question lies at the core of a cultural approach to landscapes: that they are 
defined by the values people ascribe to them (Armstrong 2001b, 15). 
 
In considering how people might value such a place as an open-cut coal mine, a continuum of attitudes to 
landscape, and to “nonhuman nature” (Meyer 1997, 51) may be proposed, operating between the 
polarities depicted in Figure 1: 
 
 
Figure 1: Continuum of Landscape Attitudes 
 
Cosgrove charts the evolution of these polarities in early industrial England, wherein: 
 
If cultivated land, resources and labour were increasingly unnatural, nature could only 
exist where human society had not intervened, or at least where the appearance of non-
intervention could be sustained, in the wild and unused parts of the environment. 
(Cosgrove 1998, 231-232) 
 
Arising with the emergence of capitalist economics, such binary thinking has since been predominant in 
much of western discourse and activity. In the example represented in Figure 1, it is “culture and nature; 
man and nature”; or “human nature and nonhuman nature” (Meyer 1997, 45-51) which are placed in 
opposition. Scholars such as Meyer argue that these polarised positions have been used to legitimise “the 
land’s destruction and later, paradoxically, its preservation … and the ensuing inability to strike a middle 
ground…” (Meyer 1997, 46-47). It is not the specific positions at either end of this continuum which are 
central to the assessment of landscape values in this study, but the potential of the ‘middle ground’ – the 
spaces in between. The intention behind the use of the term ‘continuum’ in Figure 1 is elucidated by 
Meyer, who discusses the notion that the “continuum; hybrid”; or “landscape cyborg” offers a space for 
landscape design by removing the extreme polarities, so that “we do not have ‘others.’ If we do not have 
‘others,’ we do not inherently value one term over another”. This space recognises the construction of 
landscape by human culture and values as well as ecological systems, and thus is open to new landscape 
typologies (Meyer 1997, 50-66; Haraway 1991, 150). 
Economic development: 
favours urban/industrial/ 
agricultural development; 
nonhuman nature is a 
commodity 
 
Ecological preservation: 
favours the cessation of 
urban/industrial/agricultural 
development; nonhuman 
nature should be preserved 
 
Continuum of attitudes to 
landscape and nonhuman 
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These ideas have emerged in the late 20th century and early 21st century in fields usually typified by one 
or other of these polarities. American environmental journalist Carolyn Chase simplifies the binary 
thinking depicted in Figure 1 to “progress vs. preservation”, yet recognises the restrictions of this 
opposing duality when she calls for “a plan for both conservation and prosperity” in which 
environmentalists need to face the reality of a capitalist economy as well as the needs of the environment 
(Chase 1998; 2002). It is noteworthy that she recognises the inappropriately static nature of 
‘preservation’, and seeks to replace it with the enlivening ‘conservation’. Chase points to new spaces 
opening up between the binary of nonhuman nature and business in her review of the 1999 book Natural 
Capitalism, by Hawken, Lovins and Lovins. The premise of this text is that the majority of business in the 
late 1990s was still operating on the assumption that natural resources were infinitely abundant (Hawken, 
Lovins and Lovins 1999). However, since the Club of Rome published their Limits to Growth in 1972, it 
has been well understood that the ability of the earth to support continued resource-based development at 
the current rate has been in decline (Meadows et al 1972, 23). Chase argues that Natural Capitalism 
demonstrates that businesses that embrace, and learn to capitalise on this new operative environment will 
be at the forefront of: 
 
The "next industrial revolution" … Because this integration of economic and ecological 
goals is becoming profitable as well as necessary, it will replace traditional industrialism 
with a new paradigm of production, just as industrialism previously replaced 
agrarianism. 
(Chase 1999) 
 
In landscape design, binary thinking has been expressed as opposition or tension between the primacy of 
aesthetics at one end, and of ecology at the other as the driving force informing design (Mozingo 1997, 
46). Historical western approaches to landscape as ‘scenery’, making of it a purely cultural construct, are 
interpreted by exponents of ecological design as setting human beings apart from nature (Lyle 1991, 37-
38). In support of an ecological approach to landscape design, Lyle argues that the underlying structural, 
functional and locational ecosystematic processes and order of nature form the “essential and 
fundamental inspiration of design” (1991, 40). Landscape is literally “the visible manifestation of an 
ecosystem” (Lyle 1991, 39), and the role of landscape design is to restore and embody a harmonious 
relationship between humans and nature (1991, 44). 
 
Critics of ecological design are most critical of its manifestation at the ‘ecological preservation’ end of 
the continuum depicted in Figure 1, where it is seen as ‘purified’ by a divorce from culture. Armstrong 
identifies a conflict in landscape design and management between cultural landscape values and the 
values of those who would “restore landscapes to a former ‘natural’ state, thus removing evidence of 
human activities” (Armstrong 2001a, vi). Lyle’s more moderate ecological design position is that the 
human contribution to landscape should be informed by underlying ecology, but also acknowledge the 
space of culture, of “perception and intellect”, as a creator of our relationship to landscape. 
 
Ecological processes, rather than being the ‘pure’ workings of nature, are arguably inextricable from 
human intervention in the landscape, as expressed by Thomas: 
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…the boundaries between natural and cultural landscapes [in the Australian context] are 
so blurred that separation of these two landscapes is nigh impossible and that of the so-
called ‘natural’ landscapes that remain, many have become dependent on humans for 
their survival. 
(Thomas, cited in Thomas, Sim, and Poulton 2001, 19) 
 
In the same vein, Steinitz suggests that all landscape forms, from the urban to the ‘wild’ “share a similar 
structural model” (1986, v). Mozingo argues that knowledge of ecosystems can only be accessed through 
a relationship to “sites – places of human cultural constructs, scaled by the limits of human 
understanding, not ecosystem function” (1997, 49). Thus, landscape becomes a construct in the formation 
of which cultural considerations and ecological processes both play a part; they are not separate, warring 
concerns. 
 
While conducting their research, Adams and Lowe pressed their survey respondents for further responses 
to the question of defining Australians: what else besides “the landscape”? The next most common 
response was “tolerance”. Adams finds this problematic, as it suggests “putting up with”; and proposes 
instead “celebration” of variety and difference as an alternative national attitude (2003). From this is 
derived the inspiration for this study to explore the “multiple values associated with cultural landscapes” 
(Armstrong 2001a, vi). This study aims to operate within the middle ground between development 
landscapes and ecological landscapes, to investigate spaces for the adoption of holistic cultural landscape 
values as the design drivers for Australian open-cut coal mining landscape rehabilitation strategies. 
 
1.2 Introduction to the Methodological Approach 
 
The methodological approach outlined in Chapter Two of this study explores the initial knowledge claims 
and theoretical perspectives of the author, discusses the strategy of inquiry, and the selection of 
appropriate methods to answer the research question. It outlines an “emergent design” approach, allowing 
the process of research to inform dynamic adaptation of the initially proposed structure as new 
information and perspectives emerge (Lincoln & Guba 1985, 41). 
 
A paradigmatic affinity on the part of this author is expressed with aspects of interpretivist philosophy as 
defined by Schwandt (2000, 191-194), and specifically with Geertz’s explanation of the hermeneutic 
circle (cited in Schwandt 2000, 193). In this, local and global structures are brought into dynamic 
dialectical relationship. The “global structure” (Geertz cited in Schwandt 2000, 193) in this study, is 
derived from both the relationship of Australian mining landscape history with that of changing western 
environmental value systems, and from contemporary cultural landscape theory, emphasising meaning as 
derived from and reflecting a multiplicity of values (Armstrong 2001a, vi). The “local detail” (Geertz 
cited in Schwandt 2000, 193), is derived from the specificities of contemporary open-cut mining 
rehabilitation practice and the associated cultural landscapes. 
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Based on this theoretical perspective, a primarily qualitative research strategy is identified as appropriate 
to this study. Research methods are initially proposed and then adapted to suit the specific needs of the 
study as it unfolds. These methods are outlined in Chapter Two as follows: the thematic historical 
overview; the use of literature; the development of a theoretical framework; and a ‘speculative example’. 
These methods will be briefly touched upon in the structural outline of the study below. 
 
1.3 Research Sub-questions and Structural Outline of the Study 
 
Five research sub-questions have been derived from the main research question: Can contemporary 
developments in cultural landscape theory contribute to rehabilitation strategies for Australian open-cut 
coal mining landscapes? To introduce the structural outline of this study, Table 1 lists these sub-
questions, correlating them with the study chapters which respond to them. 
 
Table 1: Research Sub-questions and Respondent Study Chapters 
RESEARCH SUB-QUESTION 
 
RESPONDENT STUDY CHAPTERS 
1. What has been the impact of resource-development 
on the landscape in Australia? 
 
2. How have landscapes of resource development been 
culturally valued in Australia? 
Chapter Three  
Setting the Scene:  
Thematic Historical Overview 1788 - 1971 
Chapter Four  
Expanding the Scene:  
Thematic Historical Overview 1972 – 2005 
 
3. What currently constitutes the rehabilitation of open-
cut coal mining landscapes in Australia? 
Chapter Four  
Expanding the Scene:  
Thematic Historical Overview 1972 – 2005 
 
4. What aspects of cultural landscape theory, including 
contemporary developments, have potential 
relevance to the Australian open-cut coal mining 
landscape? 
 
Chapter Five 
Cultural Landscape Theory:  
A review of literature 
5. How might contemporary developments in cultural 
landscape theory contribute to rehabilitation 
strategies for open-cut coal mining landscapes? 
 
Chapter Six 
Reconnecting the Interrupted Landscape:  
A theoretical framework and a method of application 
Chapter Seven  
A Speculative Example:  
Exploring the application potential for the 
‘Reconnecting’ method in Australian open-cut coal 
mining 
 
 
Following this introductory chapter, and the presentation of the methodological approach in Chapter Two, 
Chapters Three to Seven form the responses to these research sub-questions as a means of building the 
full positive response to the main research question. Chapter Eight provides an overall conclusion to the 
study. This section will provide a brief overview of the content and approach of these chapters, framed as 
responses to these research sub-questions. 
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1.3.1 Setting the Scene for the ‘Interrupted Landscape’: Chapters Three and Four 
The scene is set for this study through a thematic historical overview of the impact of resource-
development on the landscape in Australia, dating from the arrival of Europeans in 1788. This is 
articulated in two parts: in Chapter Three: Setting the Scene: Thematic Historical Overview 1788-1971; 
and in Chapter Four: Expanding the Scene: Thematic Historical Overview 1972 - 2005. The division of 
time and the thematic structure of these chapters emerged from an initial review of the historical 
literature. 
 
The historical themes explored in Chapter Three are: 
 
• the cultural landscape values of European-Australian settlers; specifically those values regarding 
landscape as primarily a resource; 
• the impact of these resource-based landscape values on the Australian landscape; and 
• the impact of these culturally dominant resource-based landscape values on the relationships of 
Indigenous Australians with the landscape. 
 
The focus is on resource-development, expanding to specifically focus on open-cut coal mining from 
1946 when it became a significant industry in Australia. This chapter is based in secondary historical texts 
such as the work of Reynolds (1982; 1987; 1996), Bolton (1992), and Fitzgerald (1982; 1984; 2002). 
 
The commencement of Chapter Four in 1972 is based on the significance of that year in both the global 
and Australian environmental and Indigenous rights movements, a year which had significant 
consequences for the contemporary resource development sector. The historical themes explored in 
Chapter Four are: 
 
• the late 20th century shift in western (and hence European-Australian) landscape values toward a 
recognition of the finite nature of landscape as a resource, beginning to embrace the concept of 
‘sustainable development’; 
• the impact of these changing landscape values on the Australian landscape, specifically the 
introduction of requirements for post-mining landscape rehabilitation; and 
• the impact of these changing culturally dominant landscape values on the relationships of 
Indigenous Australians with the landscape. 
 
This chapter focuses on this important change of attitude within the Australian mining industry toward 
environmental management. It articulates the status of legislation and practice in open-cut coal mining 
environmental management and landscape rehabilitation in Queensland by mid-2005, providing a context 
for the ‘speculative example’. This chapter is based in secondary historical texts such as the work of 
Lines (1991), and Young (2000), and mining rehabilitation texts such as the work of Hannan (1984), and 
Day (1985). Much of this chapter is based in primary material, specifically recent legislation from the 
Commonwealth Government (1975-2003), and the Queensland Government (1996-2004), and 
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documentation from Queensland open-cut coal mining companies such as BHP Billiton Mitsubishi 
Alliance (2003; 2004; 2004a). 
 
Throughout these chapters, a focus is placed on Queensland in order to establish the historical, legislative, 
and socio-cultural context for the speculative example of an open-cut coal mine undertaken in Chapter 
Seven. The overall aim of these chapters is to elucidate the changing values which created the ethical 
basis and operational practices of Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes in 2005. The thematic 
historical overview concludes at the end of Chapter Four with the proposed theoretical model of the 
‘interrupted landscape’, describing the resource-development based landscape type exemplified by the 
physical, political, social and cultural entity that is the open-cut coal mining landscape. 
 
1.3.2 Cultural Landscape Theory: Chapter Five 
Chapter Five, Cultural Landscape Theory: A review of literature takes the theoretical model of the 
‘interrupted landscape’ and uses it to frame an exploration and expansion of the theoretical paradigm 
being developed in the area of cultural landscape theory. The recent work of O’Hare (1997; 2001) and 
Armstrong (2001a; 2001b) form the backbone of this review of literature. 
 
O’Hare (1997, 30) defines the cultural landscape as “the physical environment as modified and 
interpreted by humans, over time”, and cultural landscape theory as “a way of interpreting the 
continuously evolving humanised environment” (1997, 17). This incorporates Bourassa’s (1991, 8) 
suggestion that we substitute the word “environment” for “landscape”. However, this study retains the 
use of the term ‘landscape’ based on the following reasoning. The relationship between ‘environment’ 
and ‘landscape’ is well elucidated by Maciá: “The environment is not landscape until people perceive it” 
(cited in Bourassa 1991, 9). Thus ‘landscape’ may be defined as a cultural construction of the 
environment, which as O’Hare states, makes of the term ‘cultural landscape’ “a useful tautology” (1997, 
17). 
 
Chapter Five explores the overarching theory of landscape as a cultural construction through three 
thematic categories: cultural geography; cultural landscape heritage; and landscape and systems 
aesthetics. 
 
Cultural Geography 
Strong (1998) defines geography as “concerned with the patterns of phenomena and the processes that 
created them ... its subject matter is Earth, described and explained using the spatial perspective”. The 
injection of a cultural approach to geography is expressed by Cosgrove who states that the landscape is an 
“ideologically-charged and very complex cultural product” (1998, 11); i.e. the ‘spatial perspective’ 
expands to include the perspectives of perception and subjective values, to become a cultural geography. 
This body of theory expands out from the central differentiation between “space” and “place” (Relph 
1976, 8), based on the idea that landscape ‘interruption’ creates ‘spaces’ where once there were ‘places’. 
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The important concept of “environmental humility” is introduced (Relph 1981, 19-20), which forms a 
central plank of the theoretical framework. This review encompasses seminal texts including the work of  
Relph (1976, 1981), Tuan (1979; 1990; 1993), Meinig (1979), and Jackson (1986). 
 
Cultural Landscape Heritage 
Cultural landscape heritage may be defined with reference to Armstrong’s explanation of the work of 
David Lowenthal which “shifted discussions about place and cultural landscapes into the realm of values 
rather than mere descriptions of the ways cultural practices have created landscapes” (Armstrong 2001b, 
3). This section examines an extension of the notion of heritage to incorporate the invisible values and 
meanings attached to everyday places; the “ordinarily sacred” (Taylor 1999, 108). Linking back to 
cultural geography, it examines the link between heritage and human attachment to ‘place’, and the way 
dominant cultures can sever these attachments through a form of heritage colonisation. The invisible 
manifestations of cultural landscape heritage, of memories and narratives, are often all that is left after a 
landscape is ‘interrupted’, and this section acknowledges the difficulty of embracing these elements 
through existing heritage management mechanisms. Texts reviewed will include work such as that of 
Lowenthal (1975; 1985; 1998), Taylor (1999), and Frawley (1990). 
 
Landscape and Systems Aesthetics 
The place of landscape aesthetics in this study is informed by the assumption that it expresses a 
significant aspect of cultural valuing of the landscape, as stated by Mozingo: “I am making the 
fundamental assumption that humans yearn for persuasive aesthetic experience in the landscape” (1997, 
52). It is inextricably linked with the way people perceive, value, and shape landscapes.  
 
Recent work in the field of landscape aesthetics is reviewed in this section, engaging with the notion that 
surfaces are intimately expressive of the meanings embedded within places and things (derived from 
Santayana (1955) and Bourassa (1991)). This is in stark contrast to the limitations of “considering the 
surface expression of all this wonderful complexity as a mere picture” (Lyle 1991, 39). Lyle proposes 
instead, from the perspective of ecological design, that ‘landscape’ is “the visible manifestation of an 
ecosystem”. Surfaces become dynamic interfaces, rather than creating an inert picture. 
 
Surface as expression of embedded meaning suggests a hybrid space between aesthetics and ecological 
function; between culture and nature. Within this space, Meyer proposes a “systems aesthetic … 
concerned with the relationships between things, not the things themselves” (1997, 66). When the 
landscape is interrupted, the total aesthetic experience is dramatically altered. This systems aesthetic 
offers a way to understand the aesthetic ramifications of ‘interruption’, and to shape the means of 
‘reconnection’. The ideas of Corner (1997) are adopted in Chapter Six to develop a method for enacting a 
creative ecological systems aesthetic in the ‘interrupted landscape’. This section makes a contribution to 
cultural landscape theory by incorporating this recent work on ecological and systems aesthetics. Core 
texts reviewed will include the work of Spirn (1988), Lyle (1991), Meyer (1997), and Corner (1997). 
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In combination with the theoretical model of the ‘interrupted landscape’ derived from the thematic 
historical overview, this literature review provides a clear direction for the development of the theoretical 
framework in Chapter Six. 
 
1.3.3 ‘Reconnecting the Interrupted Landscape’: Chapters Six and Seven 
Chapter Six, Reconnecting the Interrupted Landscape: A theoretical framework and a method of 
application, articulates a positive answer to the research question.  
 
In this chapter, the theoretical model is expanded through a critique of the ‘interrupted’ landscape type, in 
the light of the expanded cultural landscape theory articulated in Chapter Five. This critique encompasses 
the effects of ‘interruption’ on the wider cultural landscape, or ‘total ecosystem’, and the processes 
currently used to rehabilitate the landscape through the insertion of a ‘facsimile’. The theoretical 
framework identifies a new way response, by means of ‘reconnection’ of the ‘total ecosystem’, grounded 
in a thorough interpretation of the pre-interruption cultural landscape. This ‘reconnection’ is contingent 
upon an expansion of the dualistic value-base which has driven resource development landscapes for 
most of the 19th and 20th centuries, to a holistic value-base, recognising the intrinsic worth of all 
organisms and landscapes. 
 
The process of developing the theoretical framework has suggested a method of application within the 
operational cultural landscape; the ‘reconnecting’ method. Beginning to move beyond the explicit scope 
of the ‘can’ research question into ‘how’, this emergent method has been embraced in order to 
substantiate the theoretical answer to the research question. 
 
Chapter Seven, A Speculative Example: Exploring the application potential for the ‘reconnecting’ method 
in Australian open-cut coal mining, speculates on the potential for the ‘reconnecting’ method by testing it 
against the environmental management documentation for New Acland Mine, located in South-east 
Queensland. The method of the ‘speculative example’ is an adaptation of the case study method, 
responding to the lack of availability of access to an open-cut coal mining landscape within the study 
timeframe, and to the restricted nature of the documentation available. 
 
The speculation is undertaken by assessing the open-cut coal mining rehabilitation documentation 
acquired against the ‘reconnecting’ method. Gaps between the practices demonstrated and the 
‘reconnecting’ method are identified, and the comparative approach of the method is outlined. This 
process supports the conclusion that the ‘reconnecting’ method has a significant contribution to make to 
rehabilitation strategies for Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes, and this chapter concludes with 
specific recommendations to the Australian open-cut coal mining industry and to government regarding 
both legislation and practice. 
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1.3.4 Conclusion: Chapter Eight 
Chapter Eight, Conclusion: ‘Reconnecting the Interrupted Landscape’ – A contemporary development in 
cultural landscape theory contributing to rehabilitation strategies for Australian open-cut coal mining 
landscapes, revisits the research question and the background to the study. It reflects on the success of the 
methodological approach. The central concepts which have informed the progress of the study, and the 
theoretical propositions developed are reviewed. These are outlined through an examination of the five 
research sub-questions. This chapter revisits the answer to the research question, and summarises its 
implications, including recommendations for further work to extend and refine the scope of this 
contribution to cultural landscape theory, and to landscape design and management practice. 
 
1.4 The Scope of the Study 
 
This study has been limited to twelve months of part-time research, requiring an appropriate delineation 
of its scope, as outlined in this section. The central concern has been to respond to the question ‘can’, 
which is supported by an expanded response to ‘how’ contemporary developments in cultural landscape 
theory can contribute to rehabilitation strategies for Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes. The 
status of open-cut coal mining and landscape rehabilitation in Queensland is used as an exemplar of 
national issues and practice, due to the availability to this study of contextual materials. 
 
The technical and scientific aspects of open-cut coal mining landscape rehabilitation are undergoing 
extensive research and development in Australia (ACARP 2004; CSIRO 2004). It is not the intention of 
this study to intrude into these areas; rather to provide a new framework within which this technical work 
can be enacted to sustainable landscape ends. It was discovered during the process of research that access 
to documentation and sites through Australian open-cut coal mining companies is slow and extremely 
limited. Thus, the nature of the material available has entailed a change from the proposed case study to 
the modified method of the ‘speculative example’.  
 
Open-cut coal mining landscapes are complex physical, social and cultural entities, and the full details of 
their operation could not be encompassed within the scope of this study. It is intended therefore that the 
recommendations made form a first step in a process of further research, testing and development. 
 
1.5 Conclusion: The Contribution of this Study to Knowledge and Practice 
 
Open-cut coal mining landscapes will continue to be created in Australia in the foreseeable future. This 
study examines the extent to which current practice meets the terms of a cultural landscape theoretical 
paradigm, and thus identifies the significant potential for the application of cultural landscape theory to 
open-cut coal mining practice. 
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The outcome of this study articulated in Chapters Six and Seven contributes in both theoretical and 
practical ways to landscape design, and to the design of post-mining rehabilitation strategies. It makes a 
significant contribution to cultural landscape theory by incorporating recent work on ecological and 
systems aesthetics, and most importantly by proposing a means of enacting cultural landscape theory 
within the operational landscape. It proposes legislative reform at both state and national levels, whilst 
recognising the need for more detailed research to facilitate such reform. 
 
This investigation into a new response to one type of post-industrial landscape creates a precedent and 
framework of potential applicability to other types of post-industrial landscapes, and perhaps to other 
forms of landscape ‘interruption’. 
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Chapter Two 
Emergent Design: The methodological approach 
 
2.0 Introduction 
The research question - Can contemporary developments in cultural landscape theory contribute to 
rehabilitation strategies for Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes? - indicates that in this study the 
researcher is not in pursuit of the proof or refutation of a hypothesis, nor asking explicitly one of the 
categorical research questions who, what, where, how or why (Yin 2003, 5-9). The question asks whether 
a particular body of theory can make a contribution to an area of practice; and thus the key word in the 
question is ‘can’. As such, this study makes a preliminary inquiry to ascertain whether there is further 
work to be undertaken, and provides a positive answer. Through the process of ‘emergent’ research as 
outlined below, the answer to ‘can’ is found to suggest ‘how’, which although outside the scope of the 
original question, provides strong theoretical support for the positive answer to ‘can’. 
 
Creswell proposes that three fundamental questions need to be answered in order to design a research 
study: 
 
1. What knowledge claims are being made by the researcher (including a theoretical   
    perspective)? 
2. What strategies of inquiry will inform the procedures? 
3. What methods of data collection and analysis will be used?  
    (Creswell 2003, 5) 
 
In response, this chapter explores this author’s knowledge claims and theoretical perspectives, discusses 
the strategy of inquiry, and the selection of methods made within the flexible process of “emergent 
design” (Lincoln & Guba 1985). This is a process in which the researcher allows: 
 
… the research design to emerge (flow, cascade, unfold) rather than to construct it 
preordinately (a priori) because it is inconceivable that enough could be known ahead of 
time about the many multiple realities to devise the design adequately… 
(Lincoln & Guba 1985, 41) 
 
‘Emergent design’ is adopted as an appropriate meta-approach for the design of an exploratory study such 
as this, based on the initially unpredictable nature of its direction. Some methods originally selected have 
been expanded upon, and the original proposal of a case study has been significantly altered as new 
information and perspectives have emerged. 
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2.1 Knowledge Claims and Theoretical Perspective 
 
Lincoln and Guba define knowledge claims as “inquiry paradigms”; a paradigm being “a set of basic 
beliefs … that define(s), for its holder, the nature of the “world”” (2000, 165). An ‘inquiry paradigm’ 
defines the worldview of the inquirer, and “what falls within and outside the limits of legitimate inquiry” 
(Lincoln & Guba 2004, 21). Lincoln & Guba suggest the basic beliefs defining the various inquiry 
paradigms can be encapsulated in the inquirer’s responses to three fundamental questions (2004, 21), 
which are set out in Table 2 with this author’s accompanying responses. These answers have directed the 
further exploration of an authorial affinity with a recognised inquiry paradigm. 
 
Table 2: Responses to Questions Establishing Paradigmatic Affinity (adapted from Lincoln & Guba 
2004, 21-22) 
 
QUESTION 
 
RESPONSE 
Ontological: what is the form and nature of reality and 
what is there that can be known about it?  
Reality is a series of subjective perceptions of objects and 
actions, filtered through learned ideas and values; i.e. 
knowledge. 
 
Epistemological: What is the nature of the relationship 
between the knower or would-be knower and what can 
be known? 
The knower perceives what is to be known through an 
apprehension of context and the filter of received and 
subjective knowledge. 
 
Methodological: How can the inquirer go about finding 
out whatever he or she believes can be known? 
The inquirer can use whatever method/s he/she deems 
most appropriate to exploring and interpreting each thing 
desired to be known. 
 
 
The paradigmatic affinity suggested by these responses lies within the general, but not specific scope of 
relativist and interpretivist philosophies as defined by Smith and Deemer (2000) and Schwandt (2000, 
191-194) respectively. A specific affinity exists with Geertz’s explanation of the hermeneutic circle: 
 
A continuous dialectical tacking between the most local of local detail and the most global 
of global structure in such a way as to bring both into view simultaneously. … Hopping 
back and forth between the whole conceived through the parts that actualize it and the parts 
conceived through the whole which motivates them, we seek to turn them, by a sort of 
intellectual perpetual motion, into explications of one another. 
(cited in Schwandt 2000, 193) 
 
Therefore, in seeking to define a ‘paradigm of inquiry’, the relationship of Australian mining landscape 
history with that of changing western environmental value systems, and contemporary cultural landscape 
theory form the central theoretical plank of this study; they form the ‘global structure’. The contemporary 
physical, political and socio-cultural aspects of open-cut coal mining landscapes investigated are the 
‘local detail’. 
 
Cultural landscape theory places an emphasis on meaning as derived from and reflective of a multiplicity 
of values (Armstrong 2001a, vi); a relativist stance. In 1985 Lincoln and Guba (1985) argued for a major 
role for values in the adoption of a paradigm of inquiry, strengthening their position in the ensuing 
decades, to: 
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… make values or, more correctly, axiology … a part of the basic foundational 
philosophical dimensions of paradigm proposal. Doing so would, in our opinion, begin to 
help us see the embeddedness of ethics within, not external to, paradigms. 
(Lincoln & Guba 2000, 169) 
 
The premise of this study is that there is an accepted way of doing something in the world which can be 
altered positively by means of the application of a wider set of values than those which currently 
constitute its form. The subjective and responsive nature of values affects the mode of this inquiry, and 
supports the notion that the design of this study emerge as it is undertaken: a process of exploration 
leading to discovery, then development, then further exploration, and so on. The multiple values inherent 
to the material of each stage of inquiry have therefore been allowed to appropriately influence the strategy 
of inquiry. 
 
2.2 Strategy of Inquiry 
 
The strategy of inquiry informs the selection of methods to be used in a study (Creswell 2003, 5; Lincoln 
& Guba 2004, 17), and is broadly regarded as a choice between qualitative and quantitative strategies. 
However, Creswell states that the situation today is less quantitative versus qualitative and more how 
research practices lie somewhere on a continuum between the two (2003, 4); a strategy known as a mixed 
methods approach (Creswell 2003, 18). 
 
2.2.1 Strategy Assumptions and Criteria 
In ascertaining where on the continuum this study may sit, the examination of two tables by Creswell 
provides a straightforward way to the answer. Table 3 sets out the assumptions characteristic of each 
strategy (referred to by Creswell as a “paradigm”). Table 4 expands on this by setting out a series of 
criteria for the two strategies. The assumptions and criteria of the two tables are responded to below each 
table with reference to this researcher and this study. 
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Table 3: Creswell’s Quantitative and Qualitative Paradigm Assumptions Table (Creswell 1994, 5. 
Based on Firestone (1987); Guba & Lincoln (1988); and McCracken (1988) 
 
ASSUMPTION 
 
QUESTION QUANTITATIVE QUALITATIVE 
Ontological 
Assumption 
What is the nature of 
reality? 
Reality is objective and singular, 
apart from the researcher 
Reality is subjective and multiple 
as seen by participants in a study 
 
Epistemological 
Assumption 
What is the relationship 
of the researcher to the 
researched? 
 
Researcher is independent from that 
being researched 
Researcher interacts with that 
being researched 
Axiological 
Assumption 
What is the role of 
values? 
 
Value-free and unbiased Value-laden and biased 
Rhetorical 
Assumption 
What is the language of 
research? 
Formal 
Based on set definitions 
Impersonal voice 
Use of accepted quantitative words 
 
Informal 
Evolving definitions 
Personal voice 
Accepted qualitative words 
Methodological 
Assumption 
What is the process of 
research? 
Deductive process 
Cause and effect 
 
Static design – categories isolated 
before study 
 
Context-free 
Generalizations [sic] leading to 
prediction, explanation, and 
understanding 
Accurate and reliable through 
validity and reliability 
 
Inductive process 
Mutual simultaneous shaping of 
factors 
Emergent design – categories 
identified during research process 
Context-bound 
Patterns, theories developed for 
understanding 
 
Accurate and reliable through 
verification 
 
The response outlined in Table 2 to the Ontological Assumption is characteristic of a qualitative paradigm 
as defined by Creswell; however, the response to the epistemological assumption in Table 2 suggests the 
need for the study to remain open to quantitative approaches as well as qualitative. The axiological 
assumption underpinning this study is of the place of values as a multiplicity of subjective filters, and 
therefore a qualitative paradigm is clearly indicated. In terms of the rhetorical and methodological 
assumptions, the language and methods appropriate to this study emerge as the research progresses, 
however this response suggests an initially qualitative approach, but one that is open to the inclusion of 
quantitative modes responsive to research material. 
 
Creswell’s second table sets out a series of criteria for selecting a strategy. This table is reproduced here 
in Table 4, with the addition of this author’s responses. 
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Table 4: Authorial Responses to Creswell’s Reasons for Selecting a Paradigm (Creswell 1994, 9) 
 
CRITERIA QUANTITATIVE 
PARADIGM 
 
QUALITATIVE 
PARADIGM 
RESEARCHER RESPONSES 
Researcher’s 
Worldview 
A researcher’s comfort with 
the ontological, 
epistemological, axiological, 
rhetorical, and methodological 
assumptions of the 
quantitative paradigm 
 
A researcher’s comfort with 
the ontological, 
epistemological, axiological, 
rhetorical, and methodological 
assumptions of the qualitative 
paradigm 
 
I am more broadly comfortable with 
the assumptions of the qualitative 
paradigm. 
 
Training and 
Experience of 
the Researcher 
Technical writing skills; 
computer statistical skills; 
library skills 
 
Literary writing skills; 
computer text-analysis skills; 
library skills 
My training and experience are in 
literary writing skills; visual analysis 
skills; textual analysis skills and 
library skills. 
 
Researcher’s 
Psychological 
Attributes 
Comfort with rules and 
guidelines for conducting 
research; low tolerance for 
ambiguity; time for a study of 
short duration 
 
Comfort with lack of specific 
rules and procedures for 
conducting research; high 
tolerance for ambiguity; time 
for lengthy study 
I am comfortable with a lack of 
specific rules and procedures. My 
tolerance for ambiguity is high with 
reference to the early stages of 
research, but is moderate in respect 
of the latter stages. This study will be
of short duration, appropriate to an 
initial exploratory inquiry. 
 
Nature of the 
Problem 
Previously studied by other 
researchers so that body of 
literature exists; known 
variables; existing theories 
 
Exploratory research; 
variables unknown; context 
important; may lack theory 
base for study 
This study will have a broad 
theoretical base, however, the 
specific variables of this theoretical 
base are as yet unknown to the 
researcher. 
Audience for 
the Study 
Individuals accustomed 
to/supportive of quantitative 
studies 
Individuals accustomed 
to/supportive of qualitative 
studies 
Landscape designers, mining 
engineers and planners are prominent
among the target audience for this 
study. These groups will be 
supportive of both paradigms; 
particularly where qualitative 
research sets the context for 
quantitative. 
 
 
 
2.2.2 Strategy Conclusions 
 
The responses to the assumptions and criteria set out in Tables 2-4 indicate a qualitative strategy has been 
appropriate in the initial design of this research. A list of the purposes of qualitative studies proposed by 
Peshkin supports this choice, aptly describing the aims of this study: 
 
• Description. They can reveal the nature of certain situations, settings, processes, relationships, 
systems, or people. 
• Interpretation. They enable a researcher to a) gain insights about the nature of a particular 
phenomenon, b) develop new concepts or theoretical perspectives about the phenomenon, and/or 
c) discover the problems that exist within the phenomenon. 
• Verification. They allow a researcher to test the validity of certain assumptions, claims, theories, 
or generalizatons within real-world contexts. 
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• Evaluation. They provide a means through which a researcher can judge the effectiveness of 
particular policies, practices, or innovations. 
(Peshkin, 1993 in Leedy & Ormrod 2001, 148-149). 
 
However, the potentially quantitative nature of some of the research material, and backgrounds of some 
of the audience for the study suggested that it be open to the inclusion of quantitative modes; i.e. a mixed 
methods strategy. The alteration of the case study method, which will be outlined later in this chapter, has 
ultimately removed the need for quantitative analysis. 
 
2.3 Selection of Methods 
 
Understanding the flexible nature of an ‘emergent design’ strategy, the methods are drawn from the 
qualitative strategy paradigm, described as follows: 
 
… a set of interpretive, material practices that make the world visible. These practices 
transform the world. They turn the world into a series of representations … qualitative 
research involves an interpretive, naturalistic approach to the world … attempting to make 
sense of, or to interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them. 
(Denzin & Lincoln 2000, 3) 
 
The process of structuring this study and selecting methods is explored through what are here called 
Procedural Steps, followed by Procedural Categories; which in combination suggest the choice of 
methods. These three stages of initial method selection will be outlined below. 
 
The Procedural Steps originally proposed to answer the research question are depicted in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Procedural Steps 
 
These Procedural Steps suggest a combination of methods is appropriate to this study, an approach 
selected based on the notion that “each practice makes the world visible in a different way” (Denzin & 
Lincoln 2000, 4). The Procedural Steps of ‘Discover’, ‘Develop’, and ‘Test’ are next arranged into three 
groups, or Procedural Categories, and matched with a method selected from the qualitative strategy 
paradigm. These are depicted in Table 5. 
 
Table 5: Procedural Categories and Proposed Methods 
 
PROCEDURAL
CATEGORIES 
 
PROCEDURAL STEPS METHOD 
Physical 
Context 
1. Discover the background to, and status of rehabilitation 
strategies for Australian open-cut mining landscapes. 
 
Thematic historical 
overview 
 
Theoretical 
Context 
1. Discover the background to, and status of rehabilitation 
strategies for Australian open-cut mining landscapes. 
 
2. Discover the relevance of contemporary cultural landscape 
theory to Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes 
 
3. Develop a theoretical position 
 
Thematic historical 
overview 
 
Literature review 
 
 
Development of theoretical 
framework 
 
Synthesis 4. Test the theoretical position against a rehabilitation strategy 
for a contemporary Australian open-cut coal mining landscape 
 
Case study adapted to be a 
‘speculative example’ 
 
 
The Procedural Categories and the expanded final selection of methods are next arranged in a flow 
diagram to clarify the research process. 
 
Research Question: Can contemporary developments in cultural landscape theory 
contribute to rehabilitation strategies for Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes? 
1. Discover the background to, and status of rehabilitation strategies for Australian 
open-cut mining landscapes 
3. Develop a theoretical position 
4. Test the theoretical position against a rehabilitation strategy for a contemporary 
Australian open-cut coal mining landscape 
5. Conclude a final answer to the research question and determine whether further 
work is warranted 
2. Discover the relevance of contemporary cultural landscape theory to Australian 
open-cut coal mining landscapes 
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Figure 3: Flow Diagram of Procedural Categories and Methods 
 
2.4 The Methods 
 
The Procedural Categories and proposed methods are formulated into the structural outline of the study as 
described in Chapter One. The selected methods are discussed below. 
 
2.4.1 Thematic Historical Overview 
A thematic historical overview of Australian mining and specifically open-cut coal mining practice is 
articulated in two parts: in Chapter Three: Setting the Scene: Thematic Historical Overview 1788-1971; 
and in Chapter Four: Expanding the Scene: Thematic Historical Overview 1972 - 2005. The aim of this 
overview is to discover the physical and theoretical contexts of the study, by understanding what 
constitutes Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes past and present, and the cultural values 
associated with them. Centrally, it elucidates the contrast between past and present values and practices 
through the broad themes of: changing European-Australian landscape values; their effects on the 
Australian landscape (specifically with regards open-cut coal mining); and their effects on Indigenous 
Australians’ relationships with the landscape. A focus on Queensland establishes the context for the 
‘speculative example’ in Chapter Seven.  
 
The study begins with an historical overview as an essential platform from which to examine the 
contemporary cultural landscape; “the physical environment as modified and interpreted by humans, over 
time” (O’Hare 1997, 30). In order to assess what is being enacted in the present and may occur in the 
Develop a model of 
application as 
suggested by the 
theoretical framework 
Test the potential for 
the model of 
application through a 
‘speculative example’ 
RESEARCH QUESTION: Can contemporary developments in cultural landscape theory 
contribute to rehabilitation strategies for Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes? 
Synthesis 
Discover – Review 
cultural landscape 
theoretical literature 
through the lens of the 
theoretical model 
Physical and Theoretical Contexts
Develop a theoretical 
model to describe 
Australian open-cut 
coal mining landscapes 
Develop a theoretical 
framework to answer 
the research question 
Discover – Thematic 
historical overview of 
Australian mining 
landscapes with an 
emphasis on open-cut 
coal mining 
Conclude study with 
final answer to 
research question and 
recommendations for 
further work 
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future, we should first understand the processes which created the present, as expressed by Meyer: 
“Interpretations of built works and treatises should be based on primary experiences that are mediated 
through the knowledge of historical situations” (1997, 70-71). It approaches history from the premise that 
in order to comprehend the multiple values associated with landscapes, “critical examination and 
evaluation” are essential, as Sim states: “without this component of the process, history is mere 
storytelling” (Sim 2001, 22).  
 
This mode of interpreting of the past is here understood to perform four main functions, exemplified in 
Dovers’ four principles for writing environmental history as described by Sim (2001, 28-29): 
 
1. Explaining the landscape: “… explaining the landscape through its history, to explain how we got 
where we are. The landscapes we now inhabit cannot be explained simply by their present structure and 
functioning” (Dovers cited in Sim 2001, 28). This first principle reiterates the premise upon which the 
method of historical overview is included in this study. 
 
2. Explaining complexity: “Natural systems and human systems and the landscapes they together shape 
are complex, dynamic and heterogeneous in both time and space” (Dovers cited in Sim 2001, 28). In the 
history of mining, ‘natural systems’ on the one hand play a passive role as a resource, but on the other 
play an active role in determining where in the landscape ‘human systems’ will engage in certain 
activities. The changing interactions of these systems over time inform the themes underpinning the 
historical overview. 
 
3. Explaining contexts: “… to establish what happened in the landscape. The when and what of change is 
important, so is the who and how” (Dovers cited in Sim 2001, 28). This goes deeper than the first 
principle; the roles of politics and cultural values are of central contextual importance to a cultural 
landscape history. 
 
4. Culpability and relevance: This concerns ecological damage resulting from human interventions in the 
environment, regarding which “[b]lame can always be apportioned, but it is more helpful if causes are 
identified and the context explained” (Dovers cited in Sim 2001, 28). Sim explains further that the 
identification of culpability can be useful in devising management strategies which strike an appropriate 
relationship between development and conservation (2001, 29). The aim of including such material in this 
chapter is to elucidate changing values over time rather than to ascribe blame. This focus enables the 
development of the theoretical model of the ‘interrupted landscape’; of which the physical, political, 
social and cultural entity that is the Australian open-cut coal mining landscape is an exemplar. 
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2.4.2 Use of Literature 
Two sets of literature are used to inform the physical and theoretical contexts of this study, and to 
underpin the synthesis stage. The methods of using this literature derive primarily from Creswell’s Table 
Using Literature in a Qualitative Study (2003, 31), and are expressed as follows: 
 
1. “The literature is used to “frame” the problem in the introduction to the study … Typically used in all 
qualitative studies, regardless of type” (Creswell 2003, 31). Literature has been used in this manner in 
Chapter One to formulate the background to the study, and to outline existing theoretical scholarship. 
This approach is expanded upon in Chapters Three and Four, wherein themes emerge from the initial 
process of reviewing the historical literature. These chapters adopt what Cooper calls the “integrative” 
use of literature, adopting and expanding on emergent thematic patterns (cited in Creswell 2003, 32). 
 
2. “The literature is presented in a separate section as a “review of the literature” …  
This approach is used with those studies employing a strong theory and literature background …” 
(Creswell 2003, 31). Literature is used in this ‘traditional’ manner in Chapter Five: Cultural Landscape 
Theory: A review of literature. However in this instance, the literature is reviewed through the lens of the 
theoretical model. This use of literature takes both Cooper’s ‘integrative’, and his “theoretical” forms. 
The latter reviews representations in the literature of an overarching theory (Cooper cited in Creswell 
2003, 32), in this case analysing and synthesising three broad themes of cultural geography, cultural 
landscape heritage, and landscape and systems aesthetics. Chapter Five reviews the overarching theory of 
landscape as a natural, cultural construction manifesting a multiplicity of values, through the lens of the 
‘interrupted landscape’ theoretical model. 
 
2.4.3 Development of a Theoretical Framework 
Chapter Six entails the development of a theoretical framework entitled ‘reconnecting the interrupted 
landscape’ in answer to the research question. A challenge lies in developing a framework based in a 
relativistic recognition of multiple landscape values. Smith and Deemer state that relativism does not 
mandate constant ambiguity, but that an articulated position “is always and ever subject to constant 
reinterpretation” (2000, 888). This involves the recognition of contingency; of time, place and precedent; 
and only drawing broad theoretical lessons applicable to comparable time, place and precedent 
combinations. Armstrong states that in defining and assessing cultural landscapes, the model of inquiry 
must be “interpretative and evaluative; the interpretative aspects of the model being informed by the 
theoretical and historical analyses, and the evaluative aspects being informed by a critical analysis of 
conservation practice” (2001b, 9). In terms of the problem of relativism, the ‘interpretative’ is broadly 
contextual; the ‘evaluative’ is more specifically located. 
 
Chapter Four reveals weaknesses in the state of contemporary open-cut coal mining landscape 
rehabilitation, as expressed in the theoretical model of the interrupted landscape. This model, framing the 
review of cultural landscape literature, points to a strong theoretical solution to the problem. The 
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theoretical framework has been developed by expanding the theoretical model by critiquing the problems 
of the exemplified landscape type in the light of cultural landscape theory. 
 
In keeping with the ‘emergent’ research design, the process of developing the theoretical framework has 
suggested a method for the application of the framework within the operational cultural landscape; the 
‘reconnecting method’. Although this begins to move beyond the explicit scope of the research question 
‘can’ into ‘how’, this emergence has been embraced in order to more fully answer the research question 
and direct recommendations for further work. 
 
2.4.4 Use of a ‘Speculative Example’ 
The ‘speculative example’ method adopted in Chapter Seven of this study does not exist in the 
methodological literature; it is an artefact of the ‘emergent’ research design. Its development originates in 
the lack of availability of access to an open-cut coal mine within the timeframe of the study. The initially 
proposed case study method was thus rejected, as it is contingent upon context forming a central 
component of the case (Yin 2003, 13). The ‘speculative example’ method is modified from the case study 
method, and is here broadly contextualised physically, historically, politically and socio-culturally 
through Chapters Three and Four. 
 
In the manner of a single case study, theoretical generalisations can be made from this ‘speculative 
example’, as proposed by Yin (2003, 10-11). Like a single case study, the speculative example represents 
what Yin defines as “representative” or “typical”, capturing the “circumstances and conditions of an 
everyday or commonplace situation” (2003, 41). Yin provides the example of a manufacturing firm 
within a particular industry which is typical of other manufacturing firms within that industry (2003, 41). 
Chapter Seven investigates the documentation for a rehabilitation strategy approved through the standard 
processes applied to all open-cut coal mining developments in the State of Queensland. The example 
selected represents most aspects of current industry best-practice, albeit on a smaller than standard scale. 
This chapter aims to speculate as to the applicability of the ‘reconnecting’ method as a contemporary 
development of cultural landscape theory to this typical industrial practice, and so the selection of a single 
exemplar is justified. 
 
The speculation is undertaken by assessing the open-cut coal mining rehabilitation documentation 
acquired against the ‘reconnecting’ method. Where gaps in the practices demonstrated in the 
documentation are identified, the approach of the method to filling them is outlined. This speculative 
example demonstrates that the proposed ‘reconnecting’ method has a significant contribution to make to 
rehabilitation strategies for Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes, and makes recommendations 
regarding both legislation and practice. The limitation that is recognised is the nature of the material 
necessitating that this be a speculative response, and that more thorough testing of the model is warranted. 
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2.5 Conclusion 
 
In this chapter three fundamental questions were addressed to elucidate the research strategy adopted; 
concerning the nature of the author’s knowledge claims and theoretical perspectives, and the strategies of 
inquiry and methods to be used. An authorial affinity has been expressed with relativist and interpretivist 
philosophies; particularly as they encompass notions of multiple perspectives and values, and the constant 
shifting which can occur between the global and the local spheres of theory and practice. These 
perspectives are regarded by this author as essential to the underpinning of a study of the cultural 
landscape. 
 
The paradigmatic affinity expressed, coupled with the nature of the material to be studied, suggests a 
primarily qualitative strategy of inquiry. The process of structuring the study has been expressed as 
Procedural Steps and Procedural Categories, the latter outlining the physical and theoretical contexts, 
followed by the study ‘synthesis’. Using these categories as guiding forms, initial methods were selected 
from the qualitative paradigm. The appropriateness of these methods has been reviewed as the study 
progressed, following the strategy of an ‘emergent design’, and the methods were expanded upon and 
adapted specifically for this study’s distinctive needs. 
 
What this chapter has evidenced is that the methodological approach to this study is intimately bound up 
with the unfolding process of inquiry. And so to begin the inquiry, Chapter Three will set the scene by 
examining the Australian cultural landscape as interpreted and transformed by European settlers, dating 
from 1788. 
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Chapter 3 
Setting the Scene: Thematic historical overview 1788 - 1971   
 
3.0 Introduction 
This chapter aims to establish the ethical and practical bases for the status of open-cut coal mining in 
Australia by the early 1970s. This is achieved through an historical overview of the practices and impact 
of landscape resource-use on the Australian landscape and culture between 1788 and 1971. This period 
encompasses the appropriation of the Australian landscape by Europeans as a resource-base for colonial 
economic establishment, and the resultant dramatic alterations to the relationships of Indigenous 
Australians with their home landscapes. A shift away from the European development-oriented approach 
toward values of environmental sustainability began to occur in this period. This took a marked leap in 
the latter part of the 20th century, which is discussed in Chapter Four dating from the watershed year of 
1972. 
 
In the first half of this chapter, covering the period between 1788 and 1900, a broad approach is taken to 
the history of landscape resource-use and mining in order to elucidate European settler attitudes to the 
Australian landscape, and Indigenous Australian relationships to early Europeanised landscapes. This 
colonially-biased ordering of the text is intentionally adopted throughout both this and Chapter Four to 
reflect the perceptions and attitudes of those who instigated and developed the mining industry in the 
Australian landscape. In the second half of the chapter, covering the period between 1901 and 1971, the 
focus shifts primarily to Queensland and to open-cut coal mining, in order to establish the context for the 
‘speculative example’ in Chapter Seven. Open-cut coal mining was commenced on an unprecedented 
scale during this period, creating the post-mining landscapes which are the focus of this study. 
 
This chapter, together with Chapter Four, encompasses events and landscapes associated with mining 
extraction, but not processing. Keeping within the study limitations, selected examples are presented 
which best demonstrate the relationship between mining, landscape formation, and associated cultural 
values. These chapters inform the areas of focus for the review of cultural landscape theory literature 
undertaken in Chapter Five. 
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3.1 1788 – 1900: Factors influencing cultural values regarding landscape and the 
nature of mining landscapes of the future 
 
3.1.1 Early European Settlement: Landscape as resource 
Early Mining Impacts on the Landscape 
Mining landscapes were developed in Australia from the earliest European settlement, with stone quarried 
at Sydney Cove for construction. Surface coal was retrieved in various parts of the new colony, but 
mining proper began in 1797 with a mine at what was later to become Newcastle. However, wood was 
the most used fuel resource until around the 1860s (Whitmore 1981, 10-11). The development of 
underground mining utilised a great deal of fuel timber, and for mine and township construction. This, 
along with the grazing of animals and their use for transport, had the effect of denuding the land 
immediately surrounding mining settlements of vegetation. Mounds of debris and mine tailings were 
often left behind in these landscapes (Young 2000, 5), with no thought given to ‘rehabilitation’ (Parbo 
1992, 65-6). The vast majority of early British settlers hearkened from industrialised urban backgrounds 
(Bolton 1992, 20-21), and had no history of relationship to the land in Australia, either as a means of 
livelihood, or as an aesthetically pleasing ‘landscape’ (Lines 1991, xvi). The Australian environment was 
predominantly regarded as a ‘wilderness’ in which people needed to find resources in order to survive. 
 
There was an imperative to make the colony independent economically, once survival had been 
established (Abbott & Nairn 1969, 2, 59). This influenced the system of land granting, in which land was 
given unencumbered for ten years by rents or taxes to freed convicts, non-commissioned officers and 
marines, and free settlers; on condition of “improvement” of the land by cultivation (Abbott & Nairn 
1969, 91). Ryan cites John Oxley as praising the “hand of man [which] had been busy in improving the 
works of nature” (cited in Ryan 1996, 81). Once whaling and sealing opportunities had declined, colonial 
administrators, needing to sustain the new economy, turned to the mechanisms they knew: private 
enterprise and commodification of land. In 1831 came an end to the system of land grants, and the 
instituting of land sales (Lines 1991, 68), and in 1863 the licensing of unowned land to squatters (Lines 
1991, 70). These new conditions saw a boom in land settlement and cultivation (Lines 1991, 80) as the 
settlers took part in the “immense nineteenth century effort to establish human dominion over the earth” 
(Lines 1991, 97). 
 
European Visual Perceptions of the Landscape 
Ryan (1996, 71) states that the first European explorers of Australia made judgements regarding the 
‘picturesque’ – or otherwise – nature of the landscape in a manner which linked visual appreciation to 
potential for human usage. The ‘picturesque’ is a notion which frames the landscape so that “it may be 
read and compared to the ideal. Framing landscape, and labelling it picturesque, combats its threatening 
vastness and unfamiliarity” (Ryan 1996, 60). The Europeans found in the Australian landscape none of 
the signs of ‘civilisation’ that they were used to, the signs of Indigenous Australian residence being far 
less obvious or recognisable than those of rural and industrial Britain (Frawley 1994, 58-60). The 
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associated notion of the land as a ‘blank slate’ will be revisited later in this chapter. Much attention has 
been given to early settler descriptions of the Australian landscape as “gloomy, desolate, melancholy” 
(Frawley 1994, 65; Lines 1991, 125; Ryan 1996, 126). However, Ryan argues for greater focus on the 
drive to landscape appropriation inherent in recognition of the landscape as picturesque, which made it 
suitable for colonisation (Ryan 1996, 59, 73). 
 
Some understanding of how colonial Australians regarded the landscape of their new home may be 
gleaned from landscape paintings of the time, evoking European experiences of hostility, bewilderment 
and wonder at the landscape (Powell 1976, 53). By the 1880s, native-born European Australians 
outnumbered immigrants, and these ‘natives’ were somewhat emotionally attached to the landscape, 
notably the painters of the Heidelberg School, whom Powell argues first achieved a distinctive Australian 
style of painting (1976, 94-95, 100). 
 
Two modes of landscape painting were popular in the earlier 19th century: Romantic depictions of 
sublime ‘wilderness’, which emphasised by contrast the successful civilising achievements of 
colonisation; and scenes of the settled landscape, appearing quite European, and showing the wilderness 
tamed (Bonyhady 1987, 9-10). Ownership of paintings indicated property and prestige: “when an 
enclosed piece of land becomes a picture it is its own display of wealth” (Ryan 1996, 81). 
 
European Settlers and Landscape Conservation 
Bonyhady disputes the view that European settlers regarded the Australian landscape primarily as a 
resource, stating that many found the new colony delightful, fought for environmental conservation, and 
declared the ubiquitous, symbolic eucalyptus tree visually pleasing (2000, 3-4). Bonyhady acknowledges 
that early environmental laws however, were based solely on resource-protection, such as King’s 
protection of banana trees on Norfolk Island in 1788 (Bonyhady 2000, 5). However, he argues that 
ecological concerns sometimes played a part, as when King’s successor Ross restricted the killing of birds 
on the island, despite a severe food shortage, not only to secure a longer-term food supply, but as possibly 
a world-first prohibition on cruelty to animals (Bonyhady 2000, 6). 
 
Private citizens formed environmental groups throughout the 19th century, including societies against 
cruelty to animals; against air and water pollution, and for the maintenance of beauty in the environment. 
Environmental debates were aired in the press, notably in the conservative Argus (Bonyhady 2000, 7-8; 
Powell 1976, 61-62). These tended to be the views of the middle class, opposing industrial activity which 
would pollute or spoil visual amenity; whereas to the working class it represented livelihood (Bonyhady 
2000, 9). To value the environment for its own sake was a luxury; however in the late 19th century 
colonial governments began setting aside parcels of land as wilderness reserves (Bolton 1992, 104-105), 
and in the 1890s the Victorian Mines Department began tree planting projects on mined land, which led 
to the creation of the Forests Department (Parbo 1992, 243). 
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Early Chinese Settlers: A share in the resource? 
Early Chinese settlers played a significant role in the shaping of the landscape in 19th century Australia, 
notably of mining and agricultural landscapes. Mining played a major role in the economies of several 
colonies, most notably Queensland whose nearly bankrupt economy was rescued by the Gympie gold 
rush of 1867, enabling it to retain independence from New South Wales (Fitzgerald 1982, 130, 157).  
 
The Palmer River goldfield in north Queensland attracted a large population of Chinese settlers. The port 
of Cooktown had been established in 1864, and although not a mining town, it thrived on the rush, and by 
1874 had become a hub for both legal and illegal Chinese immigration (Dempsey 1980, 12; Fitzgerald 
1982, 162). Much of the commerce of Cooktown was conducted by Chinese businessmen (Dempsey 
1980, 40), and many smaller settlements sprang up associated with the mine, featuring Chinese shops, 
shanties and joss houses (Dempsey 1980, 12). 
 
Initially, Chinese miners outnumbered Europeans on the Palmer field: in June 1876 numbering 17,000 to 
1,400 Europeans (Fitzgerald 1982, 164; Dempsey 1980, 12). Chinese miners were characterised as frugal, 
stoic and hardworking. Many ran market gardens, and in the Palmer region as elsewhere, supplied the 
goldfield and settlements with fruit and vegetables (Dempsey 1980, 30-33). Chinese miners often worked 
fields abandoned by European miners, who were angered to see gold from the fields they had abandoned 
(Fitzgerald 1982, 164, 222-4). This bred resentment, particularly as much of the retrieved gold was being 
shipped back to China, and not ploughed into the new colony, and because the Chinese methods tended to 
pollute water supplies (Fitzgerald 1982, 162, 222). Christie Palmerston wrote to the Queensland Figaro 
on the 5th of February 1887: 
 
When once the Chinese swarm a goldfield, they overrun it as a horde of locusts do a 
wheat crop. They are no earthly use to Queensland, which they rob annually of much 
wealth, without yielding any reciprocal revenue or helping to develop the productive 
resources of the colony. 
(cited in Fitzgerald 1982, 225)  
 
Sentiment among the European population ran mainly against the Chinese settlers, based on socially 
Darwinist views that placed them somewhere between Caucasians and Aborigines, but believing that like 
the latter their culture was inferior and static (Fitzgerald 1982, 230). The Chinese were characterised as 
self-serving, devious and morally corrupt, as characterised by J. M. Macrossan, Minister for Mines from 
1879 to1883 and 1888-1890, who made frequent speeches against the yellow peril (Fitzgerald 1982, 223-
6). Anti-Chinese tales circulated, reinforcing the image of the Chinese as weak, and by inference, that of 
the European as strong and brave, and therefore the moral beneficiaries of the wealth of the new lands 
(Fitzgerald 1982, 224). 
 
As the Chinese could not be dislodged from the mining fields by force, Queensland resorted to the taking 
of political action. In 1877, an amendment to the Goldfields Act of 1874 was passed, stating that 
goldfields would be declared ‘new’ for the first three years of their life, and that no miner’s rights could 
be issued to Asians or Africans for ‘new’ goldfields. In 1890, the three years were extended to an 
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indefinite period. The Act also charged Chinese miners licensing fees three times that charged to 
Europeans. In 1877, the Chinese Immigration Act imposed a tax of ten pounds on every Chinese 
immigrant, increasing to 30 pounds in 1884 (Fitzgerald 1982, 164-5, 225-6). Fitzgerald charts the swift 
effect of this legislation: the Chinese population of Queensland went from 6% in 1876 to 2% in 1896, and 
on the goldfields were down to 1 to every 10 Europeans, and often engaged in market gardening rather 
than mining (Fitzgerald 1982, 235). 
 
As legislation pushed the Chinese away from the Palmer, many Chinese-Malayan miners who were 
experienced alluvial tin miners moved to tin mining areas such as Herberton (Dempsey 1980, 20). Many 
worked clearing scrub in the Atherton region and planting crops including maize, and growing fruit along 
the coast. Others moved south to the Cairns region, establishing market gardens and larger scale crops. 
The banana industry, pioneered by Chinese syndicates, is said to have formed the backbone of the Cairns 
economy (Fitzgerald 1982, 228-230). Much of the north Queensland agricultural landscape was formed 
by the undertakings of these Chinese settlers. 
 
3.1.2 Indigenous Australians: New relationships with old landscapes 
The Intrusive Gaze: European visions of Terra nullius 
The relationship of Indigenous Australians to early mining landscapes may be characterised by the 
predominant pattern of relationships to European settler landscapes of most kinds. This relationship is 
characterised by the removal of spiritual rootedness and livelihood, followed by conflict, and then 
compromised relationships with newly imposed managers of the land. Dodson writes, from one 
Indigenous perspective: 
 
Since their first intrusive gaze, colonising cultures have had a preoccupation with 
observing, analysing, studying, classifying and labelling Aborigines and Aboriginality. 
Under that gaze, Aboriginality changed from being a daily practice to being ‘a problem to 
be solved’. 
(Dodson 2003, 27) 
 
The pattern may be said to have begun with Cook, who was instructed in the matter of land claim 
protocol prior to setting sail for the Pacific. He was to annex land if uninhabited, and if inhabited, to 
annex land portions “with the consent of the natives” (Reynolds 1987, 136). Lines points out that despite 
meeting Indigenous inhabitants, Cook annexed the East coast of Australia to Britain without seeking this 
consent. Lines states that Cook conjectured that the lack of evidence of agricultural practices suggested 
that Indigenous Australians’ “reason must be supposed to hold a rank little superior to that of monkeys” 
(Cook cited in Lines 1991, 23). 
 
The appropriation of Australia by Europeans was to them justified in large part by the notion that the land 
was empty (Ryan 1996, 23-24): a terra nullius. This notion is exemplified in a statement made by Sturt: 
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Let any man lay the map of Australia before him, and regard the blank upon its surface, 
and then let me ask him if it would not be an honourable achievement to be the first to place 
foot in its centre. 
(Sturt cited in Ryan 1996, 101) 
 
According to Ryan, maps have been used as tools in the construction of the cultural landscape, and he 
suggests that it is in part because Indigenous Australians were not perceived by early explorers or settlers 
to have mapped, or fenced, or inscribed any delineation on the land that they were regarded as not having 
really occupied it. Ascribing cartographic blankness to the land erased, to the European, the legitimacy of 
existing inhabitants and their cultural values (1996, 104). “Under English law, land that had never been 
made property was vacant in fact” (Lines 1991, 66). Maps were used throughout the colonisation process 
to further the cause of expansion by means of the omission of Indigenous cultures with whom explorers 
and settlers came into contact (Ryan 1996, 124).  
 
However, Reynolds writes that notions of prior Aboriginal rights to the land became widely accepted in 
Australia in the 1840s, and there were individuals and groups of humanitarians who felt that the land had 
been stolen from Aborigines (Reynolds 1987, 149-150). There were reports of Aborigines stating to 
settlers that their land had been taken (Reynolds 1987, 138-39). A letter written in the 1830s by John 
Dunmore Lang to a missionary society in Britain states that “every tribe has its own district, the 
boundaries of which are well known to the natives generally…” (cited in Reynolds 1987, 140). It was 
well known that Indigenous clans methodically utilised natural resources successfully, and this 
knowledge was drawn upon by many settlers (Reynolds 1987, 140-141), i.e. terra nullius was a nonsense, 
and no legitimate basis for the taking of land from its inhabitants. As Bayet-Charlton states: “Land 
ownership, access and use is considered priority number one for Aboriginal people. Without land there is 
no basis for the structure of Aboriginal culture” (2003, 175). 
 
‘Scientific’ Racism 
Early 20th century anthropologist Baldwin Spencer believed that the extinction of Indigenous Australians 
was inevitable (Ryan 1996, 111-112), a view held throughout the 18th and 19th centuries when “scientific 
racism” was one of “the most powerful intellectual currents of the age” (Reynolds 1987, 129). Ideas such 
as that of the great chain of being, in which dark-skinned people were placed at the bottom of a 
hierarchical chain along with monkeys, provided justification for wholesale European appropriation of 
land (Reynolds 1987, 109-110, 129). 
 
Facing the need to make the new colony economically independent, colonial administrators utilised the 
land that they saw as freely available. The associated dispossession of Indigenous people from land and 
livelihood was rationalised by the social Darwinist view that the Aboriginal race was historically and 
biologically destined to become extinct, as illustrated by an excerpt from a letter to the Queenslander in 
1880:  
 
He [the native of Australia] never seeks to improve land for those who will come after him. 
This justifies our presence here; this is the only plea we have in justification of it and 
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having once admitted it we must go the whole length, and say that the sooner we clear the 
weak useless race away the better. 
(cited in Fitzgerald 1982, 210) 
 
Colonialist stereotypes were projected onto the perceived ‘blank’ of the Indigenous Australian such as: 
the barbarous and treacherous savage (Ryan 1996, 134-138); the wretch lost to God in the wilderness 
(Ryan 1996, 144); the ‘child’ who needs guidance and salvation (Ryan 1996, 173). These operated as 
justifications for the taking of land, and to (mis)interpret the actions of Indigenous people (Ryan 1996, 
145). Lines states that some squatters recognised the aggression of their encroachment into Indigenous 
space, but they largely kept these feelings to themselves. An Edward Curr expressed in his diary: “their 
sympathies, likes and dislikes were very much what ours would have been if similarly situated” (cited in 
Lines 1991, 77). 
 
Landscape Invasion: Indigenous resistance in north Queensland 
In Queensland, the history of the relationship of Indigenous Australians to European settler landscapes is 
particularly turbulent, as described in 1865: 
 
In Queensland there has always been more destruction of the blacks in occupying new 
country than in any other colony…. it has been wholesale and indiscriminate and carried 
on with a cold blooded cruelty on the part of the whites unparalleled in the history of these 
colonies. 
(Lang, G. S. cited in Fitzgerald 1982, 139-140) 
 
Open-cut coal mining in Queensland in the 20th century has occurred almost entirely on pastoral lands 
appropriated much earlier from Indigenous Australians. The Queensland government 1860 Land Bill and 
1868 Queensland Land Act stimulated the rapid expansion of pastoral Queensland (Fitzgerald 1982, 125; 
Lines 1991, 107). Runs claimed often incorporated water bodies, and thus much land valuable to 
Indigenous people for hunting and water was appropriated. Fitzgerald states that some settlers negotiated 
land use arrangements with Indigenous people, but that these were exceptional (1982, 139). Ryan writes 
of Sturt, availing his bullocks and horses of up to 1,000 gallons of water a day, drawn from a water source 
he knew to be relied on by Indigenous people. Ryan continues: “When he reminds the reader of treachery 
inhabiting the breast of every native, Sturt neatly avoids discussion of the Aborigine’s actions as a 
specific, strategic response to his presence, instead framing them in terms of innate and biological urges” 
(Ryan 1996, 148). Indigenous people were often driven to hunting settler livestock, at times murdering 
shepherds; invariably setting in train cycles of revenge killings (Fitzgerald 1982, 139). 
 
The settlement of north Queensland was particularly violent, including the gold rush to the Palmer River, 
Cape York Peninsula, in 1873, where local tribes attempted to drive the new arrivals away using fire and 
spears (Dempsey 1980, 10). The Indigenous population in the north was relatively large, the landscape 
rugged, and the white settlers often isolated, and local people were able to conduct long-running guerrilla 
campaigns against the land-stealers in a manner and on a scale which did not occur elsewhere in Australia 
(Fitzgerald 1982, 139). Across the colonies, hundreds of settlers were killed, injured or financially ruined 
as the result of attacks (Reynolds 1987, 22). However, the revenge sought by settlers and the 
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administration was often well out of proportion in terms of numbers killed (Reynolds 1987, 48), and this, 
according to Reynolds, was common knowledge among settlers, and often excused as the necessary price 
of expansion (1987, 58-59). 
 
Segregation: A new relationship with an old landscape 
Once European firepower had reduced Indigenous tribes to smaller numbers, remaining groups resorted 
to congregating near settler townships, or moving onto pastoral stations, in new relationships of 
livelihood dependence (Fitzgerald 1982, 209; Reynolds 1987, 67). In 1861 the Queensland government 
held a commission which considered Aboriginal potential for ‘civilisation’, finding them to be 
recalcitrant and unredeemable (Fitzgerald 1982, 205-207), an attitude reflected in the actions of many 
pastoral settlers who even in times of labour shortage would not employ Indigenous workers (Fitzgerald 
1982, 143). 
 
In 1897 the damning Meston Report was made on Aboriginal dispossession. Commissioner Meston 
observed Indigenous Australians on pastoral stations, and described them as terrorised and treated as 
slaves or dogs (cited in Reynolds 1987, 67). The Report influenced the creation of the Aboriginals 
Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act, establishing 16 self-sufficient Aboriginal reserves in 
which to segregate the Indigenous population. It placed all full and part- Indigenous people legally under 
the charge of ‘protectors’ to control every aspect of their lives including: place of residence; permissions 
for marriage and travel; employment and wages. Full-blood Aboriginal peoples were forcibly moved by 
police onto these reserves (Donovan 2002, 127, 176; Lines 1991, 152). 
 
Segregation was justified by the argument that Indigenous people needed ‘protection’ from white settlers, 
and that they would benefit from Christian paternalism (Roberts 1981, 34). In the 1890s the Weipa and 
Mapoon Aboriginal Reserves were created by the colonial authorities to house the tribes remaining in the 
Cape York area (Roberts 1981, 28) – unless an individual was employed in domestic service, or was a 
child of mixed blood, in which case they would reside in reformatories on mission reserves. Many of the 
reserves were mission reserves, i.e. overseen by Christian clergy (Roberts 1981, 39), and in Queensland 
residence was compulsory (Roberts 1981, 41). Roberts makes the observation about reserve lands that, 
although small and not traditional territory, Indigenous Australians often became attached to them as the 
only land they had (1981, 37). This new relationship to an old landscape in Cape York Peninsula will be 
elucidated later in this chapter, however. 
 
Fitzgerald notes that the 1897 Act did not at all take into account spiritual dispossession, only that of 
livelihood setting up a system of “authoritarian paternalism” (Fitzgerald 1982, 217-219). Bayet-Charlton 
describes the spiritual dimension of relationship to land from her particular Indigenous perspective: 
 
Aboriginal land and the meaning behind it passes on information about the 
environment to each generation, depending on where each person was conceived, 
when she/he quickened within the womb, and the totemic associations of the father and 
mother. … The main difference between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal cultures lies in 
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attitudes to the land and the changes made to the environment through the accessing of 
resources. 
(Bayet-Charlton 2003, 173) 
 
3.2 1901 – 1971: Factors influencing cultural values regarding landscape and the 
nature of mining landscapes of the future 
 
3.2.1 The New Commonwealth of Australia: Resource development 
Federation 
On the 1st of January 1901, through the enactment of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act, 
1900, six colonial states of Australasia became the Australian Commonwealth, a semi-autonomous 
nation-subject of the British Empire (Lines 1991, 137). The British Monarch as head of state was 
represented by a Governor General, vested with reserve powers enabling the veto of bills, dissolution of 
parliament, and the dismissal of a government. The factors which lead to the federation of the colonies 
were many, including the perceived need for a united defence force (Lines 1991, 136); to increase the size 
of internal markets whilst maintaining external trade arrangements (Rector 2001, 24); and the industrial 
conflict and class-based unrest prompted by economic depression in the early 1890s (Cathcart 1993, 390-
392). Conservatives feared the rise of socialism within colonies, and desired stronger structures through 
which to protect the interests of business and property (Lines 1991, 136-7; Cathcart 1993, 390-401). 
 
By 1888, the estimated Australian population was at three million. Federation saw the introduction of the 
Commonwealth Immigration Restriction Act 1901 which effectively implemented the White Australia 
Policy by excluding applicants who were natives of Africa, Asia or the Pacific Islands (New Zealand was 
the exception) (DIMIA 2001, 1). The majority of immigrants over the next half-century were primarily 
British and continental European, with the population reaching the seven million mark during the Second 
World War (DIMIA 2001, 2-3). Post-war, the Australian government saw the opportunity to encourage 
population growth, resulting in over four million new settlers arriving between 1947 and 1980 (DIMIA 
2001, 3; Lines 1991, 199). 
 
While this post-war immigration boom affected the southern states, Queensland received less than 8% of 
the new migrants, who tended to be attracted to work in secondary industries, whereas the Queensland 
government had a focus on primary industry (Fitzgerald 1984, 186). 
 
Management of the Landscape as a Resource 
In the new Commonwealth of Australia: 
 
… the ‘progress through development’ ethos became part of a national vision, and resource 
development was linked to population growth, national security, and the Australian role in 
keeping the Empire strong. 
(Frawley 1994, 66) 
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Based on British ideas, the concept of wise use resource management was adopted as a means of 
organising policies that would ensure development. The work of U.S scientists was influential in urging 
better conservation of natural resources, with a view to economic rather than environmental sustainability 
(Lines 1991, 149). Frawley (1994, 67) states that this was not very effective in Australia as the 
Constitution did not encompass environmental issues, giving the new federal government no legislative 
powers in that regard. The management of rights to resource exploration and extraction lay with the 
states, with federal influence possible only in the areas of defence and foreign trade, taxation policy and 
the provision of subsidies (Fagan 1974, 67-68; Parbo 1992, 54-55). 
 
Between 1907 and 1920, a forestry commission was established in every state except Queensland, in 
recognition of the finite nature of commercial forest resources (Bolton 1992, 105). However, it was the 
Queensland parliament who in 1906 passed the State Forests and National Parks Act enabling the 
gazetting of National Parks in wilderness areas unwanted by the forestry industry (Bolton 1992, 106). The 
emphasis here was again on landscape resource benefits to humans, through the provision of National 
parks as recreational spaces (Young 2000, 184). 
 
The 1926 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Bill established the Council for Scientific 
and Industrial Research (CSIR, which with the addition of Organisation became CSIRO in the late 
1940s). The central purpose of the Council was to undertake research associated with primary and 
secondary industries. Initially this research was concentrated on agriculture and forestry, but throughout 
the century the scope expanded (CSIRO 2003; Lines 1991, 167). Despite these gestures toward resource 
conservation, Fitzgerald holds that the 19th century view of human dominion over land and creatures and 
the imperative of progress carried through into 20th century politics essentially unchanged (Fitzgerald 
1984, xv). 
 
Broken Hill: Exemplar of early mining landscape rehabilitation 
Bolton states that in Australia mining has had one of the best industrial records in attempting to remediate 
environmental damage (1992, 170). A 1936 program of tree planting undertaken in the denuded mining 
landscape of Broken Hill in New South Wales is often cited as the exemplar of early mining rehabilitation 
(ARMCANZ & ANZECC 2000; Hall et.al 1972; Parbo, 1992). The discovery of silver, lead and zinc near 
the “broken hill” saw the commencement of decades of mining in the region, with conditions in the 
township of Broken Hill deteriorating rapidly as the landscape was altered to serve mining needs. Trees 
and shrubs were erased in a 30 mile radius around the town by the late 1880s, resulting in severely dusty, 
at times ‘blackout’ conditions (Parbo 1992, 51; Hall et al. 1972, 2,193).  
 
In response to this, the General Manager of local mining company the Zinc Corporation, A. J. Keast, 
instigated a program of replanting around the town and mines in 1936. Amateur botanist Albert Morris 
surrounded the town with planting belts fenced to keep out animals, to control erosion and inhibit the 
occurrence and severity of dust and sand storms (Hall et al. 1972, 193).  His design consisted of two areas 
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of planting: in one, a mix of trees and shrubs were planted; and the other area was encouraged to 
regenerate with species native to the site (Hall et al. 1972, 194). 
 
The Tamarix aphylla (syn. articulata) from Asia Minor, was first introduced to Australia in association 
with this and another of Morris’s projects (ARMCANZ & ANZECC 2000, 3; Parbo 1992, 67, 223). The 
tree is well suited to growth in an arid climate as a windbreak and soil stabiliser, and became popular in 
Australia through the 20th century (ARMCANZ & ANZECC 2000, 3; Hall et al. 1972, 395). However, as 
with many introduced species, its usefulness may be outweighed by the ecological problems it causes, 
including the displacement of native vegetation, raising soil salinity levels and lowering the water table, 
thus removing habitat for many species of fauna (ARMCANZ & ANZECC 2000, 4). Nonetheless, Hall 
et. al., writing for the Department of National Development Forestry and Timber Bureau in 1972 cite 
Morris as an early exponent of ecological principles, with his ideas of the importance of selecting plants 
suited to the local climate, and grazing as inhibitive to plant regeneration (1972, 195). They cite Broken 
Hill as an unqualified success in terms of its transformation into a desirable place to live, work and retire 
(Hall et al. 1972, 195). The focus of their position on conservation is that of the 1930s, of the landscape as 
human backdrop and resource, and on regeneration in the service of human wellbeing:  
 
The objectives of conservation must be to recognise the multiple uses of these resources and 
to encourage the selective or multiple use of them in a rational way which will permit just 
return to land users compatible with the perpetuation of the resource for future 
generations.  
(Hall et al. 1972, 76) 
 
Increasing Recognition of Australian Flora 
There were those who did recognise the intrinsic value of nonhuman nature. The Wildlife Preservation 
Society of Australia was founded in 1909 (Frawley 1994, 70); and in 1937 the Australian Natives 
Association campaigned for the replanting of areas with native species, particularly in areas where koala 
populations had been decimated (Bonyhady 2000, 346). In the 1920s Walter Griffin and Marion Mahoney 
encouraged the planting of local natives in their housing subdivision in Sydney (Aitken & Looker 2002, 
119). Between the 1920s and 1970s, landscape architect Edna Walling designed gardens that mirrored the 
forms of the Australian bush, and her books and regular articles in popular magazines promoted the use of 
such strategies in the suburban garden. Walling’s student Glen Wilson was to publish the seminal text 
Landscaping with Australian Plants in 1975 (Aitken & Looker 2002, 646). 
 
In 1956 A. J. Swaby of Melbourne proposed the formation of a society of persons committed to the use of 
Australian native plants, and in 1957 the Society for Growing Australian Plants was formed. Members 
came from all over the country, pledging “to promote the establishment and breeding of native plants for 
garden, park and farm” (Hockings 1977, 18). State and regional branches were formed between 1958 and 
1971 (ASGAP 2004).  
 
The 1966 publication of the book Designing Australian Bush Gardens by Betty Maloney and Jean 
Walker made the term “Bush Garden” fashionable (Aitken & Looker 2002, 119). Through their landscape 
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design consultancy, the sisters designed gardens “as abstractions of the Sydney bushland ... with an 
emphasis on aesthetic composition and human use” (Aitken & Looker 2002, 397). Throughout the 1960s 
and 70s other designers such as Beryl Mann, Gordon Ford, Ellis Stones, Bruce Mackenzie, Harry Howard 
and the NSW Public Works Department worked with and promoted the use of native plant groupings 
(Aitken & Looker 2002, 119). Thompson states that since 1970 there have been significant advances in 
the availability and quality of native plants, and that knowledge regarding a variety of habitat-types such 
as rainforest and coastal-dune vegetation communities has increased (2002, ix). 
 
Industrial Relations and Mining Landscapes 
Gold rushes in the 1850s had created a boom in self-employment, however once the goldfields dwindled a 
large mining workforce had to be employed (Fitzgerald 1982, 176). Used to convict and indentured 
labour, middle class employers and bureaucrats came slowly to a willingness to employ free workers who 
would demand pay and acceptable working environments (Lines 1991, 84-86). In the decades 1850 – 
1890 the first Australian trade unions were established (Palmer et al 1999, 5), including the Amalgamated 
Miners Association of Australasia in 1884, formed in response to terrible health and safety conditions, 
and harsh terms of employment (Parbo 1992, 44). 
 
Palmer et al (1999, 19) describe the 20 years from 1890-1910 as a cathartic period in which state and 
employer authority was challenged by the rise of these unions, with massive strikes taking place between 
1891 and 1894 in the mining, pastoral and maritime sectors. These strikes were firmly put down at 
significant cost to workers, and from the resulting discontent the Australian Labor Party was formed at 
Federation. The party was electorally successful, and saw the establishment of industrial arbitration 
tribunals, which focussed in large part on employment conditions and environments (Lines 1991, 132-
133; Palmer et al 1999, 5), and would thus have a significant effect on mining landscapes of the future. 
 
Coal Mining in Queensland 1880-1945 
At Federation, coal was being mined in Queensland, mostly in the Ipswich region in small family-owned 
mines (Bowden 1999, 94), with leases granted under the Mineral Lands (Coal Mining) Act 1886 
(Queensland State Archives 2004, 3). Mining management and inspection was governed by the Mines 
Regulation Act 1881 (Whitmore 1991, 23-24). Queensland coal was primarily used for local consumption 
due to lack of transport infrastructure, and the inferior quality of the coal to that imported from New 
South Wales (Fitzgerald 1982, 178; Whitmore 1991, xix, 1-3). The first 25 years of the 20th century saw 
radical reorganisation within the state coal mining industry, with an increased role played by government, 
increased work-force organisation, and improvements in health and safety conditions (Whitmore 1991, 
xix). World War 1 had a negative effect on the international coal trade, leading to price and productivity 
falls in Australia, and hence wage reductions. The resultant industrial unrest culminated in the 1915 
formation by New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria and Tasmanian miners of the Australasian Coal 
and Shale Employees Federation (Whitmore 1991, 53-54).  
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The 1909 Mining on Private Land Bill had made all coal in or on the ground government property, but it 
was in 1915 that a new Queensland Labor government instigated a program of State ownership of mining 
enterprises. Several new mines were opened, notably in the Bowen region of central Queensland 
(Whitmore 1991, 10, 31-33). The most productive sites however were still the underground mines in the 
West Moreton region (Parbo 1992, 80-81). During the inter-war period, mining declined to an 
unprofitable level, and by the 1920s, all State coal mines apart from Collinsville (near Bowen) were 
operating at a loss (Whitmore 1991, 34-35; Fitzgerald 1984, 54).  
 
In 1918 the first national mining body, the Australian Mines and Metals Association (AMMA) was 
formed, which was to be influential in industrial relations and tariff setting. There was significant state 
assistance to private business and a significant increase in the influence of private business on the affairs 
of state (Lines 1991, 160-161). In 1925 the Queensland government introduced the Coal Mining Act, 
covering licensing and leases, drainage, health and safety requirements, regulatory provisions and 
penalties (Queensland Government 1996).  Additional recommendations were made by a 1923-1930 
Royal Commission, including proposed government grants for road and bridge construction, which Parbo 
argues encouraged an upturn in state mining fortunes (Parbo 1992, 101). The Act was much amended, but 
remained essentially unchanged until it was superseded by the Mineral Resources Act 1989 (Whitmore 
1991, 24). 
 
By 1925 the Miner’s Union was established in Queensland with branches at every colliery, and almost 
100 per cent worker membership (Whitmore 1991, 477). During the Great depression, half the national 
workforce was without full-time employment, and domestic output and exports fell (Lines 1991, 187). 
British banks, nervous about Australia’s ability to repay its debts, announced that Australian wages must 
fall and assistance to the unemployed be cut in order to shore up budgets.  Australia’s powerful 
industrialists supported this call (Lines 1991, 190-192), and worker strikes were put down by partnerships 
of government and business.  Partly as a result of the Great Depression, Queensland coal production 
remained static until the 1940s, at which time primary production still occurred in the West Moreton 
region (Fitzgerald 1984, 167). 
 
The National Mineral Industry: Expansion and foreign investment 1946-1970s 
The Australian coal industry in the 20th century remained relatively antiquated and small in scale until a 
wave of reform began in 1947 with the formation of the New South Wales and Commonwealth Joint Coal 
Board. This body instigated technological, management, research and community infrastructure 
improvements which were imitated by the governments of Queensland and Western Australia. Until the 
1950s, apart from the gold sector, the mining industry did not play a notable role in the national economy 
(Doran 1984, 68), but was thence to become responsible for significant economic expansion and the 
raising of living standards (Doran 1984, 37), with the increase in state government support for exploration 
and development (Bolton 1992, 147; Powell 1974, 18). 
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The 1960s is regarded as the “mineral boom” decade in Australia, brought about by a confluence of 
events: U.S. economic recovery; Japan’s economic rise; a rise in world demand for minerals; and U.S. 
and British mining insecurities regarding the African and South American political climates. In contrast to 
the latter nations, Australia embodied political stability, dedication to the principles of capitalism, and had 
vast mineral resources (Powell 1974, 18). To encourage global trade, particularly with the U.S., the 
Australian Federal Government opened the way from 1949 to virtually unrestricted foreign investment, 
propped up by favourable state government policies. By 1963, foreign interests controlled 37 percent of 
the Australian minerals industry, increasing to 59 percent by 1975 (Lines 1991, 218; Fagan 1974, 66). 
Long-term contracts with Japan were particularly significant, providing industry security which attracted 
further finance into the mining sector (Doran 1984, 75). Queensland for example, was particularly rich in 
the natural resources of coal, bauxite, and uranium; and by 1980 foreign interests owned nearly 90% of 
these mineral resources (Lines 1991, 205, 251). 
 
The Advent of Large-scale Open-cut Coal Mining: Queensland 1946-1970s 
After World War Two, interstate demand for Queensland coal increased, and foreign investment enabled 
many old and new coalfields to be developed, such as the re-opening of the Blair Athol field in 1946 by 
Thiess Bros. Pty. Ltd. (Fitzgerald 1984, 192-195). Technological developments made open-cut mining 
possible on an unprecedented scale (Elford & McKeown 1947, 38). At Blair Athol, open-cut mining for 
black coal was attempted on a massive scale for the first time in Australia (Parbo 1992, 81). The 
perceived advantages of large scale open-cut mining included: less expenditure and risks in mine 
stabilisation and ventilation, and in associated infrastructure; and a higher yield per man-hour than 
underground mining. The main perceived disadvantage was the high cost of equipment for overburden 
removal (Elford & McKeown 1947, 38). This was to revolutionise coal mining in Queensland. In 1948, 
following the establishment of the Joint Coal Board, the Queensland government created a centralised 
state coal board, and commissioned the first report on the state’s coal resources (Fitzgerald 1984, 194-
195). 
 
The 1960s saw a transformation of the Bowen Basin into one of the world’s foremost coal producing 
regions. The opening of fields such as Kianga in 1959 and Moura in 1961 led to state government 
approval of a new railway to Gladstone, and heralded a regional economic upturn (Parbo 1992, 79). In 
1963 Thiess formed a consortium with US Peabody Coal, and Japanese steel company Mitsui & Co. Ltd, 
to supply three million tonnes of coal to Japan annually for seven years, with the Moura-Kianga mines 
developed to supply the contract. This alliance brought in much new foreign investment and expertise, 
and capital for investment in new technology. At Moura for example, three of the world’s largest 
draglines operated 24 hours a day, seven days a week (Parbo 1992, 83). Fitzgerald describes: 
 
The impact of such massive operations on the land is dramatic; in the wake of the draglines 
and shovels, hills of soil – a kilometre wide and as high as a five to ten storey building – 
form an eerie landscape stretching for kilometres. 
(Fitzgerald 1984, 324) 
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High international demand for minerals and the pro-development position of the Bjelke-Petersen state 
government from 1968 to 1987 encouraged enormous foreign investment in mineral exploration and 
development in Queensland; a greater proportion than in any other state (Fitzgerald 1984, 304). In 1968 
the state industry had achieved the highest ever amount of coal production at 6.5 million tonnes; 60 per 
cent of this from foreign-owned open-cut operations (Fitzgerald 1984, 322-323). Associated industries 
began to develop and thrive on the mineral boom, such as an integrated aluminium industry established at 
Gladstone, with Federal and State Governments assistance to finance the development of infrastructure 
such as port facilities (Parbo, 1984, 19). 
 
The American Utah Development Company (UDC) was the main competitor to Thiess-Peabody-Mitsui in 
the Queensland-based Japanese coal market, and by 1972 had become the most profitable coal producer 
in Australian history (Fitzgerald 1984, 324-327). It was to be bought by BHP in 1984 (Parbo 1992, 87). 
Commencing production at Blackwater in 1965, the company undertook only highly profitable open-cut 
operations, enabling it to undercut all competitors on price with some of the cheapest coal in the western 
world (Fitzgerald 1984, 324-325). In 1966, in partnership with Mitsubishi, UDC formed the Central 
Queensland Coal Associates (CQCA) which was granted leases in the Bowen Basin at Goonyella, Peak 
Downs, Saraji and Norwich Park (Fitzgerald 1984, 324-326).  
 
However, these huge international deals were subject to much criticism from within Queensland, 
including from government supporters and business. Criticism focussed on the amount of foreign 
ownership of state resources, and the low royalties charged by the state (Fitzgerald 1984, 326). UDC was 
keen to promote an image of good corporate citizenship with arts and sports sponsorship, publication of 
taxation payments, and the Utah Foundation, which awarded academic grants and public endowments. 
Fitzgerald states that by the early 1980s, none of the other trans-national mining companies who benefited 
from Queensland’s abundant coal supplies was engaged in any philanthropic activity (Fitzgerald 1984, 
329-331). 
 
Criticism also came from within the mining industry regarding the use of resources. Once massive open-
cut deposits were exhausted, trans-national companies planned to withdraw and leave the more costly 
underground extraction to others. A 1972 meeting of central Queensland members of the Australian Coal 
and Shale Employees Federation expressed the view that mineral resources should be more wisely 
conserved. They proposed that integrated underground and open-cut operations would ensure that 
reserves were properly worked (ACSEF cited in Fitzgerald 1984, 328).  
 
The Queensland Government continued to grant authorities to international companies in preference to 
wholly Australian-owned companies (Fitzgerald 1984, 333-335). By 1977, half of Queensland’s mineral 
production was coal, the state’s largest export (Parbo 1992, 86); and 80 percent of it was produced by 
Thiess-Peabody-Mitsui and CQCA in the Bowen region (Fitzgerald 1984, 331). By the mid 1980s 
Queensland had 43 operating coal mines, of which 22 were open-cut and accounted for the bulk of output. 
Some were among the highest producing mines in the country: Blackwater, Saraji, Goonyella, and Peak 
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Downs, each with annual production of more than three million tonnes of coal (Fitzgerald 1984, 335-
336). 
 
3.2.3 Indigenous Australians: New relationships with old landscapes 
Legislated Relationships with old Landscapes 
At Federation, section 127 of the new Commonwealth Constitution mandated that Aboriginal people were 
not to be included in calculations of the national population (Butt, Eagleson and Lane 2001, 38). The first 
two decades of the 20th century saw other states following Queensland’s segregationist lead (Lines 1991, 
152-154, 174) as enshrined in the Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act of 
1897 which was amended in 1901 (and again in 1934) to further extend state government control over the 
lives of Indigenous Australians (Donovan 2002, 148, 156). However, the late 1930s saw the states adopt a 
new assimilationist approach, keeping full-blood Aborigines on isolated reserves, and institutionalising 
those of mixed blood, with a view to inducting them into white society (Lines 1991, 175, 202). In 
Queensland the 1939 Aboriginals Preservation and Protection Act and the Torres Strait Islanders Act 
was to entail a change in the title and role of Chief Protector, who became the Director of Native Affairs 
and had the power to set up policing, courts and prisons on reserves, as well as exercising control over all 
property of Indigenous people; legal guardianship of all those under the age of 21; jurisdiction over 
permissions for marriage; and the ability to remove any person from one place of residence to another. 
These Acts encompassed only approximately 13,500 persons (Donovan 2002, 158-161). 
 
Indigenous Australians voiced their objections to the lack of human rights for Australian Aborigines 
through groups such as the Australian Aborigines’ League formed in 1932, and the Aborigines 
Progressive Association, formed in 1937. In 1938, members of these organisations held a national day of 
Indigenous mourning to mark the New South Wales sesquicentenary, and issued a manifesto stating: 
 
This festival of 150 years’ so called ‘progress’ in Australia commemorates also 150 years 
of misery and degradation imposed upon the original native inhabitants by the white 
invaders of this country. 
(Lines 1991, 186) 
 
Lines (1991, 186) and Pattel-Gray (1991, 28) state that this event and manifesto marked the beginning of 
Aboriginal activism in Australia. However, ATSIC (2004) cites formal activism beginning in the 1920s, 
inferring that the events of 1938 were the beginning of successful activism in terms of gaining public 
support for Indigenous rights. 
 
In the late 1950s the Menzies Federal Government made a commitment to bring Indigenous social 
services in line with wider community services (Donovan 2002, 163). By the mid-1950s, “self-
management and self-determination” had technically replaced federal assimilationist policies, an 
approach not to be accepted in Queensland until 1975 (Donovan 2002, 171). 
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This was enacted under the Aborigines’ and Torres Strait Islanders’ Affairs Act of 1965, which 
established the federal Department of Aboriginal and Islander Affairs. The intention was that the 
approximately 50,000 persons the Act encompassed would “attain the same manner of living as other 
Australians and live as members of a single Australian community” (Director of Native Affairs cited in 
Donovan 2002, 164). This entailed measures to encourage movement away from welfare and reserve 
living, including housing sponsorship and the establishment of Indigenous Community Councils, courts 
and police forces reserves. However, states retained control of Indigenous property and finances. The Act 
also established the Commonwealth Council and Office of Aboriginal Affairs as a policy-making and 
administering body (Australian Electoral Commission (AEC) 2002, 9; Donovan 2002, 165-168). 
 
In 1962 Indigenous Australians had been granted the right to enrol to vote federally, but this was not 
compulsory. Previously, this right had only been granted to Indigenous Australians with completed 
military service (AEC 2002, 6). By 1965, all states and territories had granted voting rights. In the 1967 
Constitutional Referendum Australians voted to have Indigenous Australians counted in the census and 
for the Constitution to be amended to give the Federal Government, rather than the states, the power to 
make specific laws for Indigenous Australians (AEC 2002, 9; Donovan 2002, 168). It was not until 1984 
that compulsory Commonwealth voter enrolment came into effect for Indigenous Australians, in line with 
the rest of the population (AEC 2002, 14). 
 
In Queensland, legislation continued to be passed that was inconsistent with the notion of Aborigines as 
equal, contemporary citizens. In the same year as the Constitutional Referendum, State Parliament passed 
the Aboriginal Relics Preservation Act 1967, under which articles deemed relics or lands of interest 
became the property of  the Crown, without provision for Indigenous consultation (Donovan 2002, 229). 
The 1971 Aborigines Act and Torres Strait Islanders Act granted freedom of movement within reserves, 
but retained administrative veto over access to reserves and control of property. Donovan (2002, 1668-
169) argues that this was a reaction to the demonstrated ability for self-management by the Community 
Councils set up under the federal legislation of 1965 (Donovan 2002, 168-169).  
 
Indigenous Australian Relationships with Mining Landscapes: Bauxite mining on Cape York 
Peninsula 
Coal mining in Queensland has taken place almost exclusively on lands already appropriated by European 
settlers and established as pastoral lands. Thus its recorded history does not provide a specific illustration 
of the relationships between Indigenous Australians and mining interests. The recent history of bauxite 
strip-mining in north Queensland provides a picture of these relationships in the second half of the 20th 
century. 
 
In 1957 the Queensland government enacted the Commonwealth Aluminium Corporation Pty. Limited 
[Comalco] Agreement Act in which Comalco was granted mining leases over 5800km2 on Cape York 
Peninsula, incorporating land on the Aboriginal Reserve of the Presbyterian Mission Stations of Weipa, 
Aurukun and Mapoon. These lands were leased to Comalco at low rental rates, and with low mining 
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royalties (Roberts 1981, 96; Lines 1991, 202-203). Comalco was granted perpetual leases grazing and 
other resource rights over the area, with government assistance to establish towns and ports (Roberts 
1981, 96-97). The Act makes no reference to the residence of any people on the granted lands 
(Queensland Government 1996a), the Minister for Mines describing the area as “desolate and without 
fences” (Queensland Hansard 1957 cited in Roberts1981, 106), reflecting the views of the earliest 
European settlers regarding evidence of occupation of land. 
 
Lines (1991, 204) states that the land at Cape York contained $60 billion worth of bauxite, and that by 
1980 Comalco had made $340 million net profit, with corporate shares offered to select groups within the 
white population at nominal prices (Lines 1991, 202-203). What was offered to the Cape York Indigenous 
people was scarcely comparable, as demonstrated by the story of the Weipa community.  
 
Indigenous people living on granted land at Weipa refused to leave that land, despite the persuasions of 
Comalco and the Mission clergy. Comalco was forced to accept that the people would not move (Roberts 
1981, 103-104). In 1964 the Presbyterian Board of Missions suggested that mineral royalties could be 
paid to the Aborigines by Comalco, but in a direct deal with the company then agreed that the payment of 
a £150,000 housing grant would suffice (Roberts 1981, 101-102). The indigenous people’s existing 
homes were bulldozed and replaced with huts which they then had to rent (Roberts 1981, 103). The 
Director of Aboriginal Affairs stated the reason for leasing rather than giving the huts to residents as 
freehold was that it:  
 
… would render null and void any rights of control by the Board of missions or this 
Department … it is difficult to accept that these persons … should be given what is virtually 
a gift of several thousands of pounds which could be alienated at will. 
(Killoran, 1965, cited in Roberts 1981, 105) 
 
Comalco had given the Queensland government assurances that jobs would be provided to all displaced 
Aborigines; however by 1964 they had only employed 40 of the 650 residents of the Weipa Reserve, and 
about 40 from other places (Roberts 1981, 99-100). Roberts points out however, that employment would 
be no compensation for the stealing of land and chosen way of livelihood, stating: 
 
Few Aborigines would want to be employed by a company that has taken their land and 
heritage from them. Few want to be employed ripping up their sacred land. 
(Roberts 1981, 100) 
 
Roberts describes the housing grant as providing for only the most basic of huts, without cooking 
facilities or plumbing, until sewerage was provided in 1975. The huts were on land surrounded by mining 
cuts; dusty in the dry season, and boggy in the wet. Since the 1960s, state governments have provided 
better housing, although in 1981 the original huts were still in use (1981, 104). Roberts describes the  
Indigenous people at Weipa as having lost their traditional livelihoods, and having to travel far to find 
bushland for hunting. Dynamiting by miners had driven animals away, and made it unsafe to let children 
venture into the bush (Roberts 1981, 105). 
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The Queensland government proposed to take control of Aboriginal reserves from church missions, but 
was prevented by the overriding Commonwealth Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander (Queensland 
Reserves and Communities Self-Management) Act 1978 which was to grant a new level of autonomy to 
reserve dwellers. In 1979 the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC) was established 
under the Aborigines and Islanders Act Amendment Act 1979 as a state-appointed body to recommend 
policy directions (Donovan 2002, 223; Indigenous Law Resources, 2004). The Indigenous people of 
Weipa were not to be granted a Deed of Grant in Trust (DOGIT: a concept elaborated in Chapter Four) to 
reserve lands until 1988 (Donovan 2002, 234). Between 1999 and 2002 the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Commission (ATSIC) found that Indigenous housing on Cape York Peninsula was significantly 
inadequate, and that they did not have adequate funds to meet housing needs (ATSIC 1999-2002, 4). 
Comalco cited Dr. Coombes’ statement that the Aboriginal housing at Weipa was the best he had seen, 
and observes that this underlines the parlous state of Aboriginal housing in general, in that they do not 
compare with the more expensive and well serviced housing provided to white mining workers (Roberts 
1981, 105). Roberts argues that Comalco chose not to quote Dr. Coombes’ further remark that the 
Indigenous people at Weipa were some of the saddest people he had met (Roberts 1981, 105). 
 
3.3 Conclusion 
This chapter has outlined the development of Australian mining landscapes – and specifically open-cut 
coal mining landscapes – since European settlement commenced in 1788. The European ideology of 
dominion over land meant that the new arrivals could not perceive the Australian landscape as properly 
inhabited, and thus saw it as land awaiting development. The ethos of ‘landscape as resource’ – perhaps 
understandable given political pressures to establish an economically independent new colony – was to 
govern attitudes to development in Australia for almost 200 years. 
 
During the period 1788 to 1972, Indigenous Australians were forced into new relationships with their 
very old, familiar landscapes. At no time were their rights to land and livelihood considered by the 
dominant culture a matter for their own judgement. Their relationships with the landscapes of European 
pastoral and mining expansion were legislated and externally imposed, and the value extracted from what 
was arguably their land was not shared with them. This serves to highlight the ‘white’ Australian attitudes 
to landscape as a resource to serve their own needs. 
 
Toward the end of the period 1788-1971, relationships of the dominant Australian culture with the 
landscape were beginning to change. This was in keeping with a global shift toward recognition of the 
finite nature of natural resources, and thus of the need for environmental conservation. This was to bring 
about rapid change in attitudes and practices in resource development, including in the field of open-cut 
coal mining. These changes will be explored in Chapter Four. 
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Chapter 4 
Expanding the Scene: Thematic historical overview 1972 - 2005 
 
4.0 Introduction 
This chapter aims to establish the ethical and practical bases for the status of open-cut coal mining in 
Australia, and specifically Queensland, by the year 2005. This is achieved through an historical overview 
of resource development ideology and practice, and their effects on landscape and culture since 1972. 
This period encompassed a significant move toward social and environmental responsibility by the 
Australian mining industry, and saw Indigenous land rights placed squarely on the national agenda. The 
landscape was still viewed by the dominant ‘white’ culture primarily as a resource, but its finite nature 
and cultural value were increasingly recognised. This was embodied in the political and industrial spheres 
in a marked leap from the notion of the primacy of ‘development’ to embrace broader values under the 
banner of ‘sustainable development’. 
 
The first half of this chapter covers the period between 1972 and 1989. 1972 has been recognised in this 
study as a watershed year in which events in the global environmental movement and in Australian 
politics came into accord. This is based on the following significant events in 1972: 
 
• the Club of Rome published The Limits to Growth; 
• the United Nations (UN) held the landmark Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment; 
• the UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) established the Convention 
Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage; 
• Australia elected a new Labor Government, who: 
- Instigated the Woodward Commission into Aboriginal land rights 
- Began to dismantle the “White Australia” Policy 
- passed the 1974 Environmental Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act; and 
• the Aboriginal Tent Embassy was established in Canberra. 
 
The second period covered in this chapter, from 1990 to 2005, has seen post-mining landscape 
rehabilitation firmly prioritised in legislation, and dramatic events in the battle for Indigenous land rights. 
This period is characterised by significant shifts in values among some political and commercial 
institutions, as exemplified by the changing relationships between Indigenous Australians and new and 
not-so-new mining landscapes. As material informing this section is recent or current, a greater emphasis 
is placed on the summarising of events based on primary documentation than on historical interpretation. 
 
This chapter concludes with the proposal of a theoretical model to describe the physical, social and 
cultural entities that are Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes: the ‘interrupted landscape’. This sets 
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the context for a review of literature in Chapter Five; for the development of an appropriate theoretical 
framework in response to the research question in Chapter Six; and for the ‘speculative example’ of a 
Queensland open-cut coal mining development in Chapter Seven. 
 
4.1 1972 – 1989: Factors influencing cultural values regarding landscape and the 
nature of mining landscapes of the future 
 
4.1.1 Emerging Global Environmental Movement: Landscape as finite resource 
The Emerging Global Environmental Movement 
In the late 1960s and 1970s a global environmental movement emerged in western nations in a wave of 
changing social attitudes and policies. The 1972 Club of Rome publication, The Limits to Growth, 
predicted that the current rate of growth in population, industrialisation, food production and resource-use 
could only be sustained for another 100 years (Meadows et al 1972, 23). In the same year the UN 
Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment issued a statement recommending the balancing of 
resource development with resource conservation. Young argues that this concept of “ecodevelopment” 
was too radical for most governments, who found the 1980 World Conservation Strategy easier to support 
(2000, 202-203). The 1972 UNESCO Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and 
Natural Heritage instituted recognition of the value of the world’s natural and cultural heritage and the 
need to protect it (UNESCO 1972). 
 
Throughout the 1980s a series of official environmental strategies, statements and mechanisms were 
established at both global and national levels. The World Conservation Strategy (WCS) was launched in 
1980, prepared by the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), 
the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), and the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF). The 
central aims were the sustainable use of natural resources, and the conservation of species, ecological 
processes, and genetic diversity (Young 2000, 201-202). The concept of “Sustainable development” was 
defined in this Strategy, being the “modification of the biosphere and the application of human, financial, 
living and non-living resources to satisfy human needs and improve the quality of human life” (cited in 
Gudynas 1990, 141). This definition demonstrates the continuing focus on the meeting of human needs 
and wants as the driving force behind conservation. The Strategy encouraged nations to produce 
individual conservation strategies within the framework of the World Strategy, which Australia did in 
1983. 
 
A new moral dimension was introduced by the 1982 UN World Charter for Nature (WCN) (Engel 1990, 
3), as embodied in this statement: 
 
Every form of life is unique, warranting respect regardless of its worth to man, and, to 
accord other organisms such recognition, man must be guided by a moral code of action. 
(UNGA 1982) 
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The United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) established the World Commission on Environment and 
Development (WCED) in 1983 to develop a “global agenda for change” (WCED 1987, viiii). In 1987 the 
Commission published the report Our Common Future, which argued that economic growth was possible 
based on sustainable resource management (WCED 1987, 1). The UNGA Resolution adopting the Report 
defines sustainable development as “development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs...” (UNGA 1987). Engel (1990, 8) 
is critical of the report, arguing that it does not incorporate respect for the intrinsic value of non-human 
beings. Indeed, the report states that it regards the conservation of species as resources supportive of 
human wellbeing to be “a major justification for expanded efforts to safeguard Earth’s millions of 
species” (WCED 1987, 147). 
 
Environmentalism in Australia: Protest and federal politics 
Bolton describes the environmental and development issues facing Australian governments throughout 
the 20th century as a “socioeconomic paradox”: the majority of the population is urbanised, but national 
wealth is heavily dependent on the export of raw materials produced in the non-urban environment (1992, 
22). This raises the problem of how to promote social and economic welfare and conserve the nonhuman 
environment. Bolton concludes that in policy-making terms, the odds have been stacked against the non-
human environment (1992, 22). 
 
Frawley states that the central aim of the Australian environmental movement of the 1960s and 70s was 
the inclusion of environmental protection in legislation (1994, 71-72), as represented by the Australian 
Conservation Foundation (ACF), established in 1965. A significant popular campaign began with the 
1973 flooding of Lake Pedder in Tasmania for hydro electrical production. Proposals for further such 
projects inspired a wave of protests actions culminating in the ‘No dams’ informal protest votes in the 
1981 referendum, achieving a federal ban on the damming of the Franklin River in Tasmania. However, 
many further damming projects went ahead with federal approval (Lines 1991, 253; Young 2000, 11; 
Bolton 1992, 173-174). Young states that this action nonetheless raised public awareness regarding the 
consequences of resource management practices in Australia, and introduced the desirability of 
‘wilderness’ (2000, 11). Young also argues that this action marked the beginning of the “Green” political 
movement in Australia, as it inspired the establishment of the United Tasmania Party, the first dedicated 
environmental political party (2000, 11). 
 
Through the 1970s, popular media such as books, magazines and television influenced views regarding 
environmental conservation in people who had not seen themselves as part of an environmental 
‘movement’. A notable example is the ABC television series In the Wild with Harry Butler, which played 
a pioneering role in expanding general appreciation and protection of animal species beyond the obvious 
and the cute, in recognition of their intrinsic worth (Taylor 1977, 8). Butler contrasted white Australian 
treatment of the land unfavourably with that of Indigenous Australians, speaking of the “devastation” 
caused by the replacement of Indigenous land management practices with European (Taylor 1977, 8). 
Butler stated that the concept of ecology had not been understood by early settlers either in biological or 
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cultural terms (Taylor 1979, 126). The concept of ‘ecology’ was later to become more widely understood 
through the 1987 televising and re-publication of a 1979 text Gaia, which popularised the notion of the 
earth as a single organism (Lovelock 1987).  
 
In 1972 the new federal Labor government promised to place controls on resource development, re-
establish majority Australian control of natural resources, and conserve the natural environment. Their 
1974 Environmental Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act mandated Environmental Impact Statements 
(EIS) for all Commonwealth development projects. This is regarded as the policy initiative which put 
environmental protection on the national political agenda (Bambrick 1979, 115; Lines 1991, 233-236), 
although Lines and Frawley argue that successive governments of both political persuasions have 
remained primarily committed to economic growth (Lines 1991, 264; Frawley 1994, 73). A 1975 
Department of Environment pamphlet on the 1974 Act states that the new federal Liberal government did 
not consider “environmental considerations an overriding factor in Australian Government decisions” 
(Department of Environment cited in Bambrick 1979, 116)  
 
With legislative control over exports, the Federal Government could require EIS’s for mining proposals 
involving exports (Bambrick 1979, 115), and so in 1974 the first Australian EI inquiry investigated the 
impact of sand mining on Fraser Island in Queensland. Prior lease holder Dillingham-Murphyores had 
continued mining after a High Court ruling against the granting of further leases to the company. The EIS 
found against sand mining on the island, marking a significant first win for environmental concerns over 
economic interests (Lines 1991, 238). Lines argues that it was actually the actions of the Federal Liberal 
government in declining export licenses for the minerals that brought a halt to mining, and that this was a 
concession to popular environmentalism the government was willing to make while still pursuing 
development as a priority (1991, 239). 
 
Under a new federal Liberal government, the 1975 National Parks and Wildlife Conservation Act was 
enacted, and the Australian Heritage Commission (AHC) established by the Australian Heritage 
Commission Act. The AHC’s task was to compile and maintain a Register of the National Estate (Bolton 
1992, 171-172; Russell 1988, 79). The Commission extended the notion of heritage listing from 
individual buildings to whole sites (Bolton 1992, 171-172), a move which opened the way for the listing 
of some mining heritage landscapes. 
 
In 1983 a new federal Labor government adopted the WCS, publishing A National Conservation Strategy 
for Australia: Living resource conservation for sustainable development (ANCSA)(1984). This instigated 
formal attempts to find consensus between development interests and conservationists (ANCSA) 1984; 
Young 2000, 203). A gesture toward recognition of the intrinsic value of nonhuman nature is made in the 
Strategy’s introductory statement: 
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... many people believe that Australians have obligations to other living things and that 
activities must at times be modified to respect the natural cycles of other life forms and 
their ecosystems. 
(ANCSA 1984, 8) 
 
The document is primarily focussed on the link between conservation and resource development, with 
landscape ‘amenity’ recognised by the addition to the World Strategy of the intention “to maintain and 
enhance environmental qualities which make the earth a pleasant place to live in and which meet 
aesthetic and recreational needs” (ANCSA 1984, 13). The Strategy was intended to identify broad 
approaches which all levels of government would adopt in development planning. In this it has been 
criticised for setting forward admirable objectives, but no plans to enact them (Frawley 1994, 73-74). The 
Strategy was also intended to evolve, as knowledge and attitudes changed over time (ANCSA 1984, 9), 
and indeed it was replaced in 1992, as will be discussed later in this chapter. The government adopted the 
1987 WCED report Our Common Future, and the concept of Ecologically Sustainable Development 
(ESD) in a published statement entitled Our Country, Our Future (WCED 1990, x). Many new programs 
were instigated under the ESD banner: national tree planting and soil conservation programs, the 
declaration of new areas for World Heritage listing, and the 1990s Decade of Landcare. The ACF and 
Greenpeace argued, however, that government ideology was still primarily weighted towards short-term 
economic interests rather than long-term ecological viability (Young 2000, 203). 
 
4.1.2 The Australian Mining Industry: New environmental awareness 
The Australian Mining Industry: New environmental awareness 
Mining industry attitudes to environmental management underwent significant change throughout the 
1970s, beginning with the establishment by the Australian Mining Industry Council (AMIC) of an 
Environmental Quality Committee in 1970 (Young 2000, 103-104; Parbo 1992, 68). In 1978 they 
released a Declaration of Policy, which advocated the establishment of environmental protection systems, 
and the rehabilitation of mined lands (Bambrick 1979, 127). AMIC participated in the development of the 
National Conservation Strategy for Australia, and stated its support for the WCED call for a balance of 
development and conservation, and the principles of ESD (Drysdale 1989, 12). 
 
The Challenge of Post-Mining Landscape Rehabilitation 
Post-mining landscape rehabilitation became a central concern for the mining industry in the 1970s. The 
1974 Environmental Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act (EP Act) required mining companies to 
provide extensive information about a proposed mining site and potential environmental effects of the 
proposed operation, and the Minister for Environment could require the preparation of an EIS (Bambrick 
1979, 117).  
 
A 1976 AMIC publication states that the introduction of large-scale surface mining had led to the 
important recognition that rehabilitation should now be part of mining operations (Hore-Lacy 1976, 24). 
Decisions about post-mining land use were recommended to be based on the pre-mining land use, public 
opinion and location; for example: “there is a greater need for expensive work at a quarry in an urban 
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scene than at an iron ore open cut in a remote area” (Hore-Lacy 1976, 23). Hore-Lacy describes post-
mining rehabilitation such as “reducing visual impact” and the return of landforms “similar to the 
original” (Hore-Lacy 1976, 24) 
 
In 1984, the influential Mine Rehabilitation: A handbook for the coal mining industry (Hannan 1984) was 
published, concentrating on surface coal mining on former pastoral lands. Hannan states that 
rehabilitation must be planned in an integrated way with the mining plan in order to avoid unforseen 
difficulties and expense (1984, 7). However, confusingly, he also states that the mine planner should 
focus on efficient coal extraction, and only then should the rehabilitation planner join the process. He 
expresses frustration that the central purpose of mining, being extraction, is often overlooked by the 
general public, and by rehabilitation planners and administrators (Hannan 1984, 15). 
 
Hannan favours a return to pastoral land use after mining, as it requires little extra research, matches the 
expectations and knowledge of local communities, and is supported by regional infrastructure. He states 
that it is logical that “the pre-mining condition of the land is the yardstick by which the success or failure 
of rehabilitation will be judged” (1984, 8-11). He acknowledges, however, that this may not always be 
the most appropriate choice in terms of the land itself and compatibility with surrounding land uses. He 
suggests that surface stability, permanence and easy maintenance potential be prioritised over high land-
productivity (Hannan 1984, 8). 
 
Diana Day of the ANU Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies criticises efforts at rehabilitation 
in open-cut mines in the eastern states of Australia. Although her 1985 paper is primarily an assessment 
of technical applications, it clearly states the need for increased sensitivity and attention to detail, and to 
situation-specificity in post-mining rehabilitation planning. The central problems Day identifies may be 
summarised as follows: 
 
• there is need of a more systematic and site-based approach to geochemistry to improve land 
stabilisation practices and the likely effects on hydrological connectivity and erosion; 
• there is need of better attention to the different conditions of climate zones; 
• government policies regarding post-mining land-use options and rehabilitation evaluation are 
inadequately developed, and thus legislated rehabilitation requirements have not been fulfilled; 
and 
• improved planning mechanisms are needed in NSW and QLD to deal with conflicts between 
urban expansion and mining, both with regards mining processes, and post-mining land-use 
decision making. 
(Day 1985) 
 
Addressing the ‘Social’ as Part of the Environment 
The introduction of the 1974 EP Act necessarily raised the issue of defining ‘environment’. The Secretary 
of the Queensland Department of Environment, Housing and Community Development told a 1978 
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meeting of the AMIC that while they seemed able to respond to the requirements of the physical 
environment, they were less successful in responding to the social effects of mining (R. B. Lansdown 
cited in Bambrick 1979, 126). Writing in 1979 about techniques for conducting an EIS, Pryor argued that 
‘environment’ should encompass more than the nonhuman environment, citing the EP Act definition of it 
as “all aspects of the surroundings of man whether affecting him as an individual or in his social 
groupings”. Therefore, Pryor argued, the changes wrought by mining on community relationships and 
facilities were also “environmental impacts” (Pryor cited in Bambrick 1979, 126). 
 
By the mid-1980s, state and federal requirements for EIS’s included a Social Impact Assessment (SIA). 
Wildman and Baker praise this as a move toward resolving conflicts between large scale resource projects 
and stakeholder groups. They argue that resource development and community development can share 
common goals (Wildman & Baker 1985, 2). Problems they identified included the diluting of local 
culture, history and identity, and that “pre-existing communities such as aboriginal or rural communities 
are often ignored” (Wildman & Baker 1985, 26). Young notes that although rehabilitation strategies often 
reinstate pre-existing land-uses, the ownership of the land will have changed, often from local family 
ownership to that of a large or even multinational corporate ownership (Young 2000, 107). 
 
There are arguments on both sides regarding the detrimental effects or otherwise of Fly-In Fly-Out 
employment practices on small towns near mines, raising issues of loss of economic, social and cultural 
vitality (Storey 2001, 133-135), but this practice has virtually no effect on the coal mining industry in 
Queensland. However, what is shared is the danger of post-mining local communities being unable to 
gain self-sufficiency, such as in one-industry coal mining towns in the Bowen Basin. Wildman and Baker 
argue that to resolve this, communities should have early input into mining development planning, with 
benefits arising from the fact that a satisfied community will provide a stable and productive mining 
workforce (1985, 8-9).  
 
4.1.3 The Queensland Mining Industry: New environmental awareness 
Environmentalism and the Queensland Government 
Fitzgerald characterises the Queensland of 1957-1984 as a place of institutionalised “anti-
environmentalism” (1984, 388); accusing the ruling Country (National) Party of “a blatant disregard for 
the environment”. he cites their focus on the exploitation of resources in the service of short-term 
economic gain, as evidenced by their willingness to open the doors to international corporations 
(Fitzgerald 1984, 388-391).  
 
In 1963 the state government launched an environment policy, announcing a new Minister for 
Conservation. Fitzgerald argues that the minister had little real power, with other government departments 
able to override his conservation measures (1984, 391-392). The policy’s central platform was a National 
Parks program, which Fitzgerald argues was ineffective, as parks were largely confined to lands 
unwanted for resource development, and were insufficiently funded, and popular places such as the 
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Barrier Reef had been excised for tourism development (1984, 388-389). In 1969 the Queensland 
Conservation Council (QCC) was founded on a small federal grant to co-ordinate the efforts of 
conservation groups, doing some of the work that a state environment department should have been 
performing (Fitzgerald 1984, 394). 
 
The 1968 Central Queensland Coal Associates Agreement Act required a pre-mining bond to be paid to 
the state government, refundable on the restoration of post-mining pastoral land (Queensland Government 
2003, 28-29). Bonds consisted in Queensland of amounts up to $50,000 (Queensland Government 2003, 
28), compared with amounts up to $6,000,000 in New South Wales. Day argues that rehabilitation was 
therefore not seen as financially expedient for companies operating in the central Queensland region, as 
by 1985 none had reclaimed their bonds (Day 1985, 17). 
The Queensland State and Regional Planning and Development, Public Works Organization and 
Environmental Control Act 1971 enabled the Coordinator-general to commission EIS’s on specific 
projects (Fitzgerald 1984, 392). A 1978 amendment saw EIS monitoring removed from the purview of the 
Coordinator-general and handed to five separate committees. Fitzgerald argues that this lead to an 
unsatisfactory state of environmental assessment, and was the result of a government who preferred 
assessments favouring economics and employment, rather than the health of the environment (1984, 395). 
The 1981 State Development and Public Works Organization Amendment Act further weakened 
environmental monitoring, enabling the cabinet to authorise major projects without parliamentary review 
or approval (Fitzgerald 1984, 395). By 1984, Queensland was the only state not to have entered into a co-
operative arrangement with the Federal government regarding environmental management policy, and so 
the Commonwealth Environment Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act 1974 was not applied by the 
Queensland government as it was by other state governments (Wildman & Baker 1985, 37-39). 
However, in 1989, the new state Labor Government introduced the Mineral Resources Act which the 
Queensland Department of Natural Resources and Mines (DNRM) states was a major step toward 
“comprehensive environmental planning and regulation in the mining industry” (2004). The Act required 
a detailed statement be provided to the minister upon lease application, outlining proposed environmental 
protection measures in an exhaustive Plan of Operations, and for the progressive and ultimate 
rehabilitation of mined lands (Queensland Government DNRM 2004; Queensland Government 2004a; 
Roe, Mulligan and Bell 1996, 296). 
The Coal Mining Industry 
Australia has been the leading world supplier of coal since the early 1980s, with over 50% of product 
originating in Queensland. Coal industry growth to the mid-1980s is demonstrated by the following 
figures. In 1965 the state exported 1 million tonnes of coal, increasing to 53 million in 1987, and 135 
million in 2003 (Galligan 1989, 22; Department of Natural Resources and Mining 2005, 9). In 1964 the 
state had 4 operating open-cut coal mines, increasing to 23 in 1984, and 33 in 2003 (Day 1985, 5; DNRM 
Bureau of Mining and Petroleum 2004, 90). 
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In the 1960s substantial state government assistance was given to the mining industry for infrastructure 
development as part of a drive for regional expansion. This had altered significantly by the 1980s, 
following the Central Queensland Coal Associates Agreement Act 1968 which legislated for greater 
company contributions to infrastructure (Parker 1986, 3). From 1975-1979 average company investment 
in infrastructure was equal to 64% of the capital mining expenditure, rising to 93% by 1984, in part due to 
expansion requiring new towns and transport infrastructure (Parker 1986, 9). The establishment of an 
international coal mining industry in the Bowen Basin had, by 1986, introduced five new towns to the 
region and significantly expanded five existing towns (Parker 1986, 1). 
 
Open-cut Coal Post-Mining Landscape Rehabilitation 
In 1985, Day stated that in the Bowen Basin, remoteness, long mining leases, company land ownership 
and complex legislative requirements enabled considerations of post-mining land-use to be postponed. 
This could not occur in smaller mines near urban areas, such as the West Moreton region, where there 
was more pressing need for rehabilitation (1985, 22). She called on the state government to develop better 
strategies for rehabilitation co-ordination and accountability (Day 1985, 27-28). As previously outlined, 
the 1968 Central Queensland Coal Associates Agreement Act mandated the rehabilitation of central 
Queensland mined lands, albeit, Day argues, ineffectively (1985, 17). Apart from a return to pastoral land, 
she states that the basic requirements for rehabilitation were that: 
 
• drainage lines be established for continuity with non-disturbed channels 
• surfaces be stabilised against erosion and  
• there will be no requirement of maintenance after the lease has terminated except where the land 
use is to be primary production 
(Day 1985, 24-25) 
 
Day argued that assessment of compliance was based on these limited and generic criteria, and came too 
late in the mining process (Day 1985, 25). She praises initiatives at the Norwich Park mine, which 
included provision for wildlife reserves and corridors, and describes successful post-mining land uses in 
urbanised areas including the resurfacing of small mines to create parklands and residential subdivisions 
(1985, 25-28). In the case of final voids she proposes: “Water based recreation, farm water supply, 
wildlife habitats, coal-reject disposal, industrial waste disposal, and municipal waste infills ...” (Day 
1985, 22-24), i.e. a variety of post-mining land-uses suited to the specificities of a particular landscape. 
The 1989 Queensland Mineral Resources Act allowed for this possibility, requiring the restoration of 
lands to “the same, or substantially the same, condition they were in before the damage happened”, or to 
replace the damage with “another improvement” (Queensland Government 2004a, 27). 
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4.1.4 Indigenous Australians: New relationships with new landscapes 
Civil Rights: Protest and politics 
The 1960s saw increased demands for equality for Indigenous Australians (Donovan 2002, 164). In early 
1972 the Aboriginal Embassy was established under a beach umbrella in front of Parliament House in 
Canberra. The protesters’ specific objection was to a statement by Prime Minister McMahon that freehold 
land rights would not be granted to Aboriginal communities (Dow 2000). The Embassy was intended to 
symbolise the “foreign status” of Indigenous Australians (Lines 1991, 244). It evolved into a series of 
tents, flew its own flag, and presented the parliament with a Five Point Plan for land rights, making 
specific mention of mining. The Plan called for the Northern Territory to become a Commonwealth State 
with a majority Aboriginal parliament holding title and mining rights to state land; and for Aborigines to 
hold title and mining rights to all reserve lands in the country as well as around all capital cities. It called 
for financial compensation for lands taken and non-returnable, and for the preservation of all sacred sites 
(Dow 2000). 
 
In mid-1972, the Embassy was removed by police, and the protesters arrested. There followed years of re-
erections and demolitions, with the embassy permanently erected again in 1992. At the end of 1972, the 
new Labor government instigated the Woodward Royal Commission to study the most appropriate 
method for granting land rights to Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory, and to provide a model for 
legislation Australia-wide (Libby 1989, 10). President of the Australasian Institute of Mining and 
Metallurgy, Sir A. Parbo, criticised the Commission for inquiring into “how” rights should be granted, but 
not “whether” they should be granted (Parbo 1992, 61). The Commission’s 1974 report recommended the 
recognition of Indigenous rights to land, and the right to refuse mining activities on traditional land (Dow 
2000; Indigenous Law Resources 2004; Libby 1989, 10). 
 
Donovan states that dating from the  Woodward Commission, Commonwealth governments recognised 
the right of Indigenous people to cultural self-determination and claims to land-rights, while the 
Queensland government continued to reject these notions (2002, 231). In 1972 the Federal government 
articulated Labor’s first comprehensive Indigenous policy, enacting the Aboriginal Loans Commission 
Act 1974 (Cth) establishing a fund for personal, housing or enterprise loans (Indigenous Law Resources 
2004); and the Aboriginal Land Fund Act 1974 (Cth) to provide funds for land purchases on behalf of 
Indigenous people (Libby 1989, 9; Donovan 2002, 218-219). Between 1975 and 1990 these bodies 
acquired 148 properties (Johnston 1989, 19, 44). Woodward Commissioner Johnston observed that 
purchases of land and the granting of land title under leasehold were important factors in the 
improvement of Aboriginal living standards, and a sense of ownership and security (Johnston 1989, 19, 
45). However in Queensland, Nettheim describes this process as “substantially frustrated”, with the State 
minister retaining “absolute discretion” over the granting of leasehold (cited in Donovan 2002, 218-219). 
The two Federal Acts were replaced by the Aboriginal Development Commission Act 1980 (Cth) 
(Indigenous Law Resources 2004). 
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The Queensland government enacted the Aborigines Act and Torres Strait Islanders Act Amendment Act 
1974 facilitating the election of Indigenous Community Councils and granting Indigenous people the 
right to manage their own property, overseen by the District Officer (Donovan 2002, 170). The Federal 
government considered that this still amounted to excessive external management (Donovan 2002, 170), 
and enacted the descriptively titled Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders (Queensland Discrimination 
Laws) Act 1975 (Commonwealth Government of Australia 1975). The Act asserted that property not be 
managed without the owners’ consent, and made it the responsibility of Community Councils to manage 
reserve population movement (Donovan 2002, 170).  
 
In 1972 the UN study into the Problem of Discrimination against Indigenous Populations, found people 
to have a “sovereign right” to define their own group and identity “as the basis of their continued 
existence as peoples in accordance with their own cultural patterns, social institutions and legal 
systems”(Cobo cited in Dodson 2003, 30). In 1973, Charles Perkins stated that “in Australia today, it must 
be Aboriginals who decide, right or wrong, what should happen in Aboriginal affairs” (cited in Nettheim 
1974, 9). In the same year Nettheim pointed out that the very existence of Acts specific to ethnic 
minorities flouts at least 3 Articles of the UN Declaration of Human Rights, published in 1948 (1973, 4-
5). 
 
In 1984 the Commonwealth government enacted the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage 
Protection Act to preserve places and objects of Indigenous significance where state and territory laws did 
not succeed (Donovan 2002, 230; Indigenous Law Resources, 2004). In 1987 the Queensland Aboriginal 
Relics Preservation Act 1967 was superseded by the Cultural Record (Landscapes Queensland and 
Queensland Estate) Act and from 1989 was administered by the Department of Environment and 
Conservation, which instigated an Aboriginal Ranger Service (Donovan 2002, 228). This Act (repealed in 
2003), states its intent to provide for preservation and management, and to “promote understanding of the 
historic continuum evidenced within Queensland ...” (cited in Donovan 2002, 230). Donovan lists 
Indigenous criticisms of the Act: that it did not involve Indigenous people in decision-making; that some 
of its provisions are burdensome; and that it does not protect culturally significant places containing no 
artefacts (2002, 230). However, the Queensland Government Environmental Protection Agency’s 
Cultural Heritage Unit states that much of cultural significance has been identified and managed under the 
Act with involvement from Indigenous people (cited in Donovan 2002, 230).  
 
In 1989 the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission Act 1989 (Cth) established the Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC), which for the first time involved elected Indigenous 
representatives. Regional councils were engaged in political advocacy, in the development of Regional 
Plans in consultation with their communities, in advising and co-ordinating the delivery of government 
services and funding within their regions (Sanders et al 2000, 1; ATSIC 2004a). National ATSIC 
commissioners worked with the Department of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs in policy 
development (Sanders et al 2000, 1). The Mineral Resources Act 1989 introduced considerations of native 
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title into the mining process for the first time in Queensland (Queensland Government 2004a, 349). In 
order to maintain narrative logic, this will be discussed in the second half of this chapter. 
 
Land Rights: Yirrkala to Mabo 
The notion of the 1788 Australian landscape as a terra nullius was legally upheld in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s in two court challenges made by the Yirrkala Indigenous people. In 1969 the Yirrkala applied 
to the Northern Territory (NT)  Supreme Court to prevent Nabalco from mining within part of the 
Arnhem Land Aboriginal Reserve, and objected to Commonwealth appropriation of Indigenous land for 
bauxite mining. The court ruled that there was no basis in Australian common law for Aboriginal land 
ownership (Lines 1991, 244). In a second attempt in 1971, NT Supreme Court Justice Blackburn stated 
that the British annexation of Australia extinguished any prior land tenure, and that native title did “not 
form and never has formed part of the law of any part of Australia” (cited in Reynolds 1987, 134). 
 
The Woodward Commission report in 1974 outlined land claim and tenure procedures, and formed the 
basis of the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976, enabling restricted claims to be made 
on unoccupied Crown lands within the Northern Territory. Further amendments gradually restricted these 
rights, as the pastoral lobby successfully opposed the Act (Lines 1991, 245). Freehold land title entailed 
ownership of mineral rights, and so there was concern that Aboriginal land ownership could hinder the 
taking of those rights by mining companies (Lines 1991, 246). Lines states that as a result of successive 
amendments, most land successfully claimed under the Act was arid, and barely commercially viable 
(1991, 245). 
 
The Queensland Land Act (Aboriginal and Islander Land Grants) Amendment Act 1984 increased 
Indigenous control of land, and Donovan (2002, 232-233) suggests it may have been the attention 
attracted by the 1982 Commonwealth Games in Brisbane that led to this apparent softening of the State 
Government stance. The Act introduced the granting of Deeds of Grant in Trust (DOGIT) on freehold 
land to Indigenous communities, with Community Councils acting as trustees. 
 
A requested DOGIT was not issued to Murray Islanders in 1982, and Koiki (a.k.a. Eddie) Mabo and 
others commenced the Murray Island Land Claim. Mabo initiated legal action against the state of 
Queensland on behalf of the Meriam people, seeking a declaration that they held native title to Mer (a.k.a. 
Murray Island) (Indigenous Law Resources, 2004). The Queensland Coast Islands Declaratory Act 1985 
(Qld) was intended to extinguish native title to islands off the coast of Queensland; to firmly extinguish 
any rights that the Meriam people may have had. In 1988, the High Court ruled that this Act was 
inconsistent with the Commonwealth's Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (ATNS 2003), allowing the Mabo 
case to proceed (Indigenous Law Resources, 2004). The High Court of Australia was to make a landmark 
ruling in this case in 1992 (Donovan 2002, 238) to be outlined in the second half of this chapter. 
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4.2 1990 - 2005: Factors influencing cultural values regarding landscape and the 
nature of mining landscapes 
 
4.2.1 The Global Environmental Movement: Sustainable development 
Sustainable Development and the Mining Industry 
In 1992, the UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) produced Agenda 21, and 
established the Commission on Sustainable Development (UNCSD) to monitor the international 
implementation of the agreement (UNDSD 2004). The purpose of the Agenda 21 plan of action was the 
integration of environmental needs with those of development (UNDSD 1992, 1.1). In 2002 the UNGA 
World Summit on Sustainable Development recognised that global implementation of Agenda 21 had been 
poor, with social and environmental degradation worsening. The Summit focussed on practical solutions 
through the establishment of partnerships between governments, NGOs, and businesses, with “built-in 
mechanisms to ensure implementation” (UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs 2002). 
 
Taking these ideas into the mining sector, the World Business Council for Sustainable Development 
commissioned the Mining, Minerals and Sustainable Development Project (MMSD Project). The aims 
were to assess the sector’s transition to sustainable development, and to identify ways this could be better 
achieved (International Council on Mining and Metals 2005). The Project report states that governments 
legislation is needed for sustainable development to occur (MMSD Project 2002, 336). It presents 
‘sustainable development’ as a complex and contested notion, not settling on any one definition other 
than the central, Humanistic principle to “improve human well-being and to sustain those improvements 
over time” (MMSD Project 2002, 21). In 2003 the International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM) 
published its Sustainable Development Principles, with a definition of sustainable development adopted 
from the Brundtland Commission; that it meets the needs of present and future generations. Accordingly, 
it states that the mining industry should be profitable, “technically appropriate”, and socially and 
environmentally accountable (ICMM 2003). 
 
4.2.2 The Australian Mining Industry: Environmental Responsibility 
Sustainable Development and the Mining Industry 
Relative growth in the Australian mining industry over this period is indicated by the following figures. 
Between 1988 and 2004, the mining industry contributed an average of 8-9% of Gross Domestic Product 
(Industry Commission (IC) 1991, 7; Minerals Council of Australia (MCA) 2005). Total mining industry 
exports were $21,801 million in the year 1988-89, rising to $55 million in the year 2003-04 (IC 1991, 9-
10; MCA 2005). 
 
In 1995 the AMIC became the Minerals Council of Australia (MCA), with a stated aim to integrate 
“sustainable development objectives with public policy, company operations and their triple bottom line” 
(MCA 2005). These priorities are reflected in reverse order in the MCA’s corporate objectives to achieve: 
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industry safety; free market access; high productivity; resource access; a competitive workforce; 
technological advancement; Indigenous and community engagement; and good environmental 
management (MCA 2005). 
 
In 1992 the National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable Development (NSESD) was launched by the 
Commonwealth Department of Environment and Heritage (DEH) to replace the 1983 National 
Conservation Strategy for Australia. It adopted the following definition of ESD: 
 
… using, conserving and enhancing the community's resources so that ecological 
processes, on which life depends, are maintained, and the total quality of life, now and in 
the future, can be increased 
(DEH 1992) 
 
The Strategy’s purpose was to provide a policy framework to ensure efficient, ecologically sustainable 
resource management, including the integration of rehabilitation into the planning and operation of 
mining projects (DEH, 1992). Rehabilitation was to be undertaken to “sound environmental and safety 
standards, and to a level at least consistent with the condition of surrounding land” (DEH 1992). As a 
signatory to Agenda 21, the Australian Government reported to the UNCSD that the NSESD would 
ensure continued natural resource productivity for the economic and social health of the nation, 
environmental protection, and maintenance of the resource base (DEH 1995). Implementing the NSESD, 
the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) was 
passed. It empowered the Minister for the Environment to require EIS’s to be prepared for a proposed 
action which could impact upon places of national or international environmental significance (DEH 
1999a, 150; DEH 2005). 
 
Post-mining Landscape Rehabilitation 
In 1989-90 the AMIC published their Mining Rehabilitation Handbook, to assist in the practical 
rehabilitation of mined lands. It recommended that where possible, rehabilitation should occur 
simultaneously with mining operations (AMIC 1989-90, 13). Rehabilitation was defined as the 
“restoration” of a replica of the pre-mining landscape; a “reclamation” to a similar condition; or a 
completely new “remodelling” (AMIC 1989-90, 8). What is clear is that rehabilitation was not regarded 
as needing more than technical design beyond site management planning, slope planning and plant 
selection. This is reflected in the Commonwealth Industry Commission’s (IC) 1991 report Mining and 
Minerals Processing in Australia, which proposed that where EI assessment is warranted, it should be 
restricted to scientific studies, and only move into wider socio-economic areas if absolutely necessary (IC 
1991, 30-31). 
 
In 1996 the MCA published the Australian Minerals Industry Code for Environmental Management; the 
principles, as updated in 2002, are as follows: 
 
1. Accepting environmental responsibility for all our actions 
2. Strengthening our relationships with the community 
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3. Integrating environmental management into the way we work 
4. Minimising the environmental impacts of our activities 
5. Encouraging responsible production and use of our products 
6. Continually improving our environmental performance 
7. Communicating our environmental performance 
(MCA 2000) 
 
The MCA went on to play a role in the development of the ICMM’s Sustainable Development Principles, 
and has sought to enact these as outlined in their 2004 publication Enduring Value – the Australian 
Minerals Industry Framework for Sustainable Development (MCA 2004). This Framework requires the 
operational application of the ICMM Principles, and the Australian Minerals Industry Code for 
Environmental Management (MCA 2005). It is now mandatory for companies and contractors to become 
signatories to Enduring Value in order to acquire or retain membership of the MCA (MCA 2004, 11). 
 
4.2.3 The Queensland Mining Industry: Environmental Responsibility 
The Open-cut Coal Mining Industry 
Epps and Roe state that by the 1990s, the Australian coal mining industry had “passed from a major 
development phase to one of mature operations…” (1993, 117), the inference being that it became easier 
as well as more incumbent upon the industry to consider its social, cultural and environmental 
obligations. The rapid rise in coal productivity in Queensland during this period is evidenced by the 
figures for state coal production: 95.5 million tonnes in the year 1988-89 (IC 1991a, 526), increased to 
approximately 160 million tonnes in 2003-04 (DNRM 2005, 9). In the latter year, 44 coal mines were 
operating in the state, 33 of which were open-cut, and the majority in the Bowen Basin (DNRM 2005). 
The state had recorded coal reserves of 33 billion tonnes, of which 1.5 billion were being mined or in the 
mine planning stage (DNRM Bureau of Mining and Petroleum 2004, 90). 
 
Throughout 2003–04, company sales, restructurings and partnerships lead to four companies dominating 
the state industry and producing 76% of export coal: BHP Billiton Mitsubishi Alliance; Rio Tinto Coal 
Australia Pty Ltd; Anglo Coal Australia Pty Ltd; and Xstrata Coal Queensland Pty Ltd (DNRM Bureau of 
Mining and Petroleum 2004, 91). Meanwhile, another era was ending, with the 2003 closure of the 
Swanbank open-cut mine by New Hope Corporation, “ending an era of coalmining within the Ipswich 
coalfield that had spanned about 160 years” (DNRM Bureau of Mining and Petroleum 2004, 104). 
 
Mining and Environmental Legislation 
In 1994, the Queensland Government enacted the Environment Protection Act (DEH 1996), the object of 
which was to protect the environment and support development which “improves the total quality of life, 
both now and in the future, in a way that maintains the ecological processes on which life depends” 
(Queensland Government 2004c, 29). It set the environmental standards which mining would have to 
meet (Roe, Mulligan and Bell 1996, 297).  
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The definition of ‘environment’ under the Act is broader than common conceptions in the mining 
industry, containing clear components of the ‘cultural landscape’: 
 
(a) ecosystems and their constituent parts, including people and communities; and 
(b) all natural and physical resources; and 
(c) the qualities and characteristics of locations, places and areas, however large or small, 
that contribute to their biological diversity and integrity, intrinsic or attributed scientific 
value or interest, amenity, harmony and sense of community; and 
(d) the social, economic, aesthetic and cultural conditions that affect, or are affected by, 
things mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (c) 
(Queensland Government 2004c, 32) 
 
In 1995 the Queensland Mineral Resources Act 1989 was amended to incorporate new environmental 
provisions (Environmental Protection Agency 2003, 1), and in 2000 the Queensland Environmental 
Protection and Other Legislation Amendment Act saw responsibility for the environmental requirements 
for mining transferred to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and into the Environmental 
Protection Act (EPA 2005). These changes and their implications for open-cut coal mining landscape 
rehabilitation are outlined below. 
 
In order to derive a ‘speculative example’ from the rehabilitation strategy of a Queensland open-cut coal 
mine, a basic understanding of the mining lease application process is essential, as outlined in Figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4: Critical path of application for a typical open-cut coal mining lease in Queensland in 
respect of environmental management (adapted from EPA 2004, 5-16; Queensland Government 
2004c, 139-140). 
The applicant submits an application for a mining lease to the DNRM and: 
submits part of an Environmental Management Plan (EMP), the Environmental Management Overview Strategy 
(EMOS) to the EPA. The EMP must describe: the mining lease; the proposed activities; the land; the 
“environmental values” of the land; the potential impacts of mining; and the applicant’s “environmental 
protection commitments” including a proposal for rehabilitation. 
The EPA produces a draft Environmental Authority (EA) which is made available for public comment. Based 
on the EMOS or the EIS, the EA states the environmental management and rehabilitation conditions which must 
be complied with if the mining lease is granted.  
Once the EA has been finalised and issued to the applicant, the DNRM may grant the mining lease.  
The applicant lodges a Financial Assurance (FA) (environmental management and rehabilitation bond) with the 
DNRM, and may commence mining operations  
The applicant prepares the remaining part of the EMP, a Plan of Operations (PoO) for the next 1-5 years, and 
lodges it with the EPA. The PoO outlines how the applicant will comply with the EA.  
The EPA or the Minister may also require the applicant to submit an EIS to the EPA if the proposed mining 
development is deemed likely to have a high risk of environmental harm. In this instance the EIS replaces the 
EMOS. The applicant may also volunteer to prepare an EIS. The EPA makes the EIS available for public 
comment. 
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4.2.4 Post-mining Landscape Rehabilitation 
Rehabilitation: Conflicting Views 
In Queensland, the EPA defines successful rehabilitation as creating “an agreed post-mining land use that 
requires no more resources to maintain than a similar land use in an area that has not been mined” 
(2004, 7). The objectives are to reduce to acceptable levels present and future impacts of mining on the 
‘environment’ as defined in the EP Act (EPA 2004, 7). By this definition, ‘rehabilitation’ encompasses far 
more than the physical replication of pastoral landforms. 
 
The success of rehabilitation projects undertaken by the mining industry is strongly contested. 
Environmental groups argue that these projects have limited success in returning land to “its former 
diversity and richness. At best, rehabilitation will stabilise and minimise water and wind erosion” 
(Environment Centre (of the NT) cited in IC 1991a, 180). The industry however, argues that by the early 
1990s they had demonstrated that "a stable reformed land surface which is compatible with the existing 
landscape character of adjacent undisturbed land can be achieved” (Coal and Allied cited in IC 1991a, 
180). These two comments, submitted to the same commission, reveal two quite differently focussed sets 
of values regarding landscape rehabilitation. 
 
In lieu of opinions regarding the success or otherwise of rehabilitation in open-cut coal mines, the case of 
Alcoa’s bauxite surface mining in the West Australian Jarrah Forest may be mentioned. For its 
rehabilitation work in the Forest, Alcoa was included in the 1990 UNEP Global 500 Roll of Honour for 
Environmental Achievement (Parbo 1992, 67). However, the ACF argue that despite rehabilitation, the 
mining occurs “on the small patches of land but within a large area of forest. The ecological impacts 
which flow from that are recognised as having been very, very extensive” (ACF cited in IC 1991a, 181). 
 
Rehabilitation in Queensland Open-cut Coal Mining 
Much land in the Bowen Basin has been cleared for grazing and cropping, and recently, taken over for 
coal mining. Many of the large scale open-cut coal mines were established in the 1960s and 70s under 
lease conditions requiring the planting of exotic grass species to return the land to pastoral use. By the 
mid-90s there was interest in attempting to reinstate communities of native species, but these were slow to 
establish, enabling soil erosion to occur (Roe, Mulligan and Bell 1996, 294-311). In mines such as 
Callide, not required to restore pastoral land, “reconstructed ecosystems” are the aim, but their slow 
growth requires land stabilisation with fast growing exotics (Roe, Mulligan and Bell 1996, 311). A great 
deal of research is being undertaken into the engineering and bio-science aspects of post-mining 
landscape rehabilitation, notably in partnerships between the University of Queensland, the State 
Government, and mining companies (Roe, Mulligan and Bell 1996, 312-314). 
 
Queensland’s largest coal mining business promotes itself as putting environmental management, 
including rehabilitation and community development, high on its corporate agenda. BHP Billiton 
Mitsubishi Alliance (BMA) owns six large open-cut mines in the Bowen Basin region; and produces over 
a quarter of Australia's annual coal exports (BMA 2003). In its first BMA Sustainable Development 
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Report, the company identifies that in the year 2003-04, the amount of land under rehabilitation did not 
increase at the same rate as new land was disturbed by mining (2004, 6). BMA states that it has responded 
with a program of better mine planning that aims to “more closely integrate landform design into the 
mining activities”, which will speed up the process of rehabilitation (2004, 6). 
 
While not recognised by the company as part of its rehabilitation program, BMA’s Community 
Partnerships Program (CPP) was launched in 2002 to better realise their corporate objective to contribute 
more than jobs to their local communities (BMA 2004, 11). The CPP involves partnerships between 
BMA, local communities, local and State governments, and training and welfare providers to deliver 
programs in the areas of youth support; business and skills training; community welfare; sport and 
recreation; arts and entertainment; and the environment (BMA 2004, 11). Examples of the range of 
programs supported include an engineering and robotics centre, and a water safety education program for 
children (BMA 2004a, 5). 
 
Progressive Post-mining Landscape Rehabilitation 
At the present time, it is uncommon for a mining lease to be granted conditional upon progressive 
rehabilitation, i.e. rehabilitation which follows the linear progression of the extraction operation (EPA 
2004, 5). Problems with the Environmental Protection and Other Legislation Amendment Act 2000 have 
been identified by the Queensland Resources Council in the setting of rehabilitation objectives, and of 
progressive rehabilitation in particular (EPA 2004, 3). The EPA suggests the difficulty with progressive 
rehabilitation in open-cut coal mining may lie in the mines’ long life spans. Rehabilitation which met 
required standards upon completion may no longer be considered compliant when the mining operation is 
completed, which at the present time is when the rehabilitation is assessed for release of bonds (EPA 
2004, 4). 
 
In A Policy Framework to Encourage Progressive Rehabilitation of Large Mines, the EPA proposes to 
prepare new legislative guidelines for rehabilitation requirements, detailing types of objectives for both 
progressive and post-mining rehabilitation (EPA 2004, 16). An option for progressive rehabilitation 
assessment is a series of progressive certifications, with a summative certification made at the end of the 
life of the mine (EPA 2004, 14). The Framework adopts the principles of the NSESD and the Code for 
Environmental Management for the Australian Mineral Industry. It also takes the view that the public 
should have greater input into post-mining land use decision-making (EPA 2004, 17). The Queensland 
Government intends to enact this new legislation by the end of 2005 (ABC Online 2005). 
 
The EPA identifies benefits and risks of progressive rehabilitation. The identified benefits are: to 
companies in terms of reduced financial liability, to governments in terms of reduced liability upon 
company failure to rehabilitate land, and to the environment by reducing disturbance and quicker return to 
better ecological status (EPA 2004, 4). The identified risks are: that criteria may not be well enough 
defined; that long term stability of the work may be difficult to assess; that residual risks may not become 
apparent for some time (EPA 2004, 14). 
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4.2.5 Cultural Heritage and Mining 
Cultural Heritage Identification Mechanisms 
In the period since 1989, white Australia’s understanding of cultural heritage has expanded to incorporate 
spiritual values as embodied in places, and has shifted toward an appreciation of Indigenous cultural 
heritage (Taylor 1999, 108). A brief overview is given here of heritage identification mechanisms at the 
national and Queensland levels. Two main issues of cultural heritage identification arise in relation to 
open-cut coal mining: identification of the cultural heritage significance of places prior to mining; and 
identification of those attributes of mining operations which may later be deemed to have cultural heritage 
significance, and therefore should be considered in rehabilitation strategies. 
 
The Australian committee of the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) was 
established in 1976, and adopted the Australia ICOMOS Charter for the Conservation of Places of 
Cultural Significance, now known as The Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter, 1999 (Australia ICOMOS 
1999). A non-statutory document, the Charter is regarded by heritage practitioners as setting the standards 
for cultural heritage identification and conservation management, including for governments (DEH 2004; 
DEH 2005b; Marquis-Kyle & Walker 1992, 7-8). 
 
Two Charter definitions are noteworthy here, and the changes made to them over a decade reveal the 
expansion of the idea of cultural heritage. In the 1988 version of the Charter, ‘place’ is defined as: “site, 
area, building or other work, group of buildings or other works together with associated contents and 
surrounds” (Marquis-Kyle & Walker1992, 69). In 1999, the definition is expanded to include: “... land, 
landscape … and may include components, contents, spaces and views” (Australia ICOMOS 1999). The 
addition reveals an awareness that human structures and delineations occur within the context of a 
broader landscape incorporating ephemeral elements. ‘Cultural significance’ is defined in the 1988 
Charter as: “aesthetic, historic, scientific or social value for past, present or future generations” 
(Marquis-Kyle & Walker 1992, 69).  In 1999, this was expanded to include: “spiritual value” and to be 
“embodied in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use, associations, meanings, records, related places and 
related objects. Places may have a range of values for different individuals or groups” (Australia 
ICOMOS 1999). These additions mark a significant move in white Australian thinking about the 
landscape, recognising it as embodying a multiplicity of values. These concepts will be expanded upon in 
Chapter Five. 
 
In 1997, the Council of Australian Governments agreed that a stronger national framework was needed to 
identify and manage places of environmental and cultural significance. The result was the enactment of 
the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (DEH 2005), which incorporates the 
important objective of involving communities in environmental management, including Indigenous 
Australians (Commonwealth Government of Australia. 1999, 2). The Act was amended by the 
Environment and Heritage Legislation Amendment Act (No. 1) 2003 to outline processes and criteria for 
entering places on the Register of the National Estate (RNE), for the management of those places, and for 
development impact assessment. Also in 2003, the Australian Heritage Council Act changed the 
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Australian Heritage Commission to the Australian Heritage Council (AHC), who continue to maintain the 
RNE (DEH 2005a). 
 
The first heritage legislation enacted in Queensland was the Heritage Buildings Protection Act 1990, the 
purpose of which was consolidated in the Queensland Heritage Act 1992 (Sim 2002, 33). This established 
the Queensland Heritage Register (QHR) and the Queensland Heritage Council (QHC) to maintain the 
Register (EPA 2004c). The criteria for listing in the RNE and the QHR are virtually identical (AHC 2004; 
Queensland Government 2004b, 21). As such, the criteria for National registration are outlined here as 
they are the blueprint for the state versions. 
 
A. Its importance in the course, or pattern, of Australia’s natural or cultural history … 
B. Its possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of Australia’s natural or 
cultural history … 
C. Its potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of 
Australia’s natural or cultural history … 
D. Its importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of: (i) a class of 
Australia’s natural or cultural places; or (ii) a class of Australia’s natural or cultural 
environments … 
E. Its importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics valued by a community 
or cultural group … 
F: Its importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at 
a particular period … 
G: Its strong or special associations with a particular community or cultural group for 
social, cultural or spiritual reasons … 
H: Its special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of 
importance in Australia’s natural or cultural history 
(AHC 2004) 
 
Criterion G goes some way toward encompassing the invisible, sometimes spiritual values associated 
with cultural landscapes. In Queensland, this criterion is in part expanded upon in the 2003 Aboriginal 
Cultural Heritage Act and the Torres Strait Islander Cultural Heritage Act, which replaced the Cultural 
Record (Landscapes Queensland and Queensland Estate) Act 1987 (Agreements, Treaties and Negotiated 
Settlements Project (ATNSP) 2005). The principle underlying the 2003 Acts is that heritage practice 
should respect traditional and contemporary Indigenous knowledge, culture and practices, and Indigenous 
guardianship of these (ATNSP 2005a). 
 
These criteria could all operate in the assessment of pre-mining landscapes, and may also be used to 
assess the potential significance of the mining landscape and infrastructure. In the latter case, Pearson and 
McGowan provide a list of the attributes of coal mining items and places of heritage significance 
(Pearson & McGowan 2000, 137). Searches of the RNE and QHR databases reveal few listings for open-
cut mining landscapes, and none where coal was primarily extracted (AHC 2005; EPA 2005a). 
 
The process for assessing pre-mining landscape heritage significance in Queensland is as follows. When 
an application for a mining lease is lodged, an assessment is made as to whether the proposed lease area 
contains any items or places registered on the QHR or RNE. If it does not, then no further investigation is 
undertaken unless another matter requires an EIS, in which case heritage is again reviewed (Queensland 
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Government 2004b, 28). If the proposed lease area contains items or places listed on the RNE, then the 
application will not proceed (Commonwealth Government of Australia 2003, 4-6). If the proposed lease 
area contains items or places listed on the QHR, the QHC assesses whether mining would erase or reduce 
their cultural heritage significance (Queensland Government 2004b, 28). If the Council rules that it 
would, the lease application may be refused. If they rule that it would not, the lease applicant must lodge 
an Integrated Development Application under the Integrated planning Act 1997 (Queensland Government 
2004a, 67). 
 
Contested Heritage Values: Natural or cultural? 
The conservation of ‘natural’ heritage is governed by the Australian Natural Heritage Charter, adopted 
by the AHC in 1996 and revised to the current version in 2002 (AHC 2002, 2). The Charter statement of 
ethos includes the following statement: 
 
Places may have both natural and cultural heritage values. These values may be related 
and are sometimes difficult to separate. Some people, including many Indigenous people, 
do not see them as being separate. … Conservation of a place should identify and take into 
consideration all aspects of natural and cultural heritage 
(AHC 2002, 4) 
 
This suggests that the separation of natural and cultural heritage by the Commission may only be 
an artefact of history and/or management expediency. 
 
Sir A. Parbo outlines a perceived conflict between mining heritage and environmental interests. He cites 
the example of the former 19th century goldfields near Bendigo in Victoria, where a heritage conservation 
group sought to have a large, historically significant area listed in the World Heritage Register. Parbo 
points out that contemporary applications for mining leases require that after mining is complete, 
“everything has to be razed to the ground … and covered over to resemble the original conditions”, thus 
leaving no mining heritage for the future (Parbo 1992, 5). 
 
Similar conflicts of values arise between those concerned with the human heritage, and those concerned 
with environmental health. This is well illustrated by the case of the Mt Lyell mine in Tasmania, where 
from 1892, the roasting of mined copper ore created sulphurous clouds which killed all vegetation in the 
area. By 1900 the land surrounding the township of Queenstown was stripped of vegetation and topsoil, 
leaving a colourful landscape of bedrock high in heavy metals (Lines 1991, 158-159; Young 2000, 98). 
Toxic metals leached into the Queen and Lower King rivers, killing all life forms and draining into the 
Macquarie Harbour (Koehnken 1997). 
 
The resultant fantastical landscape of Queenstown has been prized as a tourist attraction throughout the 
20th century. Conflict arose from the late 1980s as environmentalists wished to promote the gradually 
encroaching revegetation. This was contested by those who valued it as a heritage landscape, and those 
who valued the opportunity for tourism to support the local economy (Parbo 1992, 67; The Age 2004). 
The situation was resolved (for the time being) when mining recommenced in 1994. Work has been done 
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to improve the hydrological environment, and some land has been revegetated, but the colourful 
landscape setting of Queenstown remains as a heritage and tourist attraction (Tasmanian Government 
Department of Infrastructure, Energy and Resources 2004). 
 
4.2.6 Indigenous Australians: Changing relationships with new landscapes 
Land Rights: Mabo to the Ten Point Plan 
In terms of Indigenous Australian relationships with landscape, the period from 1990 is characterised by 
dramatic shifts both toward and away from improved legal and legislative recognition of rights to land 
and livelihood. Most significant were the ‘Mabo’ and ‘Wik’ legal rulings, the substance and 
consequences of which were complex, and as such their relevance to mining landscapes is only briefly 
summarised here, as are the responses of governments and the mining industry.  
 
In 1992, the High Court of Australia made a landmark ruling in the previously introduced case of ‘Mabo 
vs. Queensland’. The court found that ‘native title’ does exist in Australian common law, although it can 
be extinguished by the Crown. Specifically, the court ruled that the Meriam people were entitled to the 
possession and use of the Murray Islands (Australian High Court cited in Butt, Eagleson & Lane 2001, 
91-92). ‘Native title’ was defined by the court as “indigenous inhabitants’ interests and rights in land, 
whether communal, group or individual, under their traditional laws and customs” (Brennan cited in 
Butt, Eagleson & Lane 2001, 41). 
 
The ruling raised many new issues regarding land title, requiring the development of new legislative 
guidelines. The Federal Labor government negotiated with state and territory governments, Indigenous 
groups and industry to generate the Native Title Act 1993 (Butt, Eagleson & Lane 2001, 95-96). Two 
aspects of this complex Act are noteworthy here. Firstly, grants for mining leases would prevent native 
title rights from being exercised during the period of the grant, but would not extinguish them. Secondly, 
registered native title claimants would have a “right to negotiate” over compulsory acquisition of lands 
for mining (Butt, Eagleson & Lane 2001, 97). If agreement could not be reached between a mining 
company and native title claimants, the matter would go to arbitration (Brennan 1998, 16). The National 
Native Title Tribunal (NNTT) was established in 1994 for this purpose (Brennan 1998, 21-22). 
 
What the Native Title Act did not clarify was whether pastoral leases extinguished native title. This was 
tested in the ‘Wik’ case, which was of interest to the mining industry who frequently negotiate to explore 
and mine pastoral leasehold lands (Brennan 1998, 49). In 1993, the Wik and Thayorre peoples 
commenced conflicting claims for native title to lands including pastoral leases on Cape York Peninsula. 
In 1996 the Federal Court found against the claims, and the case was appealed in the High Court, which 
ruled that native title was not extinguished by pastoral leases in this case. The Court did not rule that 
native title actually existed on this land; the Wik and Thayorre people would have to press on with their 
claims should they so wish, as would any other native title claimants (Butt, Eagleson & Lane 2001, 100, 
107-108). 
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The consequences of this ruling in combination with the Native Title Act 1993 were manifold and 
complex. Key issues of relevance to this study are summarised here: 
 
• The common law position was maintained that a lessee has exclusive rights to possession of 
leased land unless the lease was granted under a statute. What was new was that this same law 
should be applied to native title land grants (Butt, Eagleson & Lane 2001, 107).  
• Queensland pastoralists would have to negotiate Aboriginal access to land, as already occurred 
in other states (Brennan 1998, 57). 
• The mining industry faced the question of whether, when dealing with pastoral lease holders, 
they would also have to deal with native title claimants or holders, which they did not want to do 
(Brennan 1998, 30-32, 41, 49). 
 
The Coalition federal government, which still holds office in 2005, came to power in 1996. The MCA 
submitted to the new government a proposal to overhaul the Native Title Act, removing Indigenous rights 
to negotiate with mining companies (Brennan 1998, 30). The Liberal and National parties making up the 
Coalition had opposed both the establishment of ATSIC and the Native Title Act 1993 (Brennan 1998, 
30), so it was no surprise when they announced the Ten Point Plan, implemented by the Native Title 
Amendment Bill 1997 (Kauffman 1998, 148-149). According to Brennan, in preparing the Ten Point plan, 
the government stated their concern was only to take away Indigenous people’s “special rights … which 
were holding up development costing the country jobs and security” (cited in Brennan 1998, 36). 
 
The main consequences of the Plan and the amended Native Title Act for Indigenous Australians, 
pastoralists and the mining industry may be summarised as follows: 
 
• Mining applications could be dealt with either through native title claimants’ ‘right to negotiate’, 
or through the process of an Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA). In an ILUA, mining 
interests and native title claimants must choose from three agreement-making models outlined 
by the NNTT (National Native Title Tribunal 2005). 
• The right of Indigenous groups to negotiate with mining companies was removed where land 
subject to a native title claim was a pastoral lease (Brennan 1998, 60). 
• The right of Indigenous groups to negotiate with mining companies was limited to a once-only 
right where land subject to a native title claim was crown land (Brennan 1998, 60). In the case of 
exploration there would be no right to negotiate (Human Rights and Equal Opportunity 
Commission 1997a).  
• The native title claim registration test would be higher for claimants wishing to negotiate over 
mining on crown land (Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission 1997a). 
• If a native title claim were upheld, the claimants would have the right to negotiate, but not to 
veto a mining development (Brennan 1998, 61). 
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• Where a development was deemed to be of potentially substantial national economic benefit, the 
Commonwealth could stop native title negotiations and authorise the unimpeded progress of the 
development (Brennan 1998, 60). 
• State governments could instigate parallel alternative negotiation schemes approved by the 
Commonwealth (Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission 1997a). 
• State governments could order suspensions of development applications by the relevant native 
title arbitration tribunal (Brennan 1998, 60). 
• Existing mining leases could be renewed without triggering the ‘right to negotiate’ where the 
terms of the lease were unchanged (Australian Government Department of Industry, Tourism 
and Resources 2005, 1). 
• Where pastoralists wished to upgrade to freehold title, state governments could extinguish native 
title on leasehold land to facilitate this (Brennan 1998, 57). 
 
In Queensland, the 1991 Aboriginal Land Act and Torres Strait Islander Land Act enabled indigenous 
Australians to make land claims over reserve lands, lands under DOGIT, and some public lands 
(Kauffman 1998, 30; Donovan 2002, 235-238). Claims which succeeded in the Land tribunal were to be 
granted to an incorporated land trust under freehold title, and by late 2001, 85 had been granted (Donovan 
2002, 237). The 1993 Native Title (Queensland) Act was introduced as a mirror of the Commonwealth 
legislation of the same title (Donovan 2002, 240). Under the Commonwealth Native Title Amendment Bill 
1997 the state retained the right to maintain its own native title legislation (Donovan 2002, 262). The 
Native Title and Indigenous Land Services (NT&ILS) section of the Queensland DNRM administers the 
Act, handling native title claims and facilitating ‘right to negotiate’ and ILUA processes (Bureau of 
Mining and Petroleum 2004, 8-9). 
 
Indigenous Institutions 
In 2005, the federal government passed the ATSIC Amendment Bill, which repealed the Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Commission Act 1989, specifically abolishing the ATSIC (ATSIC 2005). The 
Commission is to be replaced by several bodies. A National Indigenous Council will advise a Ministerial 
Taskforce on Indigenous Affairs (MTIA). ATSIC programs and initiatives will be maintained, but 
overseen by existing government departments. A National Indigenous Council, comprising Indigenous 
Australians, will be established to advise the MTIA (Vanstone 2004). An Office of Indigenous Policy 
Coordination will be established to advise and co-ordinate policy development and application between 
state and territory governments ((ATSIC 2005; Vanstone 2004). The federal minister for Immigration and 
Multicultural and indigenous Affairs stated:  
 
There can be no doubt that, as a model of representation at the national level, ATSIC 
failed, most significantly because it was set an impossible task. No single body can seek 
to, or claim to represent all Indigenous people.  
(Vanstone 2004)  
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Objections within the community have arisen over the fact that a representative body elected by 
Indigenous Australians will be replaced by governmental agencies comprising unelected members. 
Former ATSIC Commissioner Troy Austin states that these agencies will: “… lack the authority of 
community endorsement and direction. ATSIC’s structure is unique in that it has inserted Indigenous 
people directly into the governance process (2004). Australian Democrats senator Aden Ridgeway 
endorses this view, stating that while flawed, ATSIC was mostly successful in representing and 
administering Indigenous Australian interests (Australian Democrats 2005). 
 
In 2005, the Federal Territories Minister has hired a consulting company to examine whether the 
Aboriginal Embassy campsite in Canberra should be replaced with a permanent monument. The minister 
states that “health, housing and education” are matters of far greater concern to Indigenous Australians 
than the maintenance of the existing campsite, which he argues “doesn’t portray the aspirations and the 
views of most Aboriginal communities” (Lloyd 2005). However, original Embassy ambassador Michael 
Anderson argues that the campsite has important symbolic value at a time when the rights of Indigenous 
Australians are in a worse state than in 1972. He states that while governments want Indigenous issues to 
be focussed on “health, housing and education”, they ignore the vital issue of recognising the history of 
Aboriginal dispossession (Anderson 2005). Anderson points to the example of the Ten Point Plan which 
the UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) ruled was in breach of 
Australia’s human rights obligations (Australians for Native Title and Reconciliation 2001). Anderson 
argues: “the pendulum’s swung very much to the right and unfortunately we’re left, you know, holding 
nothing – just the promise” (Anderson 2005). 
 
Changing Relationships with Mining Landscapes: Bauxite Mining on Cape York Peninsula 
The Tharpuntoo Legal Service Aboriginal Corporation stated in 1991 that "Aboriginal consent is virtually 
irrelevant to most current projects in Cape York", (cited in Industry Commission 1991a, 75). The service 
identified that the problem was one of communication: government and mining personnel having little 
understanding of Indigenous culture; a legacy of colonial power-relationships; and Indigenous groups 
often not having adequate representation. The service identified the need for a “structured framework for 
negotiation” (Industry Commission 1991a, 75). 
 
In the case of bauxite mining by Comalco, just such a structure resulted in the 2001 Western Cape 
Communities Co-existence Agreement. This was signed by Comalco, the Cape York Land Council, 11 
Indigenous groups, Community Councils from Mapoon, New Mapoon, Aurukun, and Napranum, and the 
Queensland Government (Donovan 2002, 209, 245). The NNTT registered the Agreement as an ILUA 
under the Native Title Act 1993 (Donovan 2005, 246).  
 
The Agreement included: 
• recognition of and support for native title claims; 
• returns of redundant mining lands to Indigenous ownership; 
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• annual funding by Comalco and the state government of projects to be administered by the 
Western Cape Communities Trust; 
• Indigenous education, training and employment programs; 
• introduction of cultural heritage surveys and protection plans into Comalco operations; 
• training of Comalco staff in Indigenous cultural awareness; and 
• inclusion of traditional owners in township, environmental, cultural and heritage-related 
decision-making and initiatives. 
(Rio Tinto 2001, 3; Donovan 2002, 245) 
 
Importantly, Comalco stated its recognition that Indigenous Australians “have been disadvantaged and 
dispossessed” (Rio Tinto 2001, 3), and acting Comalco CEO apologised for the process of understanding 
having taken 40 years (Donovan 2002, 246). Nonetheless, a Mapoon elder stated that his people were 
“still hurting – they’ll forgive but they won’t forget” (cited in Donovan 2005, 246). 
 
An Indigenous elder and former Chairman of the Northern Land Council acknowledged recently that 
there were benefits for Indigenous people in negotiated agreements between traditional owners and 
mining companies, including the 2001 Western Cape Communities Co-existence Agreement (Yunupingu 
2005). Identifying perhaps what such agreements cannot provide, Yunupingu states: 
 
We can’t benefit and earn all this huge money that comes out of Aboriginal land and go all 
the way to the bank on our own. We have to give some to where we are making all this 
money from – the soil – I mean it has to be that understanding and appreciation. 
(Yunupingu 2005a) 
 
4.3 Conclusion: The interrupted landscape – A theoretical model to describe 
Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes 
 
This chapter has outlined the effects on Australian mining landscapes – and specifically Queensland 
open-cut coal mining landscapes – of the global shift toward a conception of ‘sustainable development’. 
In the period between 1972 and 2005, rehabilitation of post-mining landscapes was mandated in 
legislation, and the debate over Indigenous Australian land rights took centre stage, embodying broader 
issues of land ownership and the ethical bases of decisions about rights to land and livelihood. The debate 
highlights the inequities upon which the very existence of the mining industry in Australia has been 
founded, and this chapter has outlined some of the attempts being made to redress this imbalance. 
 
It has been demonstrated in this chapter that Queensland’s environmental legislation interprets 
‘environment’ as incorporating elements and values beyond the physical landscape, and that rehabilitation 
is intended to encompass these elements and values. This concept of environment as ‘cultural landscape’ 
seems little understood in the open-cut coal mining industry. ‘Rehabilitation’ primarily involves the 
replacement of disturbed land areas with replicas of pastoral lands, and sometimes with local native 
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vegetation species. There is a lack of cultural and heritage assessment of pre-mining lands, perhaps due to 
lack of legislative enforcement.  
 
What is in evidence in the open-cut coal mining industry is the beginning of an appreciation of ecological 
expediency, of some measure of social responsibility, and of requirements to include Indigenous 
Australians in landscape decision-making. It is difficult to assess to what extent these developments are 
born of legislative necessity and an unwillingness to be seen to be out of step with global environmental 
concerns; or whether there is a genuine evolution of wider values encompassing environmental, social 
and cultural sustainability. 
 
4.3.1 The ‘Interrupted Landscape’: A theoretical model 
A theoretical model, called the ‘interrupted landscape’ is proposed here, suggested and exemplified by the 
physical, social and cultural entity that is the Australian open-cut coal mining landscape. Physically, the 
land itself is removed, and local and regional ecosystems are thus profoundly disturbed. Rights over land, 
whether the owners be pastoralists or Indigenous Australians are adapted or severed, and local social and 
economic structures changed. Physical traces of the past are removed, leaving only cultural memories and 
records. Time and place, embodied in the cultural landscape, are thus ‘interrupted’ by open-cut coal 
mining development.  
 
In seeking to answer the research question: Can contemporary developments in cultural landscape theory 
contribute to rehabilitation strategies for Australian open-cut mining landscapes?, Chapter Five entails a 
review of cultural landscape theory literature, with a focus on this theoretical model of the ‘interrupted 
landscape’, developed from this and the preceding chapter. 
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Chapter Five 
Cultural Landscape Theory: A review of literature 
 
5.0 Introduction 
 
O’Hare’s (1997, 30) definition of ‘cultural landscape’ as outlined in Chapter One is extended by 
Armstrong, creating a definition which encompasses the seminal ideas of a number of writers of the past 
three decades (Armstrong’s addition in bold): 
 
The cultural landscape is the constantly evolving, humanised, landscape. It consists of a 
dialectic between the natural physical setting, the human modifications to that setting, 
and the meanings of the resulting landscape to insiders and outsiders. Continuous 
interaction between these three elements takes place over time. Cultural landscapes can 
be represented as stories, myths and beliefs, which may be applied to all landscapes 
including wilderness landscapes, ordinary landscapes or designed landscapes.  The 
concept of cultural landscape therefore embodies a dynamic understanding of history, in 
which past, present and future are seamlessly connected. 
(Armstrong 2001b, 9, based on O'Hare 1997) 
 
This chapter reviews the work of western mainstream theorists writing in English who have contributed to 
this definition since the 1970s; and other texts which expand this definition. The literature reviewed has 
been selected for its importance as base theory informing the concept of cultural landscape, filtered 
through the lens of the theoretical model of the ‘interrupted landscape’ introduced in Chapter Four. 
 
Armstrong proposes a model of recent theoretical influences on contemporary cultural landscape 
theory, categorised as: “Place” (encompassing aesthetics), “Heritage”, “Human”, 
“Anthropological”, and “Meaning” (2001b, 4). In this chapter the categories “Place”, 
“Human”, and “Meaning” are grouped together under the heading ‘Cultural Geography’ which 
forms the base theory of this chapter. “Heritage” has been reviewed as a category in its own 
right. Recognising the limitations of this study, the full scope of heritage theory has only been 
very selectively reviewed in the light of the specific nature of Queensland open-cut coal mining 
landscapes as exemplars of the ‘interrupted landscape’. “Aesthetics” has been similarly reviewed 
in its own right, but with an aim to highlight the central role it plays in the cultural landscape, 
and its potential contribution to answering the question posed in this study. To this end, the 
scope of ‘aesthetics’ literature reviewed is extended beyond what is accepted as ‘cultural 
landscape theory’ to incorporate ‘ecological design’ and ‘systems aesthetics’. 
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5.1 Cultural Geography 
Armstrong charts the origins of cultural landscape theory back to German geographers of the late 19th 
century who reacted against the dominance of the methods and attitudes of physical geography as the 
only means available to interpret landscapes (2001b). A similar, more recent shift occurred in the 1970s 
away from the ‘new geography’ which regarded space as a neutral, disconnected, measurable container 
for human activity, toward “meaning-laden” overlapping spaces which, combined with time, are both the 
medium and the outcome of human activity (Tilley 1994, 8-10, 17-19). Tilley (1994, 8) and Armstrong 
(2001b, 3) cite the 1976 work by cultural geographer Relph, Place and Placelessness as one of the most 
notable contributions to this shift, and to the invigoration of contemporary cultural landscape theory. 
Relph’s work provides the framework for this section of the review. 
 
5.1.1 A Phenomenological Approach 
A phenomenological approach to landscape understanding was adopted by Relph (1976), and by Tuan 
(1990); prioritising subjective, experiential understanding and description of things over objective 
measurement of geographical space (Tilley 1994, 11-12). Relph recognises the importance of this 
geographical knowledge of some of the many facets constituting landscape places, but seeks to assess the 
degree to which they contribute to people’s experiences and perceptions of those places (1976, 29).  In his 
1974 book Topophilia: A study of environmental perception, attitudes and values, Tuan (1990) defines 
the vital link between environmental perception and the formation of attitudes or values which contribute 
to the cultural landscape. Environmental perception is the unconsciously selective, culturally mediated 
filtering of sensory inputs, informing attitudes to, or values associated with places. People construct 
mental frameworks to mediate between this subjective experience and the external world (Tuan 1990, 1-
13); thus landscapes comprise “not only of what lies before our eyes but what lies within our heads” 
(Meinig 1976, 29). 
 
5.1.2 Space and Place 
An important distinction is drawn in cultural landscape theory between the concepts of ‘space’ and 
‘place’, in that “... space provides the context for places but derives its meaning from particular places” 
(Relph 1976, 8). Space cannot be understood in isolation from experience and the subjective meanings 
created by human actions (Tilley 1994, 11). Through a phenomenological lens, ‘places’ are foci of social 
and cultural meanings and purposes, manifested through the experiences and consciousness of humans 
acting within them (Tilley 1994, 14-15). ‘Meaning’ as embodied in place is described by Tuan:  
 
Meaning implies two things. One is order or harmony. We find meaning when we can 
discern order or harmony in the chaotic world of facts ... Meaning also implies 
significance: a phenomenon has meaning because it is a sign to something beyond itself, to 
its own past and future and to other objects. 
(Tuan cited in Punter 1982, 105) 
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Meaning and place are linked in Relph’s three fundamental components of place: the physical setting, the 
human activities taking place therein; and the meanings created by their complementary interactions. The 
dialectical interaction between these components creates the distinct identity of a particular place (Relph 
1976, 46-48). This formulation of ‘place’ makes the human tendency to perceptually divide space into 
sets of binary oppositions or discrete sequential categories problematic. In Relph’s notion of place, the 
‘physical setting’ (1976, 48) is comprised in part of what Tuan calls the “continua of nature”, which is 
only segmented in the human mind (1990, 14-16). The important element of this formulation for cultural 
landscape theory would seem to be that places are constituted by the complementary interactions of 
setting and human activity. 
 
This idea is echoed by Craik in his 1986 essay Psychological Reflections on Landscape in which he 
defines landscape as a bipartite, yet similar compendium of  the interaction between the human observer, 
and the combination of landform and uses (1986, 48). The notion that landscape places are formed from 
this interaction are the precursors to Meyer’s notion of reshaping a binary set of human culture and 
natural landscape into a “continuum between human nature and nonhuman nature” (1997, 51); a concept 
which will be explored later in this chapter. 
 
5.1.3 Place Attachment 
Experience of a place differs depending on whether one is experiencing it as an “insider” or an 
“outsider”. The insider “belongs” to a place, and identifies with it as part of their personal and cultural 
group identity. The outsider, or visitor, perceives an identity of a place; largely derived from their 
experiences of other places, and responding to “differences” and “sameness” (Relph 1976, 45, 49). Relph 
describes the experience of returning to a once-familiar place to feel that everything is different, although 
in appearance all is the same. What has changed is our relationship with the place, we are no longer in it, 
and require an effort of experiential memory to regain a sense of its significance (Relph 1976, 31). 
 
Tuan writes of the ‘outsideness’ of American colonial settlers to the new landscape they encountered 
(1990, 63), and similarly, as described in Chapter Three of this study, European explorers to the 
Australian continent were ‘outsiders’ who perceived the identity of the landscape quite differently to the 
Indigenous ‘insiders’. Aboriginal Australians’ ‘belonging’ was not evidenced by mapping or fencing, and 
so was not recognised by Europeans. This was viewed as legitimising their appropriation of that 
landscape (Ryan 1996, 104), and the transformation of its identity to one primarily responsive to the 
‘differences’ perceived with Britain. 
 
Different levels of experience create different levels of attachment to place (Relph 1976, 41). Tuan 
defines primary ‘place attachment’ as a love of the home place regardless of its condition, resulting from 
familiarity with its history, and from familiarity of experience (1990, 99). Relph argues that without this 
level of attachment, human existence is deprived of much of its meaning (1976, 41). The vernacular 
landscape which has evolved through human interactions is described by Jackson as the “inhabited 
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landscape”, in which humans feel at home “as inhabitants of the earth” (1986, 39-40; 42). By learning 
how to see this “ordinary landscape” (Lewis 1979, 12), Jackson believes we can come to a better 
understanding of ourselves (1986, ix-x); or as Craik infers from the perspective of environmental 
psychology: if we understand how people experience and perceive their ordinary daily environments, then 
we may comprehend the meanings and values they ascribe to landscapes in general (1986, 51; 53).  
 
Tuan stated the purpose of Topophilia to be the development of a general framework for examining the 
nature of these human attachments to places; examining the way culture and environment mutually 
contribute to the formation of environmental, or ‘place’ values (1990, xii, 4). This became important in a 
time when cultural geographers had made the shift from seeing landscape as remote, to believing that “to 
be part of a landscape, to derive our identity from it is an essential precondition of our being-in-the-
world...” (Jackson 1986, 147). In her 1992 essay Symbolic Ties That Bind: Place attachment in the plaza, 
environmental psychologist Low seeks to define ‘cultural’ place attachment, in which collective 
experience transforms a space into a place of shared meaning and symbolism (1992, 166). She proposes 
six types of symbolic connection between people and place: 
 
• genealogical; 
• loss: land; community; 
• economic: ownership; inheritance; politics; 
• cosmological: religious; spiritual; mythological; 
• pilgrimage: religious; secular; and 
• narrative: naming; storytelling. 
(Low 1992, 166). 
 
These symbolic connections embody the notion of place attachment formed from landscape experience 
mediated through the mind. 
 
5.1.4 Symbolic and Political Landscapes 
Cosgrove’s 1984 book Social Formation and Symbolic Landscape (1998) shifted the focus from 
individual and collective identification and meanings, to a Marxist historical examination of the way 
landscapes were physically and symbolically appropriated throughout the feudal-capitalist transition in 
the West. Cosgrove proposes that as a concept, ‘landscape’ “denotes the external world mediated through 
subjective human experience ... a composition of that world. Landscape is a way of seeing the world” 
(1998, 13). Landscape becomes an expression, or at times a symbol of, cultural, social, political and 
economic values; part of the iconography of a well established nation. Towards an answer to the 
fundamental question of how a ‘real’ landscape can become a ‘symbolic’ landscape, Meining proposes 
that symbolic landscapes: 
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... arise out of deep cultural processes as a society adapts to new environments, 
technologies, and opportunities and as it reformulates its basic concepts related to family, 
community, and the good life.  
(1979b, 184)  
 
These landscapes evolve as Relph has suggested, through interactions over time (1976, 46-48). In a 
similar vein, Jackson proposes the “political landscape” which is the ‘other’ to his “inhabited landscape”; 
materially co-existing, separated only in the abstract (1986, 42). Unlike Meinig’s ‘symbolic landscape’ 
the ‘political landscape’ is artificial, largely invented by legislative acts to create order, serving humans; 
while the ‘inhabited landscape’ “evolves” through relationship with humans (Jackson 1986, 42, 150). 
However, like the ‘symbolic landscape’, Jackson describes the ‘political landscape’ as having a distinct 
purpose, expressive of “...an archetype, of a coherent design inspired by philosophy or religion...” (1986, 
43). 
 
An example of what Relph refers to as a ‘placeless’ landscape is perhaps one in which the status of 
symbol has been forced. “Placelessness” is “... the weakening of distinct and diverse experiences and 
identities of places ...” (Relph 1976, 6). In the 1970s this was manifest as landscapes created from or 
experienced through rationalist conceptions and ideas of progress, often ignorant of the specificities of a 
locale (Relph 1976, 125-126). These landscapes were “characterised by signs pointing not to deeper 
levels of reality but to overriding sets of ideas or “myths” that are often contrived and deliberately 
fabricated (Relph 1976, 137). These are political landscapes. In these times of burgeoning popular 
awareness of the need for environmental resource conservation, the open-cut mining landscape may 
appear to many less as a symbol of proud progress, and more as a political landscape of extravagant 
resource use. As Penning-Rowsell suggests in his 1986 essay Themes, Speculations and an Agenda for 
Landscape Research, landscapes can be created as assertions of power, not only over other humans, but 
over nature (1986, 115); they can be both ‘symbolic’ and ‘political’. 
 
5.1.5 Environmental Humility 
Relph addresses placelessness and the political landscape in his 1981 book Rational Landscapes and 
Humanistic Geography. In this he argues that whilst the western Humanist approach to town and 
landscape planning has had considerable benefits for human amenity and health since the Renaissance, it 
has done so at the expense of individuality of place, craftsmanship, ethical standards, and the taking of 
personal responsibility for the home place (1981, 20). Jackson describes such landscapes as divided and 
systematised spaces operating only as means to human ends, in which the natural environment is not 
recognised as having an intrinsic identity (1986, 28). Relph proposes a new approach to planning for 
places: “environmental humility”, which views landscape as the subtly changing expression of the actions 
and values of those who create and dwell in them (1981, 19-20). In order to take this position, one must 
allow oneself to be what Heidegger called “appropriated” by an environment and situation, as explained 
by Relph: 
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... accepting that everything has value simply by virtue of its existence,  and recognising 
that this acceptance further implies an obligation to protect and guard what exists so that 
this value is not destroyed or diminished. 
(Relph 1981, 20) 
 
5.2 Cultural Landscape Heritage 
 
Cultural heritage literature is here reviewed only very selectively in the light of the specific nature of 
Queensland open-cut coal mining landscapes. The concept of the “ordinarily sacred” (Taylor 1999, 108) 
is explored in order to extend a definition of ‘heritage’ appropriate to these landscapes. Armstrong cites 
Lowenthal’s early work as having shifted cultural heritage discourse from descriptions of the practical 
cultural formation of landscapes to examinations of the way cultural landscapes are created by and 
expressive of differing values (2001b, 3). Underpinning this review is Lowenthal’s notion of the human 
need for attachments to places embodying the past as a continuing narrative (Lowenthal 1975; 1985). 
Ethnic domination of cultural heritage is then discussed, and the different ways this has been used in 
Australia to justify seemingly opposed attitudes to landscape conservation. Difficulties arise in the 
assessment and management of cultural heritage landscapes when the intangible aspects of myth and 
narrative must be considered. 
 
5.2.1 Defining Cultural Landscape Heritage: Incorporating the ‘ordinarily sacred’ 
Taylor argues that in contemporary Australia “the commonplace, the ordinary, everyday places have 
found a cherished position alongside the famous symbols or icons of national identity”, and that 
conservation practice has begun to reflect these values (1999, 108). He extends Lewis’ notion of the 
‘ordinary’ landscape (1979, 12) to what he calls “the ordinarily sacred” (1999, 108). This represents the 
beginnings of a white Australian understanding of Aboriginal associations with places as sacred sites. In 
white culture, this translates spatially and spiritually to mean “the ordinarily sacred places are 
inextricably part of the collective and private memories of people through time” (Taylor 1999, 108). This 
operates between conceptions of the reified sacred and the profane (Taylor 1999, 108; Tuan 1990, 16). 
This ‘sacredness’ arises from the way identity is closely connected with both personal and collective 
memories, which Hayden states are ‘stored’ in the ‘ordinary’ landscape (1995, 9); a “spiritual inheritance 
of values and customs” (Taylor 1999, 109). 
 
O’Hare cites Lowenthal’s greatest contribution to cultural landscape theory as his argument for a dynamic 
view of the past as continuing to exist in the present (O’Hare 1997, 23). Continuity ensures the past is 
valued more as leading to the present than for its own sake, requiring a dynamic ongoing relationship 
between what presently exists and what has previously existed; embodied in memory, history, relics and 
heritage (Lowenthal 1985, 61, 243). According to Lowenthal, heritage is a constructed representation of 
history, “a profession of faith in a past tailored to present-day purposes” (1998, x). Lowenthal argues that 
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while history remakes the past to be understandable, heritage remakes it to be “congenial”, and thus it is 
an unreliable product of subjective value judgements (Lowenthal 1998, 148).  
 
Despite this critique, the term ‘heritage’ is used in this study. The United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) defines it as: “...our legacy from the past, what we live with today, 
and what we pass on to future generations” (UNESCO 2005). This is extended by Taylor to include “the 
more diffuse concept of spiritual inheritance of values and customs” (1999, 109). For the purpose of this 
study, ‘heritage’ will be defined as: inherited spiritual and cultural values as embodied in individual and 
collective memories, practices, records, relics and landscapes, embodying the past as a continuing reality. 
 
5.2.2 Heritage and Place Attachment 
People desire a sense of connectedness in time and to place (Lowenthal 1985, 38); what Tuan refers to as 
‘place attachment’ (1990, 99). Familiarity with a place’s history contributes to attachment, and the 
present time and place become richer and more complex when the past is well understood and 
appreciated (Lowenthal 1985, 47). Russell argues that a cultural landscape approach to heritage 
conservation should therefore incorporate the perceptions of the entire community related to a particular 
environment (1988, 58). Hayden refers to this as a “socially inclusive” approach to conservation, wherein 
landscape as a ‘picture’ made up of grand elements is superseded by the cultural landscape of ordinary 
people (1995, 12). 
 
Recognition of and interaction with traces of the past affect their forms, and therefore our perceptions of 
the past. Thus these heritage traces represent both the past and the values of the present (Lowenthal 1985, 
412). By altering our past, we also alter our present selves. This can have a freeing effect from redundant 
traditions (Lowenthal 1985, 411), yet a sense of the stability of the past is important to human identity 
and future certainties.  However, the past is inherently unstable; a conundrum people address by seeking 
restoration of relics and places to an original state, or by accepting change and conserving remains 
(Lowenthal 1985, 263). Reconstructions occur of entire villages, comprised of buildings brought in from 
various places (Lowenthal 1985, 285). These facsimiles of places would seem to create a ‘placelessness’ 
in which the meanings of the elements are homogenised, (Relph 1976, 101) losing their connection to the 
past and thus their capacity to convey meaning in the present. 
 
5.2.3 The Heritage Landscapes of Dominant Cultures 
Knowledge of the past is essential to the legitimation of communal or national identities (Lowenthal 
1985, 8-13, 41-43): “Identification with a national past often serves as an assurance of worth against 
subjugation or bolsters a new sovereignty” (Lowenthal 1985, 44). Peoples who have cut ties with 
previous home places often seek to establish a sense of continuity by replicating home landscapes 
(Lowenthal 1975, 9). In colonialist cultures, this may involve the enterprise destruction of the relics of a 
subjugated group; undertaken to demonstrate the inferiority of those without an apparent history 
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(Lowenthal 1985, 335). This notion may be extended to include the removal of opportunities to inhabit 
the land in a group’s chosen relationship. As described in Chapter Three, this was the experience of 
Indigenous Australians after 1788. Having established the connection between past, place, and identity, 
Lowenthal describes the dislocation engendered in those who have thus been subjugated: “rejection often 
destroys their sense of purpose and personal worth; without the past they cannot prevision a future worth 
having” (1975, 15). 
 
Historical records and relics may be altered or displayed to represent desired perceptions of the past based 
on ethnic prejudice (Lowenthal 1985, 334). In her 1991 essay Aborigines, Memorials and the History of 
the Frontier, Bulbeck writes of recent white attempts to recognise Indigenous history often being 
sidetracked into referring only to pre-1788, avoiding the more difficult era which followed (1991, 170-
172). While this may establish precedence of tenure, Bulbeck argues that it also confines perceptions of 
Indigenous Australians to “a nomadic idyll that existed before history ‘really’ began in 1788…” (1991, 
171). Griffiths argues that the ideology of ‘wilderness’ conservation advocates the removal of European 
historical layers to return the environment to an earlier, idealised condition: the ‘wilderness’ of 1788 
(1991, 23). This Eurocentric bias renders the pre-1788 landscape “untouched, pristine”, in another 
formulation of the concept of terra nullius (Griffiths 1991, 23-24).  
 
Jeans and Spearritt (1980, 1) and Pearson and Sullivan (1995, 5) argue that the landscape inhabited by 
Indigenous Australians prior to 1788 must be regarded as a landscape altered by humans: a cultural 
landscape. The degree of impact of Indigenous land use practices, particularly the use of firestick 
farming, is a highly contested area of debate (Frawley 1990, 94; Flannery 1995, 218). What is certain is 
that Indigenous Australian peoples intentionally affected landscape forms prior to 1788, thus creating 
cultural landscapes. Jeans and Spearritt state that the connection goes beyond ecological management to a 
culturally spiritual engagement with: “This landscape of the mind, in which cultural values are attributed 
to landscape elements” (1980, 1). The recognition that Indigenous Australian heritage lies more in 
people’s continuing history through a connection to landscape rather than through relics, has been slow to 
gather force among white Australians, as demonstrated in Chapter Four. In his conception of the 
‘ordinarily sacred’ Taylor proposes that this process of recognition has at least begun (1999, 108). 
 
Frawley argues that the pastoral landscapes of post-1788 Australia were landscapes of exploitation, often 
born out of ecological ignorance (1990, 94). Aboriginal histories have been appropriated to show them as 
part of a continuum of settlers including Europeans; making European land practices part of the cultural 
landscape, and thus justified in continuing regardless of environmental effect (Frawley 1990, 95). Taylor 
argues that the 1980s and 90s had seen a shift from a purely European settler-oriented sense of cultural 
history, to one which incorporates ethnic diversity including better understanding of Indigenous 
Australian culture. He cites the example of the now widespread recognition of Chinese Australian 
goldmining history and associated landscapes (1999, 107-108). 
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5.2.4 Cultural Landscape Heritage Identification and Management in Australia  
O’Hare identifies difficulties regarding the adequacy of conventional heritage management mechanisms 
for recognising and managing the invisible mythological and narrative elements of the cultural landscape 
(2001, v). Armstrong found that the criteria for assessing the significance of places proposed by the Burra 
Charter and the Australian Heritage Commission (AHC – now the Australian Heritage Council) lacked 
adequate means to recognise “ideological” significance (2001a, 14). She proposes an extra criterion: 
“Ideology/Iconography – the philosophical criterion” (2001a, 15). Coupled with the existing AHC 
criteria, this would encompass both the ‘symbolic’ and to a lesser extent the ‘ordinary’ cultural landscape; 
but still falls short of recognising the ‘ordinarily sacred’; O’Hare’s invisible myths and stories. The 
criteria for inclusion of a place in the Queensland Heritage Register (QHR) does begin to attempt to 
encompass these invisible elements in one criterion for “cultural heritage significance”, stating: “the 
place has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social, 
cultural or spiritual reasons” (Queensland Government 2004b, 20-21). O’Hare’s conclusion that there is 
further work to be done is supported in this study: 
 
It may be that further research will reveal that cultural landscapes need to be 
simultaneously managed on two levels: the legal and physical level, and the intangible and 
mythical level.  
(O’Hare 2001, v) 
 
5.3 From a Landscape Aesthetics to a Systems Aesthetics 
 
In the late 20th century, there has been a great deal of research conducted in the field of landscape 
aesthetics; however, no comprehensive, unifying theory has been developed (Bourassa 1991, xiii). This 
review identifies a thread running from cultural geography through ecological design theory, into recent 
formulations of systems aesthetic theory. Overviews of the fuller history and scope of late 20th century 
environmental aesthetics are provided by others including Punter (1982), Bourassa (1991), and Porteous 
(1996). 
 
Cultural geographers seek for historical, cultural and socio-economic origins of the aesthetic impulse, in 
contrast to those seeking biological origins (Porteous 1996, 46). Space, rather than being an objective 
background, becomes a “differentiated subjective place, pregnant with meaning, laden with emotion, and 
highly expressive of the intentions of its inhabitants” (Porteous 1996, 47). In this ‘interpretive’ approach, 
aesthetics is the medium for landscape experience; and this experience informs actions, creates levels of 
attachment to places, and ascribes ‘meanings’ (Relph 1976, 123), i.e. order and significance (Tuan cited 
in Punter 1982, 105). 
 
Calling for a creative extension of this notion of landscape aesthetics, Bourassa cites Spirn’s “ecological 
aesthetic” as an important early contribution which harnessed ecological theory to set aesthetics in motion 
(1994, 103). The ecological design texts of Lyle and Mozingo attempt to blur the nature-culture divide 
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typical of western thinking, by making manifest underlying ecosystematic processes. They seek ways to 
enact an aesthetic, not only to interpret it. A line is charted from this work to Meyer’s “systems 
aesthetic”, expressive of “the relationships between things, not the things themselves” (1997, 66). This 
aesthetic leaps off from ecological aesthetics to merge the nature-culture binary set, proposing a space for 
new forms: for cyborgs, or hybrids; and for Corner’s dynamic methodologies of collage and montage 
(Meyer 1997; Corner 1997). 
 
5.3.1 Defining Landscape Aesthetics 
In 1996, Porteous cited “Environmental Aesthetics” as a new “interdiscipline” between geography, design 
and planning, natural sciences, psychology and the arts (1986, 3). However, for the purposes of this 
review, the aesthetics of the environment will be referred to as ‘landscape aesthetics’, based on the 
following sequence of logic. The meanings we comprehend and the values we hold about environments 
are derived from the way we perceive them (Penning-Rowsell 1986, 114); and we perceive them 
primarily through the senses, as explored in the ‘science’ of aesthetics. As previously discussed, Cosgrove 
proposes that “... landscape denotes the external world mediated through subjective human experience” 
(1998, 13). Hence ‘landscape aesthetics’ is adopted in this review to mean the way sensuous perception of 
the environment occurs, and the way it informs the creation of landscape places and landscape values. 
This is a dynamic interpretation of aesthetics, as proposed in the philosopher Berleant’s “participatory” 
aesthetics, in which landscape is experiential, an interaction of subject and object (cited in Bourassa 1991, 
39-40). 
 
Cosgrove charts the way in which ‘landscape’ has evolved as a way of seeing; a history which reflects a 
notion of the aesthetic as only that which is seen, disregarding the other senses. From the 15th century in 
Europe, ‘landscape’ denoted artistic representations of the world; the “scenery (literally that which is 
seen) which is viewed by a spectator” (1998, 9). In this way, a realist landscape painting arrests a place at 
a particular moment, making of the landscape a static object, in which the subject plays no part, but over 
which he or she has control and may pass ‘aesthetic’ judgement (Cosgrove 1998, 18, 26). When we 
regard our environment in this way as separate, it becomes what Appleton calls a “backcloth to the whole 
stage of human activity” (1975, 2). This approach divorces landscape from the human realms of the social 
and cultural, and thus makes landscape aesthetics seem merely a matter of surface without depth (Punter 
1982, 101). 
 
Porteous argues that academics outside the fine arts and philosophy have neglected the study of aesthetics 
in the 20th century (1996, 20). He quotes Tuan: 
 
The scholar’s neglect and suspicion of surface phenomena is a consequence of a dichotomy 
in Western thought between surface and depth, sensory appreciation and intellectual 
understanding, with a bias against the first two terms.  
(cited in Porteous 1996, 20) 
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Lynch argues against such a bias, citing the fact that most human knowledge is actually derived from the 
experience of surfaces (cited in Bourassa 1991, v). Three levels of this experience were proposed by 
Santayana in 1896, reformulated by Bourassa as the “sensory”, the “formal” and the “symbolic” (1991, 
22). At the sensory level pleasurable sensations are received from the environment, while at the formal 
level visual forms are appreciated. At the symbolic level occurs the appreciation of meaning (Porteous 
1996, 22). However, most humans experience perception of the world through all the senses 
simultaneously, and process all the inputs within the brain (Tuan 1979, 90; 1990, 10). This interpretation 
of ‘aesthetics’ is well illustrated by the familiar Greek antonym “anaesthesia”, meaning a negation of all 
the senses (Punter 1982, 101). 
 
Tuan argues that in order to understand aesthetic experience at a collective level, we need to understand 
both a group’s cultural history and values, and their environmental context; elements unlikely to exist in 
isolation from one another (1990, 59). Culture influences the creation of categorisations and patterns in 
the mind, affecting aesthetic perception (Tuan 1990, 61-63) and landscape experience. Landscape 
experience may respond to many contextual influences including whether the landscape is ‘symbolic’ or 
‘political’. Symbolic landscapes impart images of cultural, social, political or economic values. Political 
landscapes are those in which the symbolic context and image has been intentionally manipulated. The 
latter do not ‘evolve’ but are devised and packaged to be “disseminated through the mass-media and 
especially by advertising” (Relph 1976, 58). This creates not a ‘place’ out of space, but an aesthetic 
experience of ‘placelessness’, “a labyrinth of endless similarities” (Relph 1976, 141). ‘Placelessness’ is 
characterised by a impoverishment of sensory qualities (Porteous 1996, 41), and thus of the aesthetic 
experience; of the perception of place meaning and the formation of place attachment. 
 
5.3.2 Ecological Design 
Ecological design emerged through the 20th century in a move similar to that of cultural geography: away 
from ordered, measurable conceptions of objective space to an expression of “interactive wholeness, 
ecological process, and relationship with the larger world” (Lyle 1991, 39). The ecological concept is a 
scientific explanation of the interrelationships of natural processes (Corner 1997, 83), based upon the 
recognition that ‘nature’ is not a linear mechanism which can be “controlled and repaired”, but is a 
network of relationships: nonlinear, dynamic, and chaotic.  
 
In the early 1980s, Naveh and Lieberman refined Egler’s concept of the “Total Human Ecosystem” 
(THE), which aimed to define a ‘balanced’ relationship between humans and natural systems as a holistic 
entity (cited in Naveh & Lieberman 1984, 74-76). Naveh and Lieberman identify the “ecosphere” as the 
largest “landscape unit”, within which operates smaller “ecosystems”, divided into “bio-ecosystems” and 
“techno-ecosystems”. These in turn are made up of  smaller “ecotopes” (1984, 82-84). These landscape 
units may be understood spatially through the system also developed in the early 1980s by Forman and 
Godron, called the “patch-corridor-matrix model” (Forman 1995, 6). This describes a spatial hierarchy 
wherein land is structured as a mosaic comprising patches, with passive or active edges, linked by or into 
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corridors, set within a matrix (Forman 1995, 3-7). This system begins at the most elementary particulate 
level and moves up to the global scale (Lyle 1991, 39). Lyle defines three ordering sets within this 
ecological system which in nonhuman nature combine to generate form: structural order; functional 
systems; locational patterns. An ecological aesthetic occurs as a direct expression of these ordering sets in 
a given place at a given time (1991, 39). 
 
Ecological design theory is predicated upon the notion that if designers can create landscapes informed by 
the “beauty and balance of a natural system”, then human perception and ecosystematic order can come 
together to restore “humanity to its rightfully harmonious role in nature’s scheme of things” (Lyle 1991, 
39). Mozingo identifies difficulties when ecologically based design divorces humans from non-human 
processes, romanticising nature so that it is “almost entirely de-ritualized, removed from everyday life…” 
(Mozingo 55). Corner takes this further, arguing that ecology is a social construct, value-laden and 
ideologically informed (1997, 84). It is “... the ecological idea of nature in the cultural imagination – how 
one conceives of, relates to, and intervenes in Nature”; where “nature” is the human construct through 
which we understand and communicate about the nonhuman world; and “Nature” is the “amorphous and 
unmediated flux that is the “actual” cosmos” (Corner 1997, 84). 
 
Deep and Shallow Form 
In her 1988 paper entitled The Poetics of City and Nature: Towards a new aesthetic for urban design, 
Spirn argues that ecological processes are comprehended by most humans only as abstractions. Design 
offers the opportunity to tangibly express these processes, without which there is a likelihood of creating 
placeless spaces (Spirn 1988, 122). Taking this straightforward formulation to a deeper level, in his 1991 
essay Can Floating Seeds Make Deep Forms? Lyle proposes that ‘landscape’ is aesthetics. Rather than 
the surface expression of environment being a set of pictures, as in early formulations of the term, Lyle 
proposes to redefine ‘landscape’ as “the visible manifestation of an ecosystem” (1991, 39). This definition 
suffers from the use of the word ‘visible’, expressive of Lyle’s understanding of aesthetics as referring 
only to visual perception. Nonetheless, Lyle argues that the focus on visual image in many approaches to 
landscape aesthetics leads to the creation of what he defines as “shallow” form. It is only when 
landscapes manifest underlying ecological process that they can be described as having “deep forms”, 
which have meaning and create a sense of place (Lyle 1991, 37). Lyle further explains ‘deep form’ as: 
 
a human ecosystem ... shaped by the interactions of inner ecological process and human 
vision, which can make the underlying order visible and meaningful in human terms. 
(1991, 39) 
 
Motion and Change: Enacting an Ecological Aesthetic 
Within the nature-culture dichotomy, Mozingo identifies a related dichotomy of messy ecosystematic 
processes through time, and the creation of static images of time (1997, 52-53). Spirn states that places 
should reflect the full spectrum of change through time, derived from an aesthetic which: 
 
... celebrates motion and change, that encompasses dynamic processes, rather than static 
objects, and that embraces multiple, rather than singular, visions. This is not a timeless 
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aesthetic, but one that recognizes both the flow of passing time and the singularity of the 
moment in time, that demands both continuity and revolution. 
(Spirn 1988, 108) 
 
This aesthetic is enacted by defining a formal vocabulary expressive of cultural and natural processes, 
applied in response to the specific conditions of a place and its people. The resultant landscape should 
seem coherent, yet responsive to change, linking the past into the present (Spirn 1988, 124). A clear line 
may be drawn from here through the work of Lyle and Mozingo to Meyer’s aesthetics expressive of 
“relationships ... not the things themselves” (1997, 66). 
 
Lyle proposes an approach which he refers to as “Form Follows Flow” (1991, 44). This is a subtle 
reworking of Sullivan’s “form ever follows function”, based on the notion that naturally occurring forms 
best express the functions of objects or beings (cited in Michl 2004). Lyle adapts this dictum to reflect not 
a series of discrete functions, but a complex mesh of changing, adapting processes; a ‘flow’. This requires 
an understanding of complex ecological systems to form the basis of design, filtered through creative 
thinking (1991, 40). The aim is not to produce imitations of nature, but “...an expression in human terms 
of natural processes” (1991, 42).  
 
Mozingo identifies the significant challenge inherent in this approach: that ecological processes are rarely 
visibly dramatic, and do not easily lend themselves to the ordering that ecological design requires (1997, 
49). Designers need to ascertain what aspects of ecological process can be made visible and inform the 
landscape form: 
 
What is visible is the surface manifestation of ecosystems and the material conclusions of 
ecological process. Layers of rock are not ecological processes, but the result of it.  
(Mozingo 1997, 50) 
 
Not only do these processes need to be made visible, Mozingo (1997) and Nassauer (1995) argue; they 
need to be made aesthetically palatable to humans. Recognising the environmental necessity of embracing 
ecological design, Mozingo argues that it should adopt “a culturally persuasive aesthetic” to shore up its 
acceptance amongst the wider population. Such landscapes should become iconic, culturally valued 
places (1997, 46).  
 
Rather than a superficial grafting of visually pleasing surface tics onto the “landscape hair shirt” that  
ecological design can produce, Mozingo suggests a merging of the continuum between design for 
ecological health and for aesthetic satisfaction (1997, 58). The cultural specificity of aesthetic patterning 
should merge with the distinctiveness of local ecosystems to create landscapes which speak to humans of 
sensuality and meaning, and which will thus be valued (Mozingo 1997, 50-57). Nassauer proposes that 
visually undesirable ecosystematic forms should be placed “inside familiar, attractive packages …  
orderly frames for messy ecosystems” (1995, 161). Mozingo concludes: “While ecological design is 
clearly an ethic, it is not, at this point, fully conceived as an aesthetic” (Mozingo 57). In seeking to 
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identify such an aesthetic, this review moves to the ecological design critiques and proposals of Corner 
(1997) and Meyer (1997) toward a systems aesthetic. 
 
5.3.3 Toward a Systems Aesthetic 
Social Ecology: Nature as culture/ culture as nature 
In his 1997 essay Ecology and Landscape as Agents of Creativity, Corner is significantly critical of 
ecological design. He divides modern ecology into “resourcist” ecology, which objectifies nature as an 
inert resource-base, separating natural object from human subject; and “restorative”ecology, seeking to 
heal “natural systems” (1997, 90). He argues that the latter also reinforces the dichotomous separation of 
nature and culture, prioritising emotional relationships to nature and disapproving of anthropocentrism. 
Of both ecologies Corner states: 
 
 ... only the symptoms of ecological distress are dealt with, while causal cultural 
foundations – the social structures that underlie dualism, alienation, domination, and 
estrangement – are ignored and unchanged...  
(1997, 93) 
 
Corner argues that of all recently emergent radical ecologies, ‘social ecology’ has the most to offer to 
landscape design. In this, ecology transcends science to “construct a dialectical synthesis between 
rational thought, spontaneous imagination, and spiritual development ...” (1997, 94). Humans as moral 
agents creatively enact the evolution of ‘nature’ (1997, 95), firmly embedding them in their place as part 
of nature. This premise collapses the perceived separation of ‘nature’ and ‘culture’. In her 1997 essay The 
Expanded Field of Landscape Architecture, Meyer proposes instead of this separation a “continuum 
between human nature and nonhuman nature” (1997, 51), and argues that a landscape ethic and aesthetic 
can operate within this continuum, based on the understanding that land is “a cultural and physical 
product and that people are living organisms” (1997, 51). Human beings are part of nature and express 
themselves through what we refer to as culture. Thus nature is enculturated and culture becomes part of 
nature. This is the realm of “hybrids, relationships, and tensions” (Meyer 1997, 51), enacting Mozingo’s 
desired operation in the space perceived between ecological function and aesthetics (Mozingo 1997, 49; 
51). As in Spirn and Lyle’s approaches, Meyer’s landscapes perpetually evolve, evading the stasis visual 
image, “replaced by site as a spatial and temporal terrain” (Meyer 1997, 51). 
 
Systems Aesthetics: Cyborgs and networks 
Meyer refers to this emergent aesthetic as a “systems aesthetic”, defined through the construct of the 
“landscape cyborg – a hybrid of human and nonhuman natural processes, of the mechanical and the 
organic” (1997, 53). She states that the landscape cyborg ultimately rejects “the subject-object 
relationship of man and nature” (1997, 64); as in OMA’s proposed forest machine for Parc de la Villette, 
blurring the distinction between “naturalness and artificiality” (1997, 67-68). The notion of the cyborg is 
here taken beyond the understanding of earlier conceptions as merely a “coupling” (Haraway 1991, 150): 
the new cyborg is synthesised within the spaces of overlap, of flows across perceived boundaries 
(Haraway 1991, 163). These are the spaces of an aesthetic of process and relationships. In her 1991 book 
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Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvention of Nature, Haraway argues for “networks” instead of 
dichotomous relationships of dominant and submissive elements (1991, 161). For example, she proposes 
that we move from “Nature/Culture” to “Fields of Difference”: to objects and spaces which are neither 
natural nor unnatural (1991, 162). 
 
Creative ecology: Enacting a systems aesthetic 
Corner argues that Western culture tends to mistake metaphor and image for mere representations of 
reality, whilst regarding science as being reality; whereas to him they are themselves constituents of a 
cultural reality, and thus agents for the invention of new realities (1997, 98). In agreement with Tuan 
(cited in Porteous 1996, 20) and Lynch (cited in Bourassa 1991, v), Corner argues that this 
misunderstanding is a failure to understand the role of aesthetics (1997, 98). Corner argues that nature 
expressed as ecology and culture expressed through human creativity exist only as relationships, as 
systems constantly changing through time. Thus what is needed is a new “creative ecology” which can 
manifest an aesthetic of relationships (Corner 1997, 81-83). This is in parallel with Meyer’s ‘systems 
aesthetic’ which is “concerned with the relationships between things, not the things themselves” (1997, 
66). 
 
In proposing this ‘creative ecology’, Corner believes that landscape designers should continue to look to 
ecology for inspiration, but for metaphor rather than technique, for “ideational, representational, and 
material implications with respect to cultural processes and evolutionary transformation” (1997, 86). 
Similarly, Lootsma proposes that landscape should function as an “operational metaphor” for landscape 
design (1999, 251-252). Corner proposes the artistic processes of collage and montage as having 
vocabularies complementary to that of ecological design, and that these processes may offer 
methodological ideas to landscape design in expressing new connections, changes, instabilities, and 
relationships (1997, 100). These possibilities are suggested in the two-dimensional works of the surrealist 
artist Max Ernst, evoking hybrid beings at once both human and non-human. These images suggest 
relationship; conflating dichotomies of “people and Nature, matter and thought, subject and object ... into 
fantastic worlds of mutuality, paradox, and difference” (1997, 100).  
 
Corner argues that a creative ecological landscape aesthetic could be one which, rather than focussing on 
completed landscape designs, is about the design of: 
 
... processes,” “strategies,” “agencies,” and “scaffoldings” – catalytic frameworks that 
might enable a diversity of relationships to create, emerge, network, interconnect, and 
differentiate. 
(1997, 102) 
 
A creative ecological aesthetic – a systems aesthetic; could enable alternative relationships and hybrid 
places to evolve rather than be pre-determined by design. This aesthetic could enable the formation of 
‘places’, of total ecosystems of natural culture. 
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5.4 Conclusion 
 
In combination with Chapters Three and Four, this literature review has provided clear direction for the 
development of a theoretical framework responsive to the research question. The review of literature from 
cultural geography has revealed an important distinction between ‘space’ and ‘place’, and the different 
meanings which form, and are formed from these landscapes: inhabited, ordinary, symbolic and political. 
An attitude of environmental humility is proposed as a means of responding to the multiple values 
embodied in the cultural landscape. The review of cultural landscape heritage literature has lead to a 
subtle formulation of ‘heritage’ incorporating the invisible meanings attached to everyday places; the 
‘ordinarily sacred’. This is in part a response to cultural hijackings of heritage, from which memory and 
narrative may be the only remaining traces of past times.  
 
A contemporary development of cultural landscape theory has been proposed in the review of aesthetic 
theory. This has underlined the notion that form is inherently expressive of meaning; and recognises the 
importance of ecological aesthetics in concert with human cultural endeavours. This notion is extended 
further through the approach of systems aesthetics, wherein the lines between ecology and culture become 
less tangible, and design is concerned with the provision of frameworks to facilitate the evolution of 
places embodying relationships. The theoretical framework formulated from the combination of this 
contemporary development of cultural landscape theory and the thematic historical overview, will be 
outlined in Chapter Six. 
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Chapter Six 
Reconnecting the Interrupted Landscape: A theoretical framework 
and a method of application 
 
6.0 Introduction 
 
The interrupted landscape is a place which has been interrupted materially: the existing land and 
associated elements have been intentionally removed by human action. It is a cultural landscape 
expansion of the landscape ecological concept of the “disturbance patch” (Forman 1995, 44-45).  
 
The removal of land and associated elements leads to the following: 
 
• Interruption of ecological systems: 
ecological processes of a place have been significantly impaired or destroyed. 
• Interruption of cultural systems:  
physical manifestations of cultural associations with a place have been significantly altered or 
erased. 
 
Thus, the interrupted landscape is one in which the ‘total ecosystem’ has been ruptured, severing or 
erasing systems all along the “continuum between human nature and nonhuman nature” (Meyer 1997, 
51). ‘Total ecosystem’ is the term adopted in this study to denote the desired, balanced hybrid landscape 
of ecological cultural connectivity, adapted from Egler’s “Total Human Ecosystem” (cited in Naveh and 
Lieberman 1984, 74-76). 
 
These interruptions create metaphorical “wounds” in the landscape, and when the uses for which they 
were created cease, these wounds need to “heal” from the edges, as proposed by Thomas (personal 
communication, June 15, 2005; supported by Seldarik 1994). This healing process is here referred to as 
‘reconnection’. It is perception of landscape as ‘space’ which enables an interruption to occur, and the 
task of healing is to reconnect it as a ‘place’ (Relph 1976, 8). This requires a fundamental shift from a 
dualistic value-base to a holistic value-base by those responsible for decision-making regarding 
interrupted landscapes. 
 
The application of a creative, ecological systems aesthetic is proposed in this chapter for the design of 
“catalytic frameworks” (Corner 1997, 102) for introduction into the interrupted landscape. These create 
conditions for reconnected relationships and hybrid places to evolve rather than be pre-determined. As the 
healing tissue of the interrupted landscape is gradually knitted back into the surrounding hybrid landscape 
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matrix, the total ecosystem is reconnected and may even be enhanced. Interruptions themselves also 
become part of the cultural landscape, and like scar tissue, traces may remain as part of the landscape 
cultural heritage. The process of designing and implementing a catalytic framework is outlined using the 
example of the progressive linear form of an open-cut coal mining landscape interruption. 
 
6.1 Reconnecting the Interrupted Landscape: A theoretical framework 
 
6.1.1 Elements of the Interrupted Landscape 
Whilst it is vital to consider what is erased by interruption, which will be further examined later in this 
chapter, it is also important to consider what remains when a landscape is thus interrupted. Two elements 
are identified here: 
 
• The hybrid ecosystems of the surrounding landscape, formed through overlapping human and 
nonhuman processes; albeit affected to varying degrees of severity by the interruption. 
• The myths and narratives which are part of the “spiritual inheritance of values and customs” 
(Taylor 1999, 109); invisible elements of cultural meaning which contribute to place identity and 
place attachment. 
 
The interrupted landscape itself contributes a new element to the landscape, embodying its own cultural 
meanings. It is often initially a ‘political’ landscape (Jackson 1986, 42), and a subset of this, a commercial 
landscape. It may become a ‘symbolic’ landscape (Meinig 1979b, 184); a mine may be deemed to stand 
for progress and nationhood, for example. It may to some extent become an ‘inhabited’ landscape 
(Jackson 1986, 42) to people who work in it, and dwell in its immediate vicinity. Thus for some the space 
of interruption may even become over time a place of the ‘ordinarily sacred’ (Taylor 1999, 108). In this 
way the interruption itself can become part of the cultural landscape which will contribute elements to the 
visible and invisible cultural heritage of the reconnecting landscape. 
 
6.1.2 The Facsimile vs. Reconnection 
In contemporary Western society, the most commonly proposed method of ‘rehabilitating’ an interrupted 
landscape is the insertion of a facsimile of what was physically present prior to the interruption, such as 
pastureland. Alternatively, a facsimile of another kind of place existing elsewhere may be inserted, such 
as a plantation or a housing estate. The facsimile is however, an imitation, and through its artificiality 
tends to engender ‘placelessness’ (Relph 1976, 101). The facsimile has not evolved; it is not an ‘ordinary’ 
landscape developed through habitation (Lewis 1979, 12). Nor is it a ‘symbolic’ landscape arising from 
“deep cultural processes as a society adapts” (Meinig 1979b, 184). It is most often a constructed 
landscape of commercial-political expediency, in keeping with the motivation for creating the interruption 
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itself. The facsimile cannot recognise the specificities of those elements previously identified as 
remaining in the interrupted landscape; nor the meanings associated with the interruption itself.  
 
Reconnection recognises and builds upon these specificities and meanings. It is designed and 
implemented in such a way that the landscape has the opportunity, post-interruption, to evolve into an 
inhabited, ordinarily sacred landscape which may also, but not necessarily, become symbolic. This 
evolving nature of reconnection requires the application of an aesthetic of ‘motion and change’, 
recognising the flow of time (Spirn 1988, 108) and creating ‘deep’ form (Lyle 1991, 37). The facsimile, 
however, is a static image, a mere picture of the landscape. It is by its very nature ‘shallow’ (Lyle 1991, 
37). 
 
The interrupted landscape makes manifest the instability of time by interrupting visible signs of the past, 
weakening or erasing place attachment and identity (Lowenthal 1985, 263). The dynamic and experiential 
relationship of present with past is severed, other than for those who continue to inhabit the interrupted 
space. Familiarity based on experiential memory (Relph 1976, 31) is sundered, leaving only myths, 
narratives, and memories. As the remaining elements of the past, these form important ingredients in the 
reconnecting landscape. In Australia for example, the facsimile may ignore undesirable aspects of the 
past, retaining no traces of histories of cultural domination. Reconnection however, seeks to be socially 
and culturally inclusive (Russell 1988, 58; Hayden 1995, 12), and to this end may seek to harness these 
myths, narratives and memories. 
 
A facsimile cannot restabilise time or reinstate experiential relationships. New memory links will be 
created with it over time; but the process of merging with the surrounding landscape will be forced and 
for a long time ‘shallow’. A reconnecting landscape encourages these links to be informed by the 
memory-scapes of the surrounding landscape and those of the pre-interruption landscape. It creates the 
conditions in which individual and collective narratives may continue, absorbing the interruption into 
their flow. Place identity and place attachment will ‘evolve’ and be knitted ‘deeply’ into the total 
ecosystem. 
 
6.1.3 Reconnection Requires Landscape Interpretation 
Social and cultural inclusiveness necessitates consideration of which histories, memories, myths, 
narratives and values should inform the reconnecting landscape, particularly in areas where these may be 
in conflict. In order to enact ‘reconnection’, a landscape should be interpreted prior to interruption, in 
order to discover the values and systems embedded and manifest within it. Figure 5 has been adapted 
from Low’s six types of symbolic connection between people and place (1992, 166) to form a model for 
the physical, social and cultural interpretation of the pre-interruption landscape: 
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Figure 5: Connections within the pre-interruption landscape forming the total ecosystem, which 
require reconnection to create conditions for the evolution of a total ecosystem (adapted from Low 
1992, 166). 
 
Interpreting the pre-interruption landscape in this way may engender an educative process: interruption, 
where deemed essential, may occur in places of the least potential for severance of connections; and the 
seeds of reconnection may be sown into the plans for interruption, enabling reconnection to commence 
almost simultaneously with interruption. ‘Rehabilitation’ practice in current open-cut coal mining, for 
example, is increasingly being implemented in this way, along with the process of interruption. 
 
Where land has already been interrupted, interpretation of the pre-interruption landscape still must occur, 
reliant on physical landscape form, relics, records, and memories. The interruption in this instance is 
interpreted also using the model proposed in Figure 5. 
 
Pre-interruption land-uses may be found to have been ecologically and culturally exploitative. Preparatory 
to the design of a catalytic framework, judgements must be made about which aspects should be 
reconnected, and which should be improved upon. The design team must strive to be socially and 
culturally inclusive, whilst attempting to balance the health of the total ecosystem, i.e. judgements are 
derived from a holistic value-base. This may involve drawing on invisible elements to inform the design, 
for example, recognition of the Indigenous cultural landscape, and of vegetation communities which may 
have once thrived in the area.  
 
6.1.4 Reconnection: Expanding the value-base 
This inclusive, holistic approach requires an attitude of ‘environmental humility’ (Relph 1981, 19-20) – 
expanding beyond the anthropocentric drive to create political landscapes of ecological instability. 
Instead, this approach correlates with the moral dimension introduced into the global environmental 
Total Ecosystem 
Physical connections: 
•Ecological: topographical; geological; hydrological; vegetative; animal 
•Settlement patterns 
•Pathways 
 
Social connections: 
•Genealogical 
•Loss: land; community; livelihood 
•Economic: ownership; inheritance; livelihood; politics 
 
Cultural connections: 
•Cosmological: religious; spiritual; mythological 
•Narrative: naming; storytelling 
•Ordinarily sacred 
•Symbolic landscape 
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debate by the 1982 World Charter for Nature (WCN), which this study extends to incorporate the value of 
many types of landscapes as follows (proposed extension in bold): 
 
Every form of life is unique, warranting respect regardless of its worth to man and, to accord 
other organisms such recognition, man must be guided by a moral code of action (UNGA 
1982). This moral code must be extended to recognise the value of ecologically healthy, 
sustainable environments, which are the essential support systems of all organisms. 
 
Corner argues that a “restorative ecology” concerned only with nonhuman systems does not address the 
“causal cultural foundations” of ecological disconnection embodied in “dualism, alienation, domination, 
and estrangement” (1997, 93). This study proposes to expand the basis of an ecological approach to 
landscape, to one which strives for ‘total’ ecological reconnection. This involves expanding the value-
base of those responsible for decision-making regarding the interrupted landscape, as demonstrated by a 
comparison of the two branches of Figure 6. The left-hand branch outlines the way a dualistic value-base 
informs the inserting of a facsimile landscape into the interrupted landscape, producing outcomes of 
alienation and estrangement. The right-hand branch outlines the expanded holistic value-base which 
informs the introduction of a reconnecting landscape into the interrupted landscape, and the outcomes of 
inhabitedness and re-engagement. 
 
Figure 6: Comparative application of dualistic and holistic values to landscape interruption 
 
Dualism:  
Anthropocentric values separating nature 
and culture, regarding the latter as dominant 
 
 
Holism:  
Non-anthropocentric values recognising 
humans as Natural, and nature as cultural 
 
Value-base 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Result  
Pre-interruption landscape 
Interrupted landscape 
 
Domination:  
Creating commercial -political landscapes 
based on “resourcist” ecology (Corner 1997, 
90)  and cultural domination 
 
 
Environmental Humility:  
Enabling inhabited, ordinarily sacred and 
symbolic landscapes based on holistic 
ecology and cultural inclusion 
 
Facsimile landscape 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alienation:  
Placelessness: landscape as ‘space’ 
 
Estrangement:  
Diminution of ecological systems 
Severance of place attachment 
 
Reconnecting landscape 
 
Inhabitedness:  
Landscape as ‘place’ 
 
Re-engagement:  
Reconnection of the total ecosystem 
Evolution of new place attachments 
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Figure 6 proposes a values-shift regarding landscape, not a quantitative increase in practical effort and 
output. The necessary mechanisms and expertise for landscape interpretation, design and implementation 
of catalytic frameworks are already in operation, and are constantly being expanded and refined through 
research. They need no further elaboration in this study. The proposal here is merely to harness this 
expertise from a broader value-base to produce a different, ‘deeper’ end-landscape. It expands the scope 
from a dualistic, “resourcist” (Corner 1997, 90) approach toward a holistic, total ecosystem approach, 
adding values of ecological sustainability, cultural significance and social inclusiveness. It adds meaning 
as a vital element of consideration in the landscape, introducing “order” and “harmony” (Tuan cited in 
Punter 1982, 105) through the reconnection of ecological systems, and “significance” (Tuan cited in 
Punter 1982, 105) through reconnecting the past into the present, maintaining myths and narratives; 
reconnecting the ordinarily sacred landscape. 
 
6.2 … and so to the Research Question 
 
A comparison of the two branches of Figure 6 demonstrates the answer to the research question: can 
contemporary developments in cultural landscape theory contribute to rehabilitation strategies for 
Australian open-cut mining landscapes? As Chapter Four proposed defining an open-cut coal mine as an 
‘interrupted landscape’, the answer clearly is ‘yes’. A proposal for ‘how’ cultural landscape theory can 
make this contribution has emerged throughout the investigation of the question of ‘can’. 
 
6.3 Reconnecting the Interrupted Landscape: A Design Method 
 
6.3.1 Overview of the Method of Application in an Open-cut Coal Mining Landscape 
Figure 7 contrasts the existing method of open-cut coal mining landscape ‘rehabilitation’ resulting in a 
facsimile landscape; with the proposed method. This involves three stages: interpretation, design-by-
collage, and implementation, resulting in a reconnecting landscape. 
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Figure 7: Comparative application of dualistically and holistically informed methods of responding 
to the open-cut coal mining landscape 
 
 
1. Implementation: 
The designed catalytic framework is physically implemented within the landscape ‘space’ of 
interruption. This is the least prescriptive stage, being completely situation-specific. It must be 
planned as such by the relevant personnel as part of the design process. This catalytic framework 
then acts as both a trigger and a support mechanism to enable the evolution, emergence, and 
interconnection of networks at the edges shared with the surrounding landscape: a ‘reconnecting 
landscape’. This will be a hybrid form: a cultural construct to enable natural cultural processes which 
over time will reconnect the interrupted landscape into the total ecosystem. 
 
Interpretation according to legislative 
requirements: 
 
•of the physical landscape 
•of the social landscape 
•of the cultural landscape 
 
Interpretation according to legislative 
requirements and the reconnection concept 
derived from cultural landscape theory:  
•of the physical landscape 
•of the social landscape 
•of the cultural landscape 
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6.3.2 Method of Application in the Open-cut Coal Mining Landscape 
In this study, a basic method is outlined to suit the specific processes of open-cut coal mining 
interruption. Two diagrams operate as examples of the way the design may be adapted to suit these 
specific implementation requirements.  
 
The upper branch of Figure 8 represents the current process of open-cut coal mining followed by 
rehabilitation to produce a facsimile landscape. The lower branch demonstrates the proposed process, 
with mining followed by the introduction of a catalytic framework to produce a reconnecting landscape. 
The second process is no longer nor more complex, yet produces a ‘deeper’ result. 
 
The mode of design does not dictate the mode of implementation. While the overall design for the 
reconnecting post-mining landscape is approached as a metaphorical ‘healing wound’; its physical 
implementation will be necessarily linear, in keeping with the mode of open-cut coal mining. This is 
demonstrated by a comparison of the upper and lower branches of Figure 9. The upper branch outlines the 
proposed process of design-by-collage to produce a catalytic framework. The lower branch demonstrates 
the proposed implementation of the designed catalytic framework in an open-cut coal mining landscape, 
to produce a reconnecting landscape.
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6.3.3 Stage One: Interpretation 
Initially, the pre-mining landscape is interpreted in terms of the physical, social and cultural connections 
outlined in Figure 5. This list is not exhaustive, and may be added to in response to the nature of specific 
landscapes. It may be subtracted from only after careful assessment is made of the connection proposed to 
be subtracted, in terms of the landscape both past and present. The design of the catalytic framework is 
derived from this interpretation. As outlined in Figure 7, this interpretation goes beyond what is 
commonly undertaken in open-cut coal mine planning, to interpret the total ecosystem, including the 
invisible and the ordinarily sacred. In keeping with the limitations of this study, the specific data to be 
gathered within each category of connection and the means of gathering and synthesising this data are not 
outlined here, as the relevant knowledge and expertise is already in common practice among landscape 
professionals. Several examples of the role and scope of interpretation are provided below. 
 
Landscape interpretation at the level of total ecosystem is vital in Queensland where most pre-open-cut 
coal mining pastoral landscapes have already experienced significant interruption having been acquired 
by Europeans in the 18th and 19th centuries, often by means of force. These landscapes were then 
interrupted materially by being cleared for grazing and cropping as outlined in Chapter Three. There is 
significant doubt as to whether pre-1788 Indigenous landscape manipulations were drastic enough to 
classify as interruptions (Frawley 1990, 94; Flannery 1995, 218), therefore within the limitations of this 
study it is proposed not to take a position regarding this issue. Open-cut coal mining practice in 
Queensland is now to some extent seeking to establish the position of Aboriginal heritage on pre-mining 
lands; but as outlined in Figure 7, this is a legislative requirement, not an action thoroughly based in the 
fundamental values-shift required in adopting this method. Such a legislative requirement does however 
represent a gradual movement in broader social and political values, as outlined in Chapter Four.  
 
In this instance, the layers of physical, social and cultural connections cannot be interpreted merely 
through a reading of the physical landscape, relics and written records. The catalytic framework to be 
designed for reconnection will need to incorporate elements for which there are no longer any physical 
traces; part of the “spiritual inheritance of values and customs” (Taylor 1999, 109). For example: 
reconnection of a pre-pastoral Indigenous pathway linking a township with a waterway, the existence of 
which is only known through stories and memories, and will require sensitive interpretation of narrative 
and pathway connections.  
 
Another example of the role and scope of interpretation could occur in a landscape where pre-interruption 
interpretation of ecological connections has found a poor and degraded ecosystem. The catalytic 
framework may be designed to reintroduce a vanished vegetation corridor, to enhance a poor pre-
interruption corridor, or to create a new one in an appropriate place, using local native species long-since 
depleted. This will involve interpretation of past as well as present ecological connections; and possibly 
of hydrological, animal, and settlement pattern connections.  
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The catalytic framework may provide conditions to improve land-use where the opportunity exists to 
introduce more sustainable agricultural practices than were originally in place. The ordinarily sacred 
landscape of pre-interruption pastoral country may contain introduced elements such as exotic plant and 
animal species which may be part of a viable economically connected landscape, or of cultural meaning 
to the local community. Judgements must be made regarding whether these species’ functions in the total 
ecosystem are benign or otherwise, and incorporation into the catalytic framework judged accordingly. 
This requires a careful synthesis of interpretations of ecological, economic, and ordinarily sacred 
connections. 
 
6.3.4 Stage Two: Design-by-collage 
Design-by-collage rather than by imitation, provides a dynamic means of responding to the multilayered 
needs of reconnecting the total ecosystem demonstrated by the process of interpretation. The catalytic 
framework to be designed is both spatial and temporal, embodying physical infrastructure and the staging 
of reconnection through time. The design process takes as its starting point the pre-interruption landscape 
(Figure 10) interpretation. It also incorporates any planned effects of the interruption (Figure 11); for 
example, the projected physical, social and economic expansion of an existing town. A further example in 
open-cut coal mining is the ‘final void’ left after mining is completed: incorporating it as a well-
functioning element in the reconnecting landscape is one of the specific design issues which need to be 
considered. 
 
 
Figure 10: Pre-interruption Landscape 
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Figure 11: Proposed ‘Space’ of Interruption within the Landscape Matrix 
 
The process of collage involves the application of up to four types of design elements, or ‘pieces’, derived 
from the landscape interpretation:  
 
• extensions of elements of the surrounding systems 
• re-interpretations of elements which existed in the past 
• new elements 
• the elements of the interruption which will be retained 
 
These ‘pieces’ are gradually ‘pasted’ in from the edges of the ‘space’ of interruption, as depicted in 
Figure 12. The process involves interweaving ‘pieces’ from all the levels of interpretation – a process of 
multilayered design with which landscape architects and other design professionals are familiar. Keeping 
within the limitations of this study, the detailed design process at these multiple levels is therefore not 
detailed here, but is outlined simply as one layer in Figures 12 - 15. 
 
Constant reference back to the landscape interpretation throughout the design process ensures it is not 
independent of the specificities of the particular landscape context. As more pieces are added to the 
collage, frameworks for potential reconnection begin to emerge, gradually evolving into a complex of 
new systems. Through this delicate, gradual approach, these systems can achieve internal stability, 
mirroring the biological process of homeostasis as the designed, healing edge of the wound gradually 
moves inward. The result is the design of a context-responsive, multilayered catalytic framework for 
reconnection of the total ecosystem. This framework is at once expressive of relationships to the pre-
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interruption landscape, the interrupted landscape, and open to continuous evolution of the reconnecting 
landscape into the future. 
 
Figure 12: Design-by-Collage: Beginning at the edges of the space of interruption 
 
 
Figure 13: Design-by-Collage: The healing edge moving inwards 
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Figure 14: Design-by-Collage: Connections establishing as the healing edge moves inwards 
 
 
 
Figure 15: Designed Catalytic Framework for the Reconnection of the Total Ecosystem 
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The life of an open-cut coal mine may encompass many decades, and as such, the progressively 
introduced reconnecting landscape will have evolved and possibly changed significantly by the middle – 
end stages of implementation. Thus the initial catalytic framework design must be maintained at the 
broadest level, with interpretations of the surrounding landscape updated, and detailed design timed 
accordingly with the mining timetable. A final phase of design will then be to program the linear physical 
implementation of the reconnecting landscape in the progressively interrupted open-cut coal mining 
landscape. 
 
6.3.5 Stage Three: Implementation by progressive replacement of interruption with 
catalytic framework 
In the case of an open-cut coal mine, implementation of the catalytic framework must occur in a linear 
form, following the logical progression of the mine. This process will be entirely specific to the individual 
landscape, its interpretation, and the specific design and mining processes. For example, the reconnection 
of corridors such as waterways, which can be designed and prepared for with landforms and stabilising 
vegetation; however reconnection of the water itself may not be able to occur sometimes until late stages 
of implementation. 
 
A simple graphic indication of the basic process is provided in Figures 16 – 20.  Three phases of 
interruption and implementation are represented. 
 
 
Figure 16: Initial Phase of Linear Open-cut Coal Mining Landscape Interruption 
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Figure 17: Linear Progression of Open-cut Coal Mining Followed by Linear Introduction of 
Catalytic Framework 
 
 
Figure 18: Linear Progression of Open-cut Coal Mining Followed by Linear Introduction of 
Catalytic Framework. The initial phase of implementation begins to form linkages with the 
surrounding landscape and begin the healing process 
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Figure 19: Linear Progression of Open-cut Coal Mining Followed by Linear Introduction of 
Catalytic Framework. The initial phases are forming linkages with the surrounding landscape and 
continuing the healing process 
 
 
Figure 20: The Post-mining Reconnecting Landscape – Evolving a stronger total ecosystem beyond 
the boundaries of the interruption 
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As the designed catalytic framework is implemented, potential reconnections of systems at all levels 
begin to enliven and interweave through the operation of natural cultural processes. These reconnections 
are formed at the edges of the framework shared with the surrounding landscape. Over time, the space of 
interruption is knitted back into the surrounding landscape, and may improve aspects of that landscape’s 
functioning, evolving a stronger total ecosystem as depicted in Figure 20. 
 
6.4 Conclusion 
 
Research undertaken in the course of this study has found that the answer to the research question – Can 
contemporary developments in cultural landscape theory contribute to rehabilitation strategies for 
Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes? – is clearly ‘yes’. This has been demonstrated through the 
development of a theoretical framework based on an overview of open-cut coal mining history and 
practice in Queensland, and a related, selective review of cultural landscape literature. This theoretical 
framework addresses the way the ‘interrupted landscape’ may become a ‘reconnecting landscape’, 
integrating into and even strengthening the surrounding ‘total ecosystem’. This is based in a values-shift 
away from a dualistic view of landscape as purely a resource, toward a holistic approach embracing 
‘environmental humility’. 
 
The development of this framework has also pointed toward a design process by which this reconnection 
may be enacted, which is outlined here in relation to open-cut coal mining landscapes. Pre-interruption 
landscape interpretation informs the process of design-by-collage of a catalytic framework, operating at 
multiple levels of connection. This framework is then appropriately implemented in the interrupted 
landscape, creating a ‘reconnecting landscape’. 
 
This ‘reconnection’ occurs as proffered linkages within the catalytic framework are taken up at the 
‘healing’ edges of the ecological hybrid of the surrounding landscape and the interruption. The collaged 
spaces of overlapping layers of connection are the spaces of new relationships; of landscape cyborg 
systems, acting as catalysts for the evolution of a total ecosystem: inhabited, ordinarily sacred, symbolic, 
and perhaps political. The interrupted landscape becomes part of the continuing narrative of the matrix of 
landscape places, not only a commercial-political interrupted space. This theoretical framework and 
model for design will be speculatively tested in Chapter Seven against the example of the rehabilitation 
strategy for the New Acland open-cut coal mine in South-east Queensland. 
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Chapter Seven  
A Speculative Example: Exploring the application potential for the 
‘reconnecting’ method in Australian open-cut coal mining 
 
7.0 Introduction 
In this chapter the potential for ‘reconnecting’ the interrupted open-cut coal mining landscape is explored 
through the example of an existing open-cut coal mine environmental management and rehabilitation 
strategy. New Acland Coal Pty Ltd (NAC) have made available to this study a set of mining lease 
application documents, supplemented by an interview with their Senior Environmental Officer, David 
Genn.  
 
Although a small operation compared with those in the Bowen Basin, the New Acland Coal Mine 
represents the typical processes and conditions of open-cut coal mining in Queensland. The documents 
provided are analysed as representative of the legislative requirements for environmental management 
and rehabilitation under the amended Environment Protection Act 1994 (EP Act). Their contents will be 
examined in relation to the theoretical framework and method of application proposed in Chapter Six; 
specifically the three stages of interpretation, design and implementation. Gaps and concurrences between 
the approach required by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and a holistic cultural landscape 
approach will be identified.  
 
There are two limitations on the accuracy of this process. Firstly, the EPA does not require detailed 
accounts of interpretive data; and thus the full extent of NAC’s interpretation is unknown. Secondly, 
progressive rehabilitation such as is proposed for the New Acland Coal Mine is also progressively 
designed. A rehabilitation plan is outlined in successive Plan[s] of Operations (PoO) every one to five 
years, each concerned with a new area of the linear mining operation (EPA 2004d, 23). The full PoO was 
not available to this study due to commercial-in-confidence, and as such, available information regarding 
design and implementation is very limited.  
 
Based on these limitations, this chapter forms a ‘speculative example’, intended to broadly indicate the 
potential scope for application of the proposed method. For each stage of interpretation, design and 
implementation, the EA has been examined first as it is the document embodying requirements of the 
legislative body. The other documents are examined where they contribute new information or clarify that 
contained in the EA. 
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7.1 New Acland Coal Mine 
New Acland Coal Pty Ltd (NAC) is a subsidiary of the New Hope Coal Australia Group (NHCA). In 
1999, NAC purchased Mineral Development Licence (MDL) 244 from Shell Coal Australia Pty Ltd, who 
had explored the area, but not commenced any mine development (Genn 2005). The MDL encompasses 
an area of 9981ha in the Darling Downs region of Queensland, 35km northwest of the regional centre of 
Toowoomba. The small town of Acland lies within the area of the MDL (refer Figures 21 and 22) (NHCA 
2004, 1-2). 
 
 
The DNRM granted Mining Lease (ML) 50170 to NAC in 2001, an area of 1103ha within MDL244. 
Development of the North Pit of the New Acland Coal Mine commenced in mid-2002 (NHCA 2004, 1). 
The ML had been granted prior to the transfer of responsibility for the environmental requirements for 
mining to the EPA and into the EP Act in 2000 (EPA 2005). To comply with the new conditions, NAC 
submitted a new Environmental Management Overview Strategy (EMOS) to the EPA in 2002, which was 
formalised by the issuing of an Environmental Authority (EA) in 2003. The EMOS and EA were 
amended in 2004 (Genn 2005). Coal extraction began in late 2002, and had reached 2 million tonnes per 
annum by the end of 2003 (Genn 2005). Altogether MDL 244 contains approximately 820 million tonnes 
of in situ coal, of variable economic value. If the new application to develop deposits in the southern part 
of the MDL is successful, the project is predicted to have a life of 18- 20 years (NHCA 2004, 1). NAC 
have made available to this study the amended EMOS, the amended EA, and the table of contents from 
the August 2004 – July 2005 Plan of Operations (PoO ). 
 
In the process of lodging this new ML application, examination of Commonwealth DEH databases 
identified areas of national environmental significance which would be affected by the proposed 
operation: threatened remnant flora communities forming part of the regional ecosystem; and migratory 
NEW ACLAND 
COAL MINE 
Figure 21: Location of New Acland Coal 
Mine. Source: Universal Publishers Pty 
Ltd. 2005. www.planbooktravel.com 
N 
N
Figure 22: Relative locations of MDL244 and ML50170 
(no scale provided). Source: New Hope Coal Australia. 
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bird habitats, including a wetland 500km downstream. NAC lodged a referral application from which the 
DEH ruled that an EIS is required for the application, to be assessed by the Queensland EPA. Once the 
EIS is finalised, if the EPA approve the application they will use it and an EMOS to prepare an EA for the 
lease. This is expected to be finalised by January 2006 (NHCA 2004, 1; Genn 2005). 
 
7.2 Interpretation, Design and Implementation: A speculative comparison of 
current practice with a cultural landscape approach 
 
7.2.1 Landscape Interpretation and Design 
Landscape Connections: Speculative Comparison of NAC Approach with a Cultural Landscape 
Approach  
The documents provided by NAC are analysed in this section with reference to the proposed stages of 
landscape interpretation and design; and compared with the holistically based cultural landscape approach 
proposed in the theoretical framework. This comparison is represented in three tables, each encompassing 
one of the three categories of pre-interruption landscape connection proposed in Figure 5 in Chapter Six: 
physical, social, and cultural. Although overlap is evidenced, the separation of landscape interpretation 
and design into these three categories reflects the compartmentalising approach taken in NAC’s 
documentation. Each table lists the sub-categories of pre-mining landscape connection, followed by 
NAC’s pre-mining landscape interpretation of these connections, and their post-mining design intentions. 
Lastly, a broad speculation is made as to how the proposed holistic cultural landscape approach would 
interpret the same landscape, and what influences this may have on design outcomes 
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Physical landscape connections are identified in these documents both locally and regionally to a 
reasonable extent, largely in the EMOS. However, the factors referred to previously which triggered an 
EIS process suggest this interpretation may not have initially been as comprehensive as total ecosystem 
interpretation requires. Based on common practice, a pre-mining assumption that rehabilitation to grazing 
land is the most likely final outcome has guided a proportion of the interpretation. In the proposed 
cultural landscape approach the interpretation entirely guides the design outcome. This approach extends 
the interpretation evidenced in NAC’s documents by broadening and deepening it to be more site and 
region specific, and looking to the past as well as the present. 
 
Social landscape connections, while important to NAC (Genn 2005), are not interpreted in any detail in 
these documents. “Social conditions” are included in the EP Act (Queensland Government 2004c, 32); 
and “community” in the EA, mainly in terms of the NAC’s responsibility to minimise environmental 
disturbance and respond to complaints (EPA 2004d, 28-29). As such, all interpretive social data was 
gleaned from the EMOS and the interview. Social issues appear to have been interpreted at the company’s 
discretion. NAC demonstrates an interest in the social wellbeing of the communities it operates within, 
predominantly from a financial perspective, but with a desire for ‘neighbourliness’, as communicated in 
Genn’s positive attitude (Genn 2005). The proposed cultural landscape approach extends the 
interpretation undertaken by NAC, deepening it to a more detailed level of engagement with the social 
fabric of the local community past and present. 
 
Cultural landscape connections are rarely identified in these documents with the exception of the 
important issue of Indigenous heritage. Little of this information was available to this study, as the 
relevant documentation is confidential. What interpretive cultural data there is has been gleaned from the 
EMOS and the interview only. The proposed cultural landscape approach seeks a subtler interpretation of 
white Australian culture and heritage; of the ‘invisible’ aspects of local cultural heritage, including 
cosmological and narrative dimensions. 
 
Speculation on Implications and Potential for Application of the ‘Reconnecting’ Method 
NAC state that the central aims of disturbed land rehabilitation are to create landscapes which have 
minimal effect on surrounding lands by: 
 
• limiting soil erosion and deterioration of the quality of water draining from the area to 
an absolute minimum; and 
• maximising the quality and quantity of the vegetation cover  
(NHCA 2004, 35) 
 
These design aims are largely supported by NAC’s landscape interpretation as outlined in tables 6-8. 
However, as also outlined in column four of these tables, the design of a catalytic framework to reconnect 
the interrupted mining landscape requires broader and deeper interpretation, and a holistic approach to 
‘rehabilitation’ which also prioritises, but goes well beyond the stability of the immediate physical 
environment. What is evident from this comparative analysis is that there are gaps between the 
compartmentalised, dualistic approach encouraged by the EPA, and the holistic cultural landscape 
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approach to interpretation and design proposed in this study. This approach is clearly dependent upon a 
full cultural landscape interpretation, as the interpretation of many connections is informed by the 
interpretation of others; together forming the hybrid landscape that is the total ecosystem. 
 
Compartmentalisation of the environment is currently enshrined in legislative processes despite the 
EPA’s apparently holistic definition as cited in Chapter Four. For example, cultural heritage and native 
title are managed under separate Acts and through separate sets of agreements to physical landscape 
rehabilitation, which is managed by the EP Act. At present, ‘rehabilitation’ is regarded as the restoration 
of landforms and vegetation, and the rest is broadly termed ‘environmental management’ (EPA 2004c). 
The environment is not yet fully recognised as a cultural landscape. Responding to the idea of managing 
the environment as a holistic cultural landscape, Genn reflected that the separation of physical, social and 
cultural aspects of environment in legislation may be valuable and even necessary in terms of 
conservation and management. He argues that it is easier to manage, protect and rehabilitate a set of 
discrete conceptual areas than a whole environmental totality, and that this ensures adequate protection of 
environmental areas (Genn 2005).  
 
An example of how this concept may create challenges in the cultural landscape approach lies in the 
question of how to incorporate the cultural significance of open-cut coal mining operations into the post-
mining reconnecting landscape. In terms of cultural heritage, a survey of the National and Queensland 
heritage registers in Chapter Four demonstrated that little of open-cut coal mining heritage is listed. Genn 
expresses the difficulty of physically retaining anything other than the final void and smaller water 
bodies, as erosion and water management must be of paramount rehabilitation concern, meaning the 
expeditious covering of mining traces is an environmental priority (Genn 2005). 
 
The needs of a full cultural landscape interpretation could well be encompassed by the existing EIS 
process, which would allow aspects of the total ecosystem to still be detailed in separate Acts, but in 
terms of development, managed by this umbrella process. In many areas the EIS is already adequately 
thorough; for example, it takes a broader and deeper view of physical ecosystem impacts than evidenced 
in the EMOS and EA analysed here (EPA 2005c). Social and cultural connections are also given greater 
weighting (EPA 2005c). One exception is that NAC’s actions regarding native title claimant groups are at 
the level required in an EIS process (EPA 2005c, 46). However, at the present time connections to be 
interpreted are selected at the discretion of the applicant, subject to community consultation and EPA or 
DEH assessment (EPA 2005c, 4). Currently, an EIS process is only required when the likelihood of 
environmental harm becomes “high” (EPA 2005c, 2). This study recommends the EIS become mandatory 
for open-cut coal mining applications, with a full set of minimum interpretation requirements as listed in 
column one of Tables 6-8. Reasons for not interpreting a particular connection would need to be 
demonstrated, based on research. The commercial ramifications of this will be discussed later in this 
chapter. The EIS requirements need detailed critiquing against the model proposed, as there are many 
gaps identifiable, particularly with regards cultural connections. Given the limitations of this study, this 
critique is not undertaken here. 
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In the case that the interpretive information provided were more comprehensive, column four in Tables 6-
8 would comprise a modified design brief from which design elements to be collaged would be 
developed. The proposed collaged catalytic framework is created by a design team consisting of engineers 
and environmental scientists, but co-ordinated by landscape architects; design professionals with 
expertise in local and regional masterplanning. Just as the EIS process can encompass holistic cultural 
landscape interpretation, so the requirement for the design of a catalytic framework can be incorporated in 
or attached to the EMOS, and progressive detailed design in the PoO as already occurs. This would 
enable a streamlining of legislated requirements, which Genn identifies as currently too prescriptive for 
the “very dynamic” process of progressive rehabilitation (2005). It is, he argues, impossible to define 
mining and post-mining physical landscape many years, or even decades, in advance as required by the 
EPA (2005). The proposal for a catalytic framework design followed by successive detailed design has 
the built-in flexibility to manage such a dynamic situation, and the legislation could be adapted to reflect 
this combination of flexibility and rigour. 
 
NAC propose to return the area of ML50170 to grazing land, which may be of poorer agricultural value 
than the pre-mining and surrounding lands; but which may also incorporate improvements. While NAC’s 
proposal to seek improvement opportunities is applauded, the proposed cultural landscape approach seeks 
to ensure, through thorough interpretation and professional design, that improvements to the total 
ecosystem are built into the catalytic framework. A facsimile of pre-existing grazing pasture cannot 
achieve this level of improvement. 
 
7.2.2 Landscape Design Implementation: Speculation on the potential for application of 
the ‘reconnecting’ method 
NAC have committed to the progressive rehabilitation of the New Acland Coal Mine. Discussion of this 
stage of the process is here necessarily brief due to the following: only the PoO table of contents was 
available to this study due to commercial-in-confidence; aspects of implementation have by necessity 
already been referred to in the ‘NAC Post-mining Landscape Design’ column of Tables 6-8; and design 
and implementation are not necessarily regarded by NAC as discrete in all areas. 
 
The contents pages of the PoO state that it contains: 
 
• a Schedule of Rehabilitation listing land disturbed by type (e.g. topsoil stripped, active pit, 
rehabilitated/released); area dimensions; estimated cost per hectare of planned operations; 
• an Environmental Audit Statement derived from a review of all environmental documentation for 
the operation. It audits work undertaken against EPA Performance criteria; and 
• the requirements of the planned operation including: mining activities; water management; 
rehabilitation; tree screening, CHMP requirements  
(NHCA 2004a) 
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This PoO mechanism is ideally structured for the implementation of a designed catalytic framework. With 
little alteration it can operate as a means of managing progressive interpretation and detailed design, and 
specifying their implementation.  
 
The main requirements of the EA, other than that rehabilitation be outlined in the PoO are: 
• progressive rehabilitation will commence as soon as areas become available (EPA 2004d, 24); 
• disturbed land will be recontoured and revegetated within 18 months of availability (EPA 2004d, 
29); and 
• 12 months after the first rehabilitation area has been established, NAC must submit a report to 
the EPA outlining criteria for the desired grazing pasture outcome (EPA 2004d, 25). 
 
What is evident in this small amount of documentation regarding NAC’s implementation is that this is an 
area where the conceptual and technical separation of the physical from the social and cultural landscape 
is strongly evident. This is evidenced in the EMOS, which in terms of implementation outlines methods 
for vegetation removal, protection, and for revegetation, topsoil management, and surface preparation 
(NHCA 2004, 39-54). In the cultural landscape approach, methods of implementation are dependent on 
the specific designed catalytic framework and process of operations. However, these methods will be 
derived from both the needs of the specific operation, and from a designed catalytic framework intended 
to be implemented at a total ecosystem level. 
 
7.3 Conclusion: A recommendation to the Australian open-cut coal mining 
industry and government regarding the application potential of the ‘reconnecting’ 
method 
The preceding discussion suggests that there is indeed potential for ‘reconnecting’ the interrupted open-
cut coal mining landscape. The following diagram compares on the left-hand branch the current method 
of rehabilitating the open-cut coal mining landscape as interpreted from NAC’s documentation, and on 
the right-hand branch the proposed method for ‘reconnection’. 
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Note 1: Full interpretation of the total ecosystem prior to mining is both warranted 
and feasible through the enhancement of the existing EIS process. Interpretation 
updates can be made through the existing process of successive PoO’s at intervals 
proposed in the catalytic framework. 
 
Note 2: The design stage of the process should be lead by design professionals, 
producing a catalytic framework which operates as a whole-of-mine-life 
masterplan, attached to the EMOS and thus the EA.  Successive detailed design is 
based on a combination of the catalytic framework and successive interpretations, 
and can be outlined in or attached to the successive PoO’s. 
 
Note 3: Implementation operates in this proposal just as it does at the present time; 
according to the needs of the specific design and the specific project operations. It 
continues to be managed by successive PoO’s. 
 
Figure 23: Comparative application of the current method and the ‘reconnecting’ method: 
Recommendations to the Australian open-cut coal mining industry and government 
 
 
Genn identifies two issues which could be taken as arguments against this proposed method. The first 
issue from the perspective of the mining industry is that the EIS process is already lengthy and 
convoluted, involving many stages of public consultation, and the need to subcontract to achieve the 
many required specialist studies (2005). The second issue is that everything which occurs in a project has 
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dollars attached to it, and budgets are managed finely to produce a balance between process and the 
bottom line. There is, Genn argues, little room to add in extra processes (2005). The proposed method 
clearly requires a greater investment of time and money at the commencement of a project than is often 
the case at the present time. 
 
These issues require further investigation, and the provision of a full detailed response is outside the 
limitations of this study. However, an initial broad response can be given. As outlined in Chapter Four, 
the global environmental movement has influenced world governments and industry to adopt the idea, 
and to a limited extent, the practice of ‘sustainable development’. There is evidence that the mining 
industry in Australia has begun to embrace this shift from traditional dualistic value-based industrialism. 
Genn confirms that younger generations are moving into the industry with the notion that broad 
environmental conservation is essential, not optional (Genn 2005).  
 
A process for facilitating genuinely sustainable development is that referred to in Chapter One; that of 
“Natural Capitalism” as outlined in the 1999 book of the same name (Hawken, Lovins, and Lovins). 
Hawken, Lovins, and Lovins argue for the factoring of the value of “natural capital”, of “resources, 
living systems, and ecosystem services” into industrial processes (1999, 4). This however, cannot simply 
be done by attaching monetary value to natural resources, the worth of which is too vast to accurately 
measure (Hawken, Lovins, and Lovins 1999, 5-6). Instead, Hawken, Lovins, and Lovins advocate the 
design of better systems for the whole life-cycle of natural resource use (1999). In the terms of this study, 
this approach recognises the total ecosystem, which necessarily supports and is affected by any extractive 
and productive industrial process.  
 
The ‘reconnecting’ method outlined in this study provides a structure into which the valuing of these 
resources, systems and services can be factored. Hawken, Lovins and Lovins argue that increased 
financial outlay in the planning and commencement stages of any project, invested in well-designed 
systems and planning for the whole life of a project and its environment are returned through efficiencies 
and the creation of future opportunities, such as the potentially increased commercial resale value of post-
mining lands. As outlined in the example of NAC’s processes in this chapter, and in Chapter Four, the 
open-cut coal mining industry in Australia has already demonstrated that it is open to such a proposal, and 
has the research and application means to do it. 
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Chapter Eight 
Conclusion: ‘Reconnection– A contemporary development in cultural 
landscape theory contributing to rehabilitation strategies for 
Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes 
 
8.0 Introduction 
 
This study has answered the research question: Can contemporary developments in cultural landscape 
theory contribute to rehabilitation strategies for Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes? The 
answer, as clearly stated in Chapter Six, and supported by Chapter Seven, is ‘yes’. This answer is 
embodied in the theoretical framework: Reconnecting the Interrupted Landscape and the ‘reconnecting’ 
method of application.  
 
This framework and method of application comprise a significant new contribution to cultural landscape 
theory, by incorporating recent work on ecological and systems aesthetics, and proposing a means of 
enacting it in the operational landscape. They make a theoretical and practical contribution to the field of 
landscape design, and to the design of post-mining rehabilitation strategies. In proposing the method of 
application, this study recommends legislative reform at both state and Commonwealth levels, and 
suggests how this may be framed by adjustments to the current requirements for open-cut coal mining 
environmental management and rehabilitation. This investigation into a new approach to one type of post-
industrial landscape has created a precedent and framework potentially applicable in other areas of post-
industrial landscape rehabilitation, and perhaps in other types of ‘interrupted’ landscapes. 
 
This chapter revisits the research question and the background to the study, and reflects on the success of 
the methodological approach. It reviews the central concepts which have informed the progress of the 
study, and the resultant theoretical propositions, which are outlined through a revisiting of the five 
research sub-questions. This chapter revisits the answer to the research question, and summarises its 
implications, including recommendations for further work. 
 
8.1 Revisiting the Background to the Study 
 
The formulation of the research question is based on the recognised global need to develop 
environmentally, socially and culturally sustainable modes of living, particularly in the field of resource 
development. Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes have been selected as the exemplar for this 
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study, as they are likely to continue to be developed in the foreseeable future. Open-cut coal mining 
creates a significant landscape disturbance, and rehabilitation has become an important and integral part 
of recent design and management strategies.  
 
The theoretical scope of cultural landscape theory offers a way of responding to the ‘spaces in between’ 
the binary positions of progress-nature, or culture-nature; polarities which have informed attitudes 
regarding landscape as primarily a resource. Cultural landscape theory identifies that the ‘environment’ 
becomes ‘landscape’ when perceived by humans (Maciá cited in Bourassa 1991, 9), and is therefore a 
cultural construct. Binary value sets prioritising resource-development at the cost of environmental well-
being began to be challenged at the global political level in the second half of the 20th century. This study 
proposes that the broad answer to the research question harnesses and enacts just such a shift in the value-
base, toward a holistic, non-anthropogenic perspective, recognising the cultural landscape, the finite 
nature of resources, and the need for a genuinely sustainable approach to development. 
 
8.2 A Reflection on the Methodological Approach 
 
An ‘emergent design’ approach has been taken to the planning of this study, which has as its basis the 
notion of landscape as constituted through, and expressive of, a multiplicity of values. The subjective and 
responsive nature of values suggests such a flexible mode of inquiry, and this has proven to be successful. 
An ‘emergent’ design has enabled: the thematic historical overview to take the unusual turn of generating 
a theoretical model; the theoretical framework and method of application to be developed responsively to 
the material and perspectives uncovered through research, rather than being pre-ordained; and the case 
study originally proposed not to be abandoned, but to be adapted to address the limited material available 
whilst still meeting the requirements of an academic study. As this was a preliminary inquiry to ascertain 
the potential for development of theory and practice in a particular sphere, this flexible structure was able 
to form a responsive, sophisticated tool for the exploration of new ground. 
 
8.3 Revisiting the Development of ‘Reconnection’: A cultural landscape theory 
contribution to Australian open-cut coal mining landscape rehabilitation 
 
Five research sub-questions were derived from the central research question, and were responded to 
throughout chapters Three to Seven, formulating the theoretical framework ‘reconnecting the Interrupted 
landscape’ and the ‘reconnecting’ method of application. The central concepts and developments 
informing this response to the main research question are reviewed here in the light of these research sub-
questions. 
 
6. What has been the impact of resource-development on the landscape in Australia? 
7. How have landscapes of resource development been culturally valued in Australia? 
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A thematic historical overview of the impact of resource-development on the Australian landscape from 
the arrival of Europeans in 1788 until 2005 has been articulated in two parts: in Chapter Three: Setting the 
Scene: Thematic Historical Overview 1788-1971; and in Chapter Four: Expanding the Scene: Thematic 
Historical Overview 1972 - 2005. Three main historical themes have been explored in these chapters: 
 
• the cultural values regarding landscape as a resource brought to Australia by European settlers, 
and the shift in those values in the late 20th century toward the notion of ‘sustainable 
development’; 
• the impact of resource-based landscape values on the Australian landscape, and the effects of the 
shift in those values; specifically the introduction of requirements for post-mining landscape 
rehabilitation; and 
• The impact of resource-based landscape values, and the shift in those values, on the relationships 
of Indigenous Australians with the landscape. 
 
8. What currently constitutes the rehabilitation of open-cut coal mining landscapes in Australia? 
 
Chapter Four focuses on the late 20th century change in approach within the Australian mining industry to 
environmental management. It articulates the status of legislation and practice in open-cut coal mining 
environmental management and rehabilitation in Queensland in mid-2005. The thematic historical 
overview concludes at the end of Chapter Four with the proposal of the theoretical model of the 
‘interrupted landscape’, describing the resource-development based physical, social and cultural 
landscape type exemplified by the open-cut coal mining landscape. 
 
9. What aspects of cultural landscape theory, including contemporary developments, have 
potential relevance to the Australian open-cut coal mining landscape? 
 
Chapter Five, Cultural Landscape Theory: A review of literature, examines the potential contribution of 
cultural landscape theory to the ‘interrupted landscape’ through three thematic categories: cultural 
geography; cultural landscape heritage; and landscape and systems aesthetics. 
 
The Cultural Geography literature reviewed is grounded in a central differentiation between “space” and 
“place” (Relph 1976, 8). Landscape ‘interruption’ creates ‘spaces’ where once there were ‘places’; 
severing not only systems along the nature-culture continuum, but interrupting “place attachment” (Tuan 
1990, 99) and “place identity” (Relph 1976, 45, 49). The concept of “environmental humility” (Relph 
1981, 19-20), is adopted as the central ethical position taken in the theoretical framework. 
 
Cultural landscape heritage is characterised by an understanding of landscape as constituted by and 
expressive of values (Armstrong 2001b, 3). The incorporation of the “ordinarily sacred” (Taylor 1999, 
108) into an interpretation of landscape heritage is central to an understanding of the effects of landscape 
‘interruption’. Also central is an understanding of heritage as a dynamic continuation of the past in the 
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present (O’Hare 1997, 23). The ‘ordinarily sacred’, invisible manifestations of cultural landscape 
heritage, of memories and narratives, are often all that is left of the past after a landscape is ‘interrupted’. 
 
Landscape aesthetics embodies the notion that surfaces are expressive of underlying processes and 
meanings (derived from Santayana (1955) and Bourassa (1991)). It is the means by which people 
perceive, value, and therefore shape landscapes. 
 
Lyle argues that when landscapes manifest underlying ecological processes they can be described as 
having “deep forms” (Lyle 1991, 37), an interweaving of the binary concepts of nature and culture, 
forming “a human ecosystem” (Lyle 1991, 39). In this hybrid space between aesthetics and ecological 
function, Meyer proposes a “systems aesthetic” … concerned with the relationships between things, not 
the things themselves” (1997, 66). When the landscape is interrupted, the aesthetic experience is 
dramatically altered. Ecological and systems aesthetics offer a way to understand the ramifications of 
‘interruption’, and to shape the means of ‘reconnection’. The ideas of Corner are here embraced as a 
means toward enacting a creative ecological systems aesthetic in the ‘interrupted landscape’, specifically 
the process of “collage” (1997, 100) and of the “catalytic framework” (1997, 102). 
 
10. How might contemporary developments in cultural landscape theory contribute to 
rehabilitation strategies for open-cut coal mining landscapes? 
 
Chapter Six, Reconnecting the Interrupted Landscape: A theoretical framework and a method of 
application, proposes both theoretical and practical ways in which cultural landscape theory can make a 
significant contribution to the ‘interrupted landscape’. This chapter proposes the theoretical framework 
‘reconnecting the interrupted landscape’ and the ‘reconnecting’ method for its application in the operative 
landscape of Australian open-cut coal mining. 
 
The theoretical framework is arrived at through the expansion of the ‘interrupted landscape’ theoretical 
model, analysing its effects on the wider cultural landscape, or ‘total ecosystem’ in the light of 
contemporary developments in cultural landscape theory as articulated in Chapter Five. The current 
practice of ‘interrupted landscape’ rehabilitation by the insertion of a ‘facsimile’ landscape is critiqued. 
The framework then proposes a new way of resolving ‘interruption’ by means of ‘reconnecting’ the ‘total 
ecosystem’. This is achieved through the introduction of a designed ‘catalytic framework’, grounded in a 
thorough interpretation of the pre-interruption cultural landscape, of the visible and invisible landscape 
connections as identified in Chapter Five. The application of the theoretical framework is contingent upon 
an expansion from the dualistic value-base which has driven resource development landscapes for most of 
the 19th and 20th centuries, to a holistic value-base, recognising the intrinsic worth of all organisms and 
landscapes; adopting an attitude of “environmental humility” (Relph 1981, 19-20). 
 
Chapter Seven, A Speculative Example: Exploring the application potential for the ‘reconnecting’ method 
in Australian open-cut coal mining, explores this potential through the example of environmental 
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management documentation for New Acland Mine, located in South-east Queensland. This speculation is 
undertaken by assessing the documentation acquired against the ‘reconnecting’ method. Gaps between the 
practices demonstrated and the ‘reconnecting’ method are identified, and the comparative approach of the 
method is outlined. This speculative example demonstrates that the proposed ‘reconnecting’ method can 
make a significant contribution to rehabilitation strategies for Australian open-cut coal mining landscapes. 
 
8.4 ‘Reconnecting the Interrupted landscape’: Recommendations to the Australian 
open-cut coal mining industry and government 
 
The conclusion to Chapter Seven recommends to the Australian open-cut coal mining industry and both 
state and Commonwealth governments that the ‘reconnecting’ method will enable the industry to move 
toward genuinely sustainable forms of post-mining landscape development. The recommendation outlines 
how this may be enacted through the adaptation of existing environmental assessment requirements, and 
how it can be designed and managed through current mining application and management mechanisms. 
 
There is evidence that the mining industry in Australia has begun to embrace the shift from traditional 
dualistic value-based industrialism toward a ‘sustainable development’ approach. This study recommends 
the adoption of a whole life-cycle systems design approach to natural resource use as outlined by 
Hawken, Lovins, and Lovins (1999). This approach recognises the ‘total ecosystem’, as supporting and 
affected by the extractive and productive industrial process. The ‘reconnecting’ method outlined in this 
study provides a structure into which the intrinsic value of these resources, systems and services of the 
total ecosystem can be factored. It requires greater input into pre-mining landscape interpretation and 
design than is currently made. However, this study supports Hawken, Lovins, and Lovins argument that 
increased financial outlay in the design and planning stages of any project are returned through 
efficiencies and created opportunities (1999), including the potentially increased commercial resale value 
of post-mining lands. 
 
8.5 Recommendations for Further Research 
 
While this study has outlined a theoretical framework and method of application, and made specific 
recommendations in response to the research question, the limitations placed upon the scope of the study 
outlined in Chapter One are recognised. This study aims to act as a catalyst for further research, both in 
the realms of theory and in practical application. Recommendations for further research are as follows: 
 
• The definition of the ‘interrupted landscape’ as articulated in the theoretical framework may be 
tested for applicability to a wider range of landscape forms, such as other post-industrial 
landscape types, war zones; or non-human landscape interruptions such as floods and bushfires. 
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• Further refinement of the process of cultural landscape interpretation should be made to ensure 
its internal validity. This may be undertaken through thorough testing of the method against a 
wider range of ‘interruption’ types. 
• The ‘reconnecting’ method of application requires further refinement and testing in the open-cut 
coal mining landscape. More rigorous testing of the method will enable detailed analysis of the 
required changes to be made in legislation and practice to support its application. 
• Methods of Natural Capitalism (Hawken, Lovins, and Lovins 1999) should be further 
investigated to support the application and sustainability of the ‘reconnecting’ method in the 
mining sector and the wider landscape. 
 
8.6 In Conclusion … 
 
If the United Nations World Charter for Nature’s (UNGA 1982: refer Chapter Four) moral code is to be 
extended to all landscapes as the support systems of life, then this holistic, integrated, interpretive and 
responsive ‘reconnecting’ design approach should be taken to all landscapes with which human beings 
interact and design for. It is imperative in the 21st century that we interpret, understand, design and care 
for our ‘total ecosystem’.
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